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CHAPTER 777 - A DIFFERENT WAY 

 

the Ancient Dead Sea scrolls like the book of Isaiah (above); is the most completely preserved 

manuscript, and reveals ancient writings of the Hebrew scribes. The scribes and others did not 

use vowels, punctuation, or any other formatted or gramatical structure.  They transcribed it from 

right to left, with no vowels, and without spaces, etc. 

In Modern times the consonants and vowel points were entered by those who felt they were 

needed. On one hand this may have been a good thing to do, but on the other hand they lose 

some of the meaning; because where we have chapters or commas there might have been double 

meanings, straddling, adding meaning or disambiguation, but we thought best to end any thought 

is we were not privy to it.   

We separate books by the writer, we input punctuation where we thought it should go, but what I 

realize is that there was a reason not to have chapters, punctuation etc because Gods word was 

transcendent it flowed into the next chapter, or had a double meaning. 

So how important is it to have a pristine document based on the whims and differences of 

scholars around the world.  Maybe we should just take the information and its content and 

understand that proper grammar, punctuation, chapter designations or certain writers may not be 

important. 

I have given the content, the research, and priceless information that come directly from heaven. 

Now you decide what is important to you? 

Spending thousands on editing was not an option, the other option was to not put this important 

information out there, and I understand that the content, source, and revelation were not up to the 

whims of someone else to decide its worth.  God alone decides, and it is here for you to grow and 

learn as well. 

Quite honestly I needed to get this out and was instructed not only to get this book done, but to 

get the other done and out there.  So bottom line!  If you know someone who would like to 

professionally edit this book or the other I have contact emails and websites to get in touch with 

me, and I will welcome their help. 
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We can become English snobs, and miss the most valuable information given to us from heaven, 

because we can’t get past certain taught ways, lack the funds, or wait too long, and I am not 

waiting the information given is far too important to shelve. This is one of those moments!!! 
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CHAPTER 1 

GOD COMMISSIONED THIS BOOK THROUGH A DREAM 

I was in Fort Bragg, California area in a cabin taking a personal retreat and time away seeking 

God, and when I arrived home about six days later I found a one page note on my computer from 

my husband, and this is the contents, and an explanation in note form of my husband’s dream. 

Keep in mind my husband does not dream very often, and when he does he usually does not 

remember anything.  Over many years it seems in his lifetime he has only had 4 dreams that he 

actually remembered and shared with me.  Both were about books that I was to write. 

DREAM:  “My husband went to sleep and all night He kept dreaming about writing a book 

about heaven, over and over it played in his dream.  He was excited because he thought he was 

going to write a book about heaven and hell.  He awoke and was all excited!  Then He fell back 

asleep, and a word or voice of God said: “You are not going to write this book, because it will 

never get done” “Carlene/Myra is going to write this book!”   

When he awoke out of the dream, he was depressed because he was not writing the book and I 

was.  He documented his dream experience on a paper put it on my laptop which was sitting on 

my office desk; leaving it for me to find when I arrived back home.”  END 

THIS IS THE NOTE LEFT ON MY COPUTER: 

“This book offers the comfort to those who have lost loved ones, hope to those in pain and 

forgiveness for those who carry a heavy burden.”  Book of the spiritual dimensions beyond the 

two or three common people are aware of, stories of prophetic dreams, descriptions of heaven 

and hell from those who have been there.  Carlene/Myra is to write the book—heart stopping 

descriptions of hell, and breathtaking of heaven.  Will you meet your friends, parents, kids, pets, 

and more?  

At the bottom of the note was this statement given to my husband in a dream from God, and it 

has become the title of the book “What to expect in Heaven by those who have been there!” 

I said to him and the Lord that I will pray about it because he had a previously dreamt and 

witnessed to me that I was to finish a different book, I felt that God may be using him again to 

reveal to me that he wants me to write in this book.  

I continued to ask the Lord “Am I to write this book, and is it from you Lord?” I believe he put it 

on my heart ‘yes’ this is my doing. So, I am praying as I go; asking God to direct me, to silence 

my voice, and the voice of the enemies.  And I believe that is exactly what God is doing. 

In the past God used Larry in regards to verifying my direction; so in my head I thought “Ok 

Lord I will write the book.” I began transcribing testimonies, summarizing them, and choosing 

which ones to use, because there are thousands from all over the world, many have been written 
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about going to heaven, and I have included short versions from some of their testimonies as well 

as including some who went to hell, and others who have seen or experienced both.   

Many who have experiences of death and then life in the spirit realm scientifically are called 

NDE meaning Near Death Experiences, however I believe that those who actually are 

pronounced dead did die and were brought back to life. Others have other type of experiences. 

Many of their experiences are very specific for the assignment and details that God wants them 

to know and/or reveal to others?  They might have similar experience with pieces of the heavenly 

puzzle which others do not see or witness, but there is no ways of understanding what the 

revelation is, and what would be considered exclusive or common in regards to being taken to 

heaven or hell.  

No matter who you are, whether an ‘A’ list movie star, award winning singer, well known 

prophet, a leader in politics, school teacher or parent and so forth there is always those who will 

hate you, slander you, call you a liar, a blasphemer, fraud, but  remember who God has called 

you to be and please him.  Jesus was not fazed by the nay sayers, Jesus maintained his 

composure, respect for others, and we must be do the same while being obedient to what God 

wants us to do and say to the best of our ability.  

There is nothing in these common testimonies that will send anyone to heaven or hell. There is 

no parting from the gospel of Jesus Christ (the anointed/Messiah), but a confirmation, proof, and 

evidence for those who do not believe in an afterlife, or have promoted other religions and have 

no reason to share these experiences.   

Many who have gone to heaven or hell are Gnostics, Satanist, Muslims, Atheists’, Pastors, 

Scientists, Mothers, Buddhists, and so on from every walk of life, nation and what these 

testimonies do reveal is that these experiences are real unexplainable miracles of out of body 

experiences. Without any warning or even a clue; individuals (chosen) are transported to either 

heaven or hell, maybe both.  Who have no control in the matter, and if they are a lucky one they 

get to come back, share with others, and experience a new start in life. 

At the time when these people are taken anyway in the spirit they are not seeking Jesus, or 

heaven, maybe they were but not with any real conviction, but because God is planning on using 

them to reach their fellow believers or nonbelievers, and share with them the truth of heaven and 

of hell they were chosen.  

There is only one way into heaven and that is through Jesus the door. Jesus Christ is the gate, and 

we are given the key to open the entry way into heaven. This key was and is the gift of salvation 

through Jesus sacrificial death as the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world, and he 

is the only WAY into heaven. You see his sacrifice made a way for us to be cleansed from all 

sin, because no sin or evil is allowed into heaven. 
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If you think about it in the holy manuscripts it says that sin is like leaven, and just a little can 

leaven the whole loaf of bread. This is the perfect analogy of how if just a little sin enters heaven 

how heaven will now become full of sin and wickedness so none is allowed in.  God wills that all 

his children come home to him, but those who choose their way, their will, and the world and 

everything in it usually refuses the key to the door and salvation in the cross. 

John 14:6 “Jesus saith unto him, I am the WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE: no man cometh unto 

the Father (God), but by me.” 

You cannot get to God without Jesus, and there is no other religion or way.  One way and that is 

Jesus.  When people die they do not just cease to exist, and these NDE’s are proof of that.   

Those who died, went to heaven, were received as a visitor, and a chosen messenger to others, 

they are not entering as a permanent resident but are the guests of God. At Gods desire and 

command the angels take their spirits to heaven most would not stay in heaven, but were to go 

back while some had a choice to stay. Many individuals knew that they had more to do on earth 

so they chose to return back into their flesh and lives on earth.  Even though many wanted to stay 

they were told that it was not their time and they had to go back. 

Remember because you have not personally experienced this type of encounter does not mean 

that these are not true.  Many, Many individuals around the world from every walk of life 

experience similar or even exact visions, dreams, and encounters with beings that are 

unexplainable. I believe this does bear witness to what is in the bible?   

Does knowing about heaven or hell bring you closer to Jesus, give you hope, challenge you to 

reevaluate your life? It should encourage you to care, to want to know more, and even turn from 

worldly ways?  This is what matters! Does it matter if someone sees a gold gate, and another a 

pearl? No, why? Because there are many parts of heaven and hell, what one describes may be 

one part of heaven and another’s experience a different part.  

The world called heaven is so vast that even the heavens cannot contain God himself, and so 

enormous that even one angel is the size of earth.  Experiencing one part of heaven does not 

eliminate the other places in heaven or hell. 

Heaven and hell is beyond understanding and words; therefore those who go there are told 

precisely what they see, or they interpret what they see themselves based on their limited finite 

understanding. There are many things that one experiences or sees which they vaguely 

remember, comprehend, accept, or come to terms with.   

That is what we do with the Bible; we interpret what we believe it is saying based on previous 

understanding, research, and study! However, many students over the years change their 

understanding and stance based on new knowledge technology, and tools to help give increased 

or further understanding, revelation, insight given by the Holy Spirit along with research and 
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study, etc.  So remember we are just watchmen staying alert to what God is doing, gaining 

wisdom, and understanding along our journey back to the Father God. 

The book of Revelation is about unveiling mysteries, the book of Daniel was shut up and sealed 

until the time of the end, that the whole old testament is more prophetic than the new so we will 

never graduate from the Bible, and “Just when we think we know; we grow!”  

 

God is doing a new thing on the earth; He is revealing heaven for his last call and harvest of the 

precious fruit of the earth. It is the “Last Trump and Cry of God.”  There is a reason for this book 

and it is to reveal a heavenly home, a future, and the reality of a creator God who created you for 

himself.  He is calling us all home to him, he has offered a way through Jesus the Christ, and all 

we have to do is accept this gift and entryway back home.  Choose wisely how you will live in 

this world, and what you believe in.  There is only one good option on the table and that is the 

gift of life through Gods son sacrificed for your sins, iniquities, unfaithfulness and lusts.  He took 

it for the team and all we have to do is finish our race well with Jesus as our Lord and Savior.  

Today who will you serve, whose report will you believe? 
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CHAPTER 2 

HEAVEN OUR HOME 

1Co 2:9 “But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart 

of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love him.” 

Entered & heart:  means the seat of physical life—the soul or mind, as it is the fountain and seat 

of the thoughts, passions, desires, appetites, affections, purposes, endeavors, activities, 

communication, interaction, surprise, shock and eye-opener, discovery, realization, astonish, 

overwhelm, astound, amaze, render speechless and take your breath away (G305-G2588) 

The words above are mans attempt to explain the unexplainable!  It is mans attempt in every 

known word to represent what has not even entered into the heart of man, and try to describe in 

words that represent heaven. In our English language we are given the full capacity of available 

word knowledge from every source, and yet I am told there are no words to explain what God 

has prepared for each of us individually designed with our gifts in the mind from God who 

created us within himself. 

Think of a time when you were speechless, amazed, or full of joy, and then understand that you 

have not even begun to touch, taste, or experience what God is preparing for you and I his 

children.  Heaven is not a physical world but spiritual, even more real than our existence now 

and our experience is not in the fleshly body, but in a spiritual one.  Therefore, we cannot 

comprehend in our mortal bodies and minds what heaven is like. 

From all the people sources that have traveled, been caught up or seen heaven; all would agree 

that heaven is more real than our physical world here, and even if in heaven we are spiritual in 

nature; everything that we see, sample, touch or come in contact with is beyond our finite ability 

to comprehend.  It is more true and tangible; so let us just say you will be undone; meaning 

unraveled, unhooked, unchained, in Awe, let loose and freed!!! 

According to Kat Kerr a Seer/Prophet and others; Heaven is our beginning, God is our Father 

and we came from inside of him.  We were in God the Father before creation, before the fall of 

Lucifer/Satan and the Fallen Angels, before the Garden of Eden/Gan Eden, and before the earth 

were created.  All eternity exists is inside of him, we were inside of him and he took a (our) little 

spiritual layer of himself and knit our spirit together with that little piece of flesh in our mother’s 

womb, and we became a living soul birthed into this hologram and alter world called Earth. 

You see Heaven is more authentic than Earth, Earth is a fleshly Kingdom, and Heaven is the 

world, a spiritual house and the heavenly kingdom of God. God says the heavens are his throne 

and earth just his footstool. Wow! 
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Act 17:28 for in (i.e. with, among, through, and into—of time and place—entrance and limit) 

him (God) we live, and move, and have our being (i.e. plural “to be/we are” first person 

singular; “I am” “It is I” “have been”); as certain also of your own poets have said, for we are 

also his offspring. 

We all think of the spiritual realm and heaven based on the depictions in the movies, media, art 

and TV to name a few.  If heaven is more real than our existence right now then why do image 

sources in media try depicting heaven or hell in a more real life image instead of trying to 

persuade onlookers that you do not want to go there, or know?  Is it on purpose?   

Is it impossible to depict a place that is more vivid in color and glory, beyond expansive, 

unrestrained and a supernatural place beyond all comprehension? Heaven is beyond human 

description, because ears have not heard the music or sounds of heaven, our eyes have not seen 

anything like this otherworldly, ethereal, and outrageously amazing place. We cannot 

comprehend how majestic, magnificent and beautiful it is! I at least think we should try to 

represent it the best we can and not try to give a false rendering in pictures and words. 

According to many who have visited heaven say there are colors in heaven that do not exist here 

on earth. Everything in heaven including colors is more tangible, solid, vivid, unique, and 

important then life here is on Earth.  We live, eat, go to movies, work, drive on our highways, 

hike to the top of mountains, skydive from the clouds to earth, and yet compared to our home in 

heaven all the earth’s beauty is gray, dreary, depressing, dull, lackluster, refuse and unexciting 

compared to heaven. 

Kat Kerr says that when you go to heaven if you were to take something with you it would really 

have no value.  Hard to imagine, but I believe this is true because even our memories in heaven 

are different a databank that is complex and all comprehensive.  Do we need that trinket or that 

photo? Most likely not we probably engage with our memories totally different than we do now! 

Everything is alive; you can see, smell and hear music it moves through the air, the aromas of 

food can be seen as well floating around.  The environment of the trees, flowers, buildings, 

animals, or even clothing moves in rainbow and other colors, everything is alive, everything 

sings praises to God, and wholly desire to worship God. Everyone knows everyone, you will 

know all about what is taking place on earth, which everyone is living in heaven, and even on 

earth, etc. 

Earth and all the living we experience, the flavors, sounds, and sights we will toss them out and 

never look back. Yet anything that we love here on earth like our pets will also be waiting for us 

in heaven, but everything is youthful, not maimed, sick or worn out, but are more beautiful, 

gorgeous, and awe-inspiring! 

1Ti 6:7 “For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out.” 
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Imagine or remember the most beautiful places visited by you that took your breath away, the 

incredible beauty from around this world will never be a second thought once we live in heaven.   

Imagine in our dream realm what heaven might be like, and then realize that the Bible says that 

we cannot invent or conceive of what heaven is like, and that it is ridiculous for us to even try 

and picture what such a place is like to feel, set eyes on, and encounter it is beyond us!  

Hollywood depicts heaven as hazy, undefined, dream like, and not a real place! Hollywood 

reveals heaven in their movies as boring, obscure, undeveloped, nothing going on just a bunch of 

judging church goers.  

Usually Hollywood portrayal of heaven is as a barren place, an expanse of clouds, sometimes 

beautiful but in a weird way, there might be just a gate, maybe a white room with a man, or men 

in white suits, even black suits, uninteresting, maybe angels playing harps, or bored people at 

desks.  Maybe a single home in the middle of fields, very ordinary, drab, and broken down or 

even crooked. (More like Hell) 

It is as though Hollywood does not want you to desire heaven. They do not represent the true 

heaven, and their depiction is deceptive, misleading, and disingenuous.  When TBN, or other 

Christian TV stations, or TV shows try to depict heaven they do it with limited finances, limited 

special effects, and it is usually hazy, drab, illusory, indistinct, and just not up to any real 

standard based on the reality of Heaven.   

They (Christian TV, etc.) do not necessarily do this to mislead, or misrepresent heaven, but do 

their best to share the story, and try without recognizing that our view of heaven because of all 

the depictions by the multitudes of media out there; give us unrepresentative pictures, feelings 

and belief of the true reality of Gods home HEAVEN. 

Artists through painting or photos do their best to depict what they believe heaven is like but 

only a few captures even a glimpse the vastness, beauty, color or awe of heaven. Keeping that in 

mind when you begin to hear the stories and the experiences of those in this book who were 

either caught up, dreamed of heaven, or died, were transported out of their body and taken to 

heaven you will understand that you do not want to miss going back to your father, and his home 

the world called HEAVEN. 

Many people do not even want to go to heaven because of how Hollywood depicts heaven. Even 

if Hollywood really tried to give a real feel for heaven, could they? I do not believe that they 

would first of all, but it is not possible according to 1 Col 2:9. It is beyond us, beyond our 

capabilities, and would still be limited, as in finite in scope compared to the vastness of heaven. 

For example:  According to Kat Kerr who says one single particular angel in heaven is larger 

than our planet earth so think of the millions times millions to the 9th power of angels of all 

different sizes, shapes, and assignments. 
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That eternity exists within God! So how big is God? Many believe that we will be made to 

worship God without end, but I understand now is that you do not worship God because you 

have to, but because once you are in heaven the compulsion to worship God is one of your 

greatest desires, people who arrive in heaven and were minimal believers or even those who 

went to heaven to go back to earth and share their experience, to change them from atheists into 

believers.   

These individuals will tell you that when you arrive you are in total peace, safety, and beauty.  

You just want to stay, and if you go before, with or other in the presence of God, the Son or Holy 

Spirit you only want to worship at their feet!, It is like needing air to breath you crave and desire 

him. 

Worship is a heart of thanksgiving for the Fathers immense love, beauty, holiness where there is 

no darkness, no fear, or sickness, and no suffering. You can eat but there is no hunger or thirst 

even though you can eat and drink.  Heaven is not a place where you float on clouds, but just like 

here you have assignments, you live, celebrate, travel, enjoy family, BBQ, parks, fishing, golf, 

playing sports,  and enjoy your mansions, and all the places to visit in the world called heaven. 

When we as humans look out in space we wonder what is out there, we understand in different 

degrees how far some of the places are that we have seen by telescope, etc.  Yet once in heaven 

you fly, travel and journey past all these nebula, and galaxies. Heaven is beyond all of them.   

However, if you want in heaven many can fly around, visit these places, planets, and galaxies.  It 

all depends on the desires of your heart, because God has created a place for us that represent all 

the desires of our hearts, but also the desires of all those through the ages in a place where we 

will live. 

Psa 37:4 Delight thyself also in the LORD; and he shall give thee the desires (requests, wishes, 

provisions) of thine heart. 

One day God is going to in his way create a new heaven and earth, and If the previous were 

glorious than the new will be even that much better.   

When we get a new pair of shoes, and take off our old ones; the new are usually an upgrade, in 

fashion, style and way, untarnished and pristine.  It would be like removing wickedness, sin and 

darkness from the world of eternity for eternity and time without end. The new heaven is like 

removing an old garment and replacing it with a new one, a new heaven and a new earth. 

Psa 104:2 who covers you (God) with light as with a garment: who stretches out the heavens like 

a curtain—3 Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters: who maketh the clouds his 

chariot: who walks upon the wings of the wind. 

Rev 21:1 And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were 

passed away; and there was no more sea. (This takes place after the Millennium) 
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Psa 104:31 The glory, abundance, riches, splendor, honor, reputation, majesty, and the heart, 

and the soul, magnificent, precious things, heavy, abounding, and lifted up, of the LORD shall 

endure for ever: the LORD shall rejoice in his works. (H3519) 

Dream big, believe the impossible, and grasp the treasures stored up for you in heaven, in your 

mansion, and in an eternity a place without suffering, paying bills, without fighting, crying, 

sickness, no evil, and pain, no death only living.   

There is no evil thing (s) in heaven. When we do good, upright, decent, moral, noble, blameless, 

and excellent things on earth those become our treasures, gifts in heaven, our rewards, and those 

works are considered as Gold and Silver are great rewards.  

There is no evil there, and therefore no perverted abuse, slavery, hunger or thirst, no slander, 

rejection, no slavery, no tears or rejection, and there is no fear. Because you will abide in the 

presence of pure love, there is no evil thing, no sin, nothing that is broken down, sick, or 

decaying, because those things, entities, are not allowed in, nothing is cursed or old, all is living 

and light.   

The only entities allowed into heaven are those who come through the door/gate, and the only 

type allowed in are those who have been washed clean by the blood of Jesus, those who are 

wearing white garments of light, and they received these garments through their receiving the 

free gift of salvation, it is a free pass into heaven.   

You will be so busy with having fun in heaven, so overjoyed and thankful that you made it back 

home to your father who made you that is your whole desire to fall at his feet or jump into his 

loving arms and say “Thank you!” Just like child birth; once the birth process is over, or death 

has lost its hold you only look forward to new life, new light and a new beginning. It is real, and 

if you choose his doorway in, who is ‘Jesus’ when your days on this earth are over you will enter 

into your home; it is Gods house, and a world called heaven. Your mansion awaits you, and so 

do your pets, and family.   

You mansion is created and built for you by God the father, His son and the Holy Spirit; all your 

works and good deeds are treasures stored in heaven for when you arrive, there are gifts in your 

mansion designed specifically for you and some of these gifts you may of never used here on 

earth, like you loved to sing, but never had an opportunity to take it to the next level, but in 

heaven you will have a recording studio, something like that. 

Heaven is Gods house, and our home! There are not multitudes of choices there is one God who 

created everything including heaven and earth along with all the luminaries, planets, and host of 

heaven.  Including those of the fallen host, and there by product origins were in the Father. 

You cannot choose to just die, rot, and cease to exist. Nope! Wishful thinking! If you hope or 

believe that you will just come back and live another life until you perfect yourself called 
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reincarnation forget about that fake news.  God says that it is appointed unto man once to die and 

then the judgment (Heb 9:27).   

Deut 8:19 “And it shall be, if you forget the LORD thy God, and walk after other gods, and serve 

them, and worship them, I testify against you this day that ye shall surely perish (H6:vanish, go 

astray, be destroyed, be lost, of divine judgment, and lose oneself).” 

You will exist after death only once, and you will live an eternal life either in hell, the lake of 

fire, or with your Father God who took on the form of flesh and his name was Jesus who in 

Hebrews has many manifestations, titles, and words associated.   

There is a hell that God made for the fallen host and the unfaithful after that there is nothing 

apart from that, because if God had not created all things, you and I, with the choice of Heaven 

or Hell/Lake of fire to follow would not exist to be given a choice or other options. If God did 

not create all this then we, our theories, and science would not exist.  

Science either confirms the creation, or is used to hide that there was a creation of all things by a 

Creator. Either way it is still a choice who you will believe; a scientist who is just a man, or God 

who has proved himself through prophecy, history, and genealogy, science, written in the stars, 

and by men over thousands of years ago. 

We came from the Father God and we are his Children and your Father wants you to come home 

to him:   https://youtu.be/fKdH4RbSlJ0   (earphone in and listen) 

Heaven is a world and your mansion is waiting for you someday if you choose to serve, love and 

repent: https://youtu.be/02ggLITT9rw (earphone in and listen) 

 

https://youtu.be/fKdH4RbSlJ0
https://youtu.be/02ggLITT9rw
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CHAPTER 3 

CAUGHT UP 

There are many ways that people experience heaven or hell, some entertain angels unaware, 

some people dream dreams, and have visions.  All are valid and all exclusive to that person’s 

experience.  Does the bible verify these experiences?  God reveals hidden things to his servants 

and prophets by catching them up into heaven spiritually, and is sometimes “Caught up” or some 

through physical encounters as in mine which are related to heaven, but a different method. 

2Co 12:2 “I knew a man in Christ above fourteen years ago, whether in the body, I cannot tell; or 

whether out of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth such a one caught up to the third heaven. 3 

And I knew such a man, whether in the body, or out of the body, I cannot tell: God knoweth 4 

How that he was caught up into paradise (Gan Eden), and heard unspeakable (indescribable, 

unbelievable, and beyond description) words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter.” 

Corinthians above reveals a man being caught up to heaven in some form which is not knowable 

by the speaker. The speaker could not tell if the man was in his body or out, so I believe he was 

in a form, but it seemed to be a spiritual body like Jesus or similar. 

2 Co 12:4 “How that he was caught up into paradise, and heard unspeakable (inexpressible, 

indescribable, and unimaginable) words, which it is not lawful for a man to utter.” (Paradise - 

“the Garden of Eden” G3857) 

Caught up means Harpazo: to seize, or carry off by force, to snatch, or catch away—to choose by 

vote, to choose for salvation through sanctification, purification, and consecration, to elect to 

office (i.e. Kings and Priests, messenger, voice of God, etc), or take for oneself, take up, lift up 

(raise up), to save, rescue from danger or destruction, heal and make whole, takes away, and/or 

Messianic deliverance. (G726, root G138, or G142) 

Caught up in Greek means Harpazo; which also means Rapture/rapturo all meaning the same 

thing, and Kat Kerr says that the Rapture is not taking us out of here, it is more of an ‘en-rapture’ 

which means to fill with delight, to delight beyond measure, to elate, exhilarate, enthrall, 

enchant, or intoxicate by the holy spirit. 

So there is a catching up which is in the spirit and those taken in body or out of body are taken 

and shown things. Those who are en-raptured are caught up in a spiritual intoxication and joy 

that is a different use for the same words.  Those who die and leave there bodies have a different 

experience because they are fully spirit and out of body.  

However, because it is not their time they are sent back into their bodies.  It is almost like a 

rebirth because usually the doctors are working on them, trying to resuscitate the dead body back 

to life; and simultaneous God is re-inserting their spiritual soul back into their flesh. 
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When one is caught up in the spirit it travels in and through spiritual realms that are not 

discerned by the naked eye, or the flesh.  You may see people depart, but then they are removed 

from view by a spiritual change; an opening and closing of a portal that translate these chosen 

into another realm, or dimension.  They are dead on the table or some other place, but in reality it 

is temporary, and they are still living in the spirit. 

There is a future and present coming, catching up, or Rapture of the body of believers, and this 

may not be an actual taking away, but something other than, and we do not yet fully understand. 

However, very soon we should not think that what we have been taught is removing to heaven, 

but that the Rapture or Catching up of the believer may different from what we thought.  The 

following scriptures and meanings will give more insight what the bride of Christ has been 

hoping for. 

1Th 4:17 “Then we which are alive and remain (here on earth, who survive) shall be caught up 

together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the 

Lord.” 

Caught up might mean out of view, invisible or kept safe from view take from one place to 

another for safety Jude 1:23 pulling us out of the fire (judgment), also one of the roots is that 

God chooses us for himself, we are elected to an office like a King and/or a Priest to raise up, 

elevate or take up stones (you and I). Maybe we are taken away from another (Satan) what is his 

or what is committed to him, where we or God takes by force (away from Satan)...do we leave 

earth? I do not know however I will be ready whether I stay and fight here or am taken to safety 

somewhere else. Maybe I will just be chosen by God and filled with him. (G726 Harpazo, G142) 

In the air: to respire or blow air, be of one mind for more exceeding for intent and purpose...of a 

place entered, or of entrance into a place; designating an open place, a hollow thing our body, or 

one in which an object can be hidden (the Holy Spirit), to blow with trumpets our voice an alarm 

of war, battle cry, cry of joy, rejoicing, shout for joy over an enemy to sound the trumpets ‘you 

and I’ (G109 G1519-H8643, 7321 tĕruwah) 

Caught up also means ‘pulling’ and in Jude it gives a different meaning than going to heaven:  

Jude 1:23 “And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire (he shall baptize you with the 

Holy Ghost, and with fire); hating even the garment spotted by the flesh.”  In context this has to 

do with the gospel being shared with these others. Some are saved with fear, and others with 

compassion by the way we witness to them, the words we speak, by demonstration, or the power 

of the Holy Spirit. (G726, G4442). 

Rev 12:5 “And she brought forth a man, rise up from the ground, take up stones, a child (Son of 

Man, Son of God, and Son of David, who is DJT the Messiah, Anointed One), who was to rule all 

nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto God, and to his throne.” Caught up 
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might mean taken by force from among the living, either by a natural death, or by violence to his 

throne. (G730, G5207) 

Jesus at his transfiguration was caught up to his throne at the right hand of God, but one day 

would rule all nations on earth with a rod of iron as the Son of Man and Son of David (i.e. 

Messiah, Anointed One, Christ, who is DJT). Jesus was caught up, and taken up into heaven, but 

first he had a job to do against darkness. See Video: https://youtu.be/dOdYMkIWQp0 

Jesus in Hebrew, Greek and Aramaic means “I AM”, Lord, Anointed One, and Christ which 

means Messiah. Jesus is God, and his Holy Spirit is God, and they are all ‘One.’ We too are in 

the father and him in us and we are ‘One’ as well. 

Caught up can mean those who have died and are already in their spiritual body, or those who 

are caught up in a spiritual body who simultaneously are alive in the flesh.  There are many 

people telling their stories who will often say they were taken up, or felt like they had been 

caught up. 

Translated is another word used for being taken or caught up to God, Enoch was translated into 

heaven without dying, and no one knew where he had gone.  This seems to be a full body 

catching away, entering an invisible dimension, but changed from flesh into spirit.  The 

technology is unknowable but it is discerned by faith. 

Heb 11:5 By faith Enoch was translated (i.e. changed, removed, and carried over) that he should 

not see death; and was not found, because God had translated him: for before his translation he 

had this testimony, that he pleased God. 

1Co 15:51 Behold, I shew you a mystery; we shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed 

altered, translated like Enoch, changed from flesh to spiritual, or like Jesus a spiritual body that 

was touchable, maybe our physical body dies, is poured out and sprinkle dust enters transforming 

us? 

There are many ways that God uses his chosen servants, prophets and other physical 

manifestations to perform his works on earth, and he communicates by dreams, visions and other 

ways as in angelic encounters, burning bushes and so on. 

The spirit of the Lord came upon Balaam and his eyes were opened. Num 24:4 “He hath said, 

which heard the words of God, which saw the vision (i.e. to see, perceive, behold, and prophesy) 

of the Almighty, falling into a trance (eye, sight, mental spiritual faculties, to lift up the eyes, 

eyes are opened or behold something), but having his eyes open”    

Having eyes opened is like having an open vision where you are in this world, and in some 

instance your eyes see into the spiritual realm, and this is done for a reason.  God is showing 

revelation to the one seeing.  The message that was given to the one having an open vision is to 

be shared with those who the vision is for. 

https://youtu.be/dOdYMkIWQp0
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There are many ways God does what he does, and each is different, however, there are always 

common, familiar, and frequent phenomenon that each go through, and by their testimonies they 

witness to other experiences as true. 

If you ask and yearn for an encounter with God, and believe that he will perform your heart’s 

desire you may be next!  Have faith he is doing marvelous unknowable things on earth and in the 

heavens. 
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CHAPTER 4  

HEAVEN AND HELL-BY THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN THERE 

 

JORDAN SAMUEL #1 was on the 700 club giving this testimony: Jordan did not believe there 

was a HELL, but he does now and this is his experience: Jordan went to a catholic school, and 

asked questions about Jesus, he asked questions and for that he was kicked out of class, so he 

never wanted to know this Jesus guy because it got him in trouble. So Jordan he then rebelled 

drinking and driving, stealing cars, etc. At one point he stopped selling drugs, and began working 

for an oil company.  One night he smoked pot, he did not know was laced with crack cocaine. 

He passed out, and believed that he went to hell, all the women, cars, and everything you think 

was awesome, he looked behind him and all the women turned into huge demons, and all these 

people were burning, but he was still driving…his heart stopped, and he said “I believe” and 

Jesus reached down and took him to heaven. 

Jesus pulled him out of hell and took him to heaven: “He (Jesus) was all in white, in a robe, and 

looked at him, and had a crown on his head, and his eyes are fierce like fire, here is no color,  he 

is perfect, and you are at his feet and you worship him because he saved us. 

The Lord went to the right hand of the father, and Jordan began to be judged by the father…and 

the Lord showed the secrets of Jordan’s heart that I only he knew, all that I ever did, and I could 

feel what God felt, and Jordan said: “Lord forgive me! Like it was the worst feeling”…and with 

tears in his eyes he said: “And he, the Lord comes in and he hugs you, and said: ‘All is forgiven’ 

Jordan said: “My old heart was broken” “My old heart needed fixing” and God placed his hands 

on his heart and gave me a NEW heart. 
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All of a sudden Jesus told him that he loved Jordan, and that I am not alone; that I have never 

been alone, Jesus showed him all the times in his life that he thought he was lucky, that he 

thought he was alone but that Gods hand was always upon Jordan, and that Jesus was always 

perusing Jordan non-stop…(Jordan smiling said): Jesus hugged me again, told me that he loved 

me…all of a sudden ‘Whoosh’ back in the trailer again on the floor…Jordan grabbed the bible, it 

was like it was glowing and he held it…swoosh! Jordan opened it to Psalms 34, and Jordan 

began to read it, and it was everything that just happened to me. Only God can do that!” Smiling 

from ear to ear with eyes squinting with joy! 

His life changed, everything about him was new, his words, swearing, etc, no addictions, at that 

moment Jordan says he was delivered, and is now a missionary going around the world.  He says 

smiling “the Lord loves the broken and the lost, and finds the one, and it was him.” END 

JORDAN 

JUDE #2 who claims she is gifted with dreams and visions from the Lord, she had been praying 

to have a vision or visitation to heaven, and in one year and a few days it came to pass…In the 

vision I find myself going to church only to find out that the service had just finished. For some 

reason I arrived at church super late. Then I went inside to have some conversations.  I did not 

know the day and when I had looked at the clock it was about 11:55 am. 

Afterwards, some time had passed I saw they were serving food in the church kitchen and two 

elder women asked to get them something; the one something to eat and the other something to 

drink. I was going to just leave but I decided to do it. As I was doing I heard 21 beautiful trumpet 

sounds. In 7 blast rhythms but the last 7 was in reverse. Jude quickly went outside to see what 

this wonderful sound was but as soon as I have heard the last of the 7s trumpet sounds Jude 

immediately appeared in a new place. 

Jude knew she was high above the sky somewhere in heaven. The place looked similar to a 

coliseum but way better. Everything in there was made of some sort of precious stones. The floor 

looks like white limestone without any impurities; in fact all the stones there had no impurities. 

There was a man in the center standing behind something that looks similar to a pulpit that was 

made out of some precious stone. He had his left hand on it. His face was illuminating so I could 

not see His facial features. He was wearing a long white robe that had reached down to His wrist. 

So Jude could not really tell if He had any piercing in His hands or not. 

Everything in there was wonderful and beautiful beyond human comprehension. To the point 

that men and everyone else did not pay much attention to Him.  Jude was looking all around. She 

saw something very amazing; in fact there are three things Jude wondered about. First, there 

were no shadows of any kind because everywhere there was light. Second, Jude noticed there 

were some empty seats; last Jude wondered why there were so few people in her area. 

Now you have to understand the place was massive—all the people there were seated in groups. 

Some had missing seats among them. Few had all the members of their family seated with them. 
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They were talking to each other as if they had not seen each other in many years. Everyone there 

was having a conversation with someone, but no one was louder than someone else. All the ones 

that resemble males had short hair and all the ones that resemble females had long hair. One had 

female facial features and the other had male facial features. 

The ones that had female facial features were flat chested like men on earth. Also, the dress 

everyone was wearing looks beautifully designed for that person and the colors were vivid. In 

fact, the colors on earth looked faded compared to these. Everyone dressed as if they were going 

to a wedding or a banquet. Jude also saw and experienced some things that she does not 

understand. 

I was able to remember some of the things about earth but not everything. Another thing she 

experienced is while she are seated Jude could see all around her there were people seated next 

to her but she wasn’t slowed to see them…it was like she could see farther than her natural eyes 

would allow her to. Jude also experienced an everlasting sense of joy, love, peace, unity and 

complete happiness. END JUDE 

ALLEN YOUNGBLOOD #3 was a home builder, accomplished, building luxury mansions, and 

a person of anger ‘explosive’ and dangerous, anger ruled his life giving him power and position. 

Yet he attended church. 

He felt God was out to get ya! Allen was at church at Christmas or the Holidays, and as he was at 

the communion rail, he was transported and came to a place where he heard a voice that sounded 

of rushing waters; at that moment a scripture came to him “If you say you love God, and you 

hate your brother you are no more than a liar, and a murderer, at that moment he repented of his 

sins, and immediately was transported to a beautiful city with a gate of pearl. 

When Jude walked through those gates; “my mind could not conceive what I would see, have we 

read about the streets of Gold, Yes! Have we read about the streets of Gold? but they were 

different…they were suspended like a mighty highway, with no visible means of suspension, as 

he entered that area he saw cascading out the throne of God a massive waterfall, which I/he 

believe is the river of life.” (Rev 22:1”And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as 

crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb).  

Allen saw a friend who had died years earlier (Jerry) in a fiery plane crash, but here in his vision 

Jerry appeared normal wearing a blue suit…he turned and held his hand pointed toward the top 

of the platform of the throne of God, He thought ‘Oh, am I gonna see God’, and then he was 

back at the church. His wife thought he had gone to sleep at the communion altar, and was 

embarrassed. 

Allen’s wife said His whole attitude and hard demeanor was gone.  Speaking, full of the Holy 

Spirit He said: “I came back and told my wife, that one woman that there is a God! there is a 
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heaven! and there is life after death! Jerry is there; Allan wrote a book about his experience 

called “Voice of Many Waters.” END YOUNGBLOOD  

SEPT 1996 RICK MONCRIEFF #4 was a power worker on a rooftop when the line snapped he 

fell headfirst onto concrete below, the rescue team told his wife told to prepare for a funeral… 

(He had a wife and three daughters), he arrived at the hospital with several broken ribs, and his 

head was hemorrhaging, believers and friends began to pray for them, but he was unresponsive; 

however, during that time he was in a coma and this is what happened: 

“I was taken into the throne room of God, it was more real than you are, it was so real, and 

everything was so white, whiter than white, he was on his belly, on my face before the lord, and I 

saw his feet, his feet was fine burnish (I.e. polish, shined, and glowing) brass, Rick did not see 

Gods face, and the Lord asked him what do you want to do? What report will you believe; do 

you want to believe the report of the Lord, or the doctors? Rick said your report that he will live. 

The Lord said that is enough, clapped his hand, and at that moment Rick began to come out of 

his coma.” God had compassion on Rick, and he was healed miraculously! Latter he became a 

pastor, and thanks God everyday! “Every day is incredible and I am so thankful even in the midst 

of pain and recovery!” END RICK EPISODE 

NOTE: Rick’s episode proves an argument that these people are not playing off other stories and 

experiences, and that all the similarities cannot be rejected as their subconscious memories of 

others who died; went to heaven or hell.  

Before we had the internet many stories that were documented and memorialized in books or 

journals across the world could not have been known by many who died previously with going to 

heaven.  They had no access to the stories out there because they were only known by close 

relations, through bookstores, and word of mouth.   

Yet because of the information boom, and availability of other heavenly accounts we now can 

search for NDE or ADE, Experiences, and find unlimited accounts from all over the world.  

Rick’s episode took place in 1996 which is over 20 years ago.  They did not know these other 

people’s experiences, and Rick did not know, or have access to the internet to learn of other 

accounts, and yet his NDE/ADE like others have commonalities that he could not have known.  

There are documented accounts dated as far back as 1970’s or earlier.   

I just believe that there is enough evidence here for scientists and doctors alike to conclude that 

these encounters are unexplainable, supernatural or miraculous.  They are heavenly, and quite 

honestly should prove that there is an afterlife. In this afterlife there are two choices, one will be 

your choice of joy, love, acceptance, to be back home with Father God, and the other one of 

sheer horror with the wicked and Satan who hates you if you should choose to reject Gods offer.  

Wouldn’t you want to know where you may spend your eternity?  
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DARNISHA TAYLOR #5 was scuba diving, an experienced diver, but in the waters of Crystal 

Lake Michigan death lurked underwater, they explored the bottom of the lake for 30 

minutes…she surfaced to fix the coupler and it would not attach.  She began to feel in trouble 

because the extra 60-70 lbs she carried was pulling her under, and she began to sink, but she 

prayed to the Lord, “if this is your will, than I am going to trust you” then she shut her eyes and 

drifted off into eternity—Scott her husband could not find her…she woke up on her knees, in 

this place, a room but it had no walls, the room was a wide open bright space,  it was so peaceful, 

it was very pure, and in the distance she could tell there was a great destination, this gateway, 

this place people were entering into, and she remembered feeling that she was home, even 

though it did not look like her house, she knew she was welcome, she saw another person, and 

they did not talk, but communicated, this woman asked her “are you coming?” And I Darnisha 

um, didn’t know what to say. 

Scott found her floating a ways a way, but she was sinking.  Everything went black, and she said 

I’m home why are they bothering me?  She said I have a decision to make! Do I stay, or do I 

come back…she heard clearly “You need to relax, and let him/Scott bring her back” The water 

was gurgling in her lungs, and then a boat came by, and all Scott could hear was prayers from the 

boat, and crying out, and then the water came out of her lungs. 

Danisha believes that God will give you what you need to make it through whatever life gives 

you, because he knows we cannot do it on our own. END DARNISHA  

PAM NEJOUR #6 died in surgery-when she rose above her body.  Her heart had stopped, and 

the doctor said the scenario was that she was dead…All of a sudden she was aware of the 

presence of bright and a glowing elevator shaft and at the end was a beautiful light…it was alive 

and breathing, she had never seen such a beautiful light, and then she woke. She knew that the 

light was eternal (i.e. everlasting, unending, undying, unbroken and timeless). 

Note: Nurses experience that 66% of mystical death experiences is that those who have them 

lose the fear of death. END PAM  

KEN MARTIN #7 was a Restaurant Bar owner, and experienced a Code Red, when he died he 

began to hover over the ground…He watched up towards the sky, and a wave, a tunnel of energy 

was before him, he went up and was enveloped by a radiant beautiful light, he knew it was God. 

When he awoke he changed his life. END KEN 

What is the point of all these encounters, and what is the point of this book? Besides the fact that 

God commissioned the book, and that we are currently in the Kingdom age where now God has 

begun to harvest the earth by choosing among all people his bride.  It is the now, and we have 

entered the final days of man as we have known them. 

So as he begins to choose among the people of the earth his bride and begins taking in the 

harvest this book is for you to realize that heaven might be real, and that God might be real, and 
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that maybe you should choose God for your Father and his Son Jesus Christ/Messiah who is 

giving you this important opportunity to know him.  Do not miss the boat there may not be 

another sent. 

There are many more encounters for you to enjoy and hopefully grasp the reality of heaven and 

hell! 

ED DOUGHERTY #8 When he died he saw a swirling light, Ed said it felt like returning, 

coming home, he felt peace, and he felt unlimited compared to our life in the flesh. It (the light) 

was so over powering that everything else paled (dim, faint, murky, gloomy, or even dark) in 

comparison on earth. END ED  

CRYSTAL MCVEY ON CBN #9 – was molested at 3 yrs of age, she felt filthy and unlovable. 

She began to use drugs and alcohol, latter she got a divorce and afterwards Crystal married once 

again (a troubled life). However, in 2009 Crystal was admitted into the hospital with pancreatic 

(something?), and her temperature rose to 110 degrees at about that moment the doctors called 

for a Code Blue (Cardiac Arrest-and loss of conscienceless, and within minutes death occurs) 

which lasted for 9 minutes as they worked on her heart. She died and when she opened her eyes 

(she felt peaceful and calm)…first she said it was herself; me! Then Crystal experienced her 

three year old self right as the enemy had taken her innocence when she was molested. 

Crystal said the ‘light’ came to her in the middle of the tunnel, the ‘light’ was eternal and she 

could not breathe enough of him, she could not get close enough to him. She felt so at peace, so 

bathed in the presence of God where words like amazing, beautiful fall too short.  Crystal asked 

the ‘light’ why he let bad things happen, and why he did not love her? And in that instance that 

light (God) revealed his true self to her, and she said it was ‘PURE LOVE’ She fell down in 

worship, and said she said out loud to him, “I could worship you forever.”   

Then Crystal saw herself thru his eyes, while in tears she said God took her chains, and set her 

free.  She said God allowed her to experience his love, and it almost made her EXPLODE! (I.e. 

burst, break open, rupture, come apart, and expand like eternity through Gods vastness, all 

LOVE)! She says that she is completely changed, and that God is real, and God that light loves 

her. One part of God’s message to her was: We have his love, and we have a choice to choose 

him! END CRYSTAL #9 
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LANDON WHITLEY # 10 believed he has had 4 lives, and in 1997 all was well, and they were 

driving home from church when they were T-boned, and Landons fathers seat flew back and 

Landon was crushed in the back seat, the workers did not even know he was in the car, The 

workers found his shoe, then looked for the Childs body. Landon had died 3 times and flat lined, 

each time Landon visited heaven he saw he was with angels, Jesus and his Father, also two 

siblings that he did not know existed, because his mother had two miscarriages before Landon 

was born that he knew nothing about...Jesus told him that it was not his time and Landon was 

sent back.  Video: Now Landon who is in his mid twenties explains that Baseball now replaces 

Softball, and he wears the number his father once gave him; the number eleven #11 (as he holds 

up his jersey for all to see). END LANDON  

CD: ‘Warrior’ EJ Ouellette #11 met father in heaven and wrote a book, this is an excerpt from 

that experience in the book notes ‘the Awakening.’  “A young man and woman stood before me 

EJ was in a bright room and looked to be about 12 years of age…we stood on a plateau, and a 

large child like mobile hung above their heads with stars, and moons with no origin, the young 

man said “well you pulled the right strings” 

Two angels came and were taking him to heaven, EJ could see that they were taking him to a 

higher level, a small chiasm (crossing) divided us and there was no other way to get there but by 

the angels…except by angel flight, there before me stood the Father (God), with a long robe and 

his hair as white as snow…he was the oldest about 12. 

EJ had never seen such golden hearted people, they radiated with God’s love, every person he 

looked at was a gem of Gods, and their hearts were so pure, they radiated with God’s love, and a 
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young man came up with disbelief that he was able to come that far, and the love was so 

overloading, that he felt that he would explode!  

Every pour of my being was trying to turn inside out…I knew that he (God) had given me an 

incredible gift which had no earthly measure…EJ grabbed hold of Gods robe, and began to weep 

and could not stop. EJ thought he would burst! Love itself was pouring through his robe to me, 

the intensity was overwhelming I was not able to let go of his robe for anything.  

EJ the Warrior felt the love he had been searching for his whole life…even Gods hand felt like it 

was talking to me, and I was fascinated and could not stop studying it as we walked and it was 

pure white, and I knew that he was ANCIENT OF DAYS! And that he was WISDOM.  

EJ could not see his face…AOD/Wisdom spoke audibly to me, 4.5 years you cried out to hear 

my voice more clearly, and I have given you a great gift…this is indeed a privilege…EJ started 

to weep again. For one hour we talked back and forth, and answered clearly…His voice sounded 

like an ocean swirling around like a million voices in perfect unison, He spoke to me “Tell my 

people I want to be found by them” END WARRIOR  

PAM REYNOLDS EXPERIENCE #12 Atlanta, Georgia At the age of 35 yrs Pam’s case was 

about to astonish experts and Doctors. Dr. Michael Saybon cardiologist was also studying NDE 

(Near Death Experiences) when he came across one extra-ordinary account. 

Doctor: Pam’s case was unique in the fact that she had a NDE when she was fully medically 

instrumented and under medical observation, and I think if you wanted to construct a laboratory 

experiment where you had someone and took them as close to death, perhaps even into death as 

close as possible and bring them back, and ask them what they can recall; Pam’s case comes 

closest to that than any other case so far that we know of. 

Pam Reynolds was an established singer, songwriter and a busy working mother. In 1991 she 

became seriously ill. 

Pam: I began to experience dizziness, loss of speech, some difficulty in moving the body, and it 

was that point that my physician that I have a cat scan, and the CAT scan of course showed the 

aneurism, and it was a big one, it was a giant aneurism. 

I was referred to a neurologist, and the neurologist gave her no chance to survive at all.  For Pam 

there was one last hope, so she journeyed to Phoenix, Arizona 2,000 miles to Barrow 

Neurological Institute. 

I remember the bright sunshine; the light in Arizona is piercing from sun up, on. I remember 

getting into the shower, scrubbing with a hard bristle brush with bacterial solution to reduce the 

chance for infection, I’m sure! 
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To this day I can remember the stinging of that brush and that solution on my skin. I can 

remember being placed on a gurney, and the squeaking of the wheels—Neurosurgeon Dr. Robert 

Spetzler (?)  He decided to take on the case against all odds. 

Doctor R.S: What we’re looking at is the aneurism (Photo) at the vary base of the brain, this is 

the balloon that can burst and cause this incredible catastrophe in the patient’s brain. Why is this 

so difficult in this particular case? It’s probably easiest to see here (looking at a plastic model of 

the head) saying that because it is at the very base of the brain, it is incredibly difficult to get 

there. 

You have to go somehow through the skull to get to that spot. The aneurism where all the 

function of the brain goes was smack dab in the middle of the base of that part of the brain, it is 

so difficult to treat, so catastrophic when it leaks/bleeds. 

The operation Pam was about to go was called OPERATION STAND STILL, Pam’s body 

temperature would be lowered to between 10 and 15 degrees centigrade, her heart and breathing 

stopped, her brain waves flattened, and blood drained from her head. She would be clinically 

dead for the whole hour of the operation. 

Doctor R. Spetzler.: what we want to do is bring that brain to a halt, we don’t just want the brain 

to be asleep, and we want the metabolic activity of the brain to stop. Every measurable output 

that the body puts out it disappears completely. So, that you have no measurable neural activity 

whatsoever. Prior to the operation starting allot of activity goes on, the patient is put to sleep, the 

eyes are taped shut. 

There are little clicking devices to monitor the brain, the patient is completely covered, and the 

only area that is really exposed is the area of the head where we were performing. 

Pam: I don’t remember the operating room; I don’t remember seeing Dr. Spetzler at all. I was 

with a fellow; one of his fellows was with me at that time. Shaking her head she said: after that 

‘Nothing’ absolutely nothing until the sound (brain saw), and the sound was unpleasant—she 

was reminiscing being in a dentist office.   

She remembers the top of her head tingling, and I just sort of popped out of the top of my head! I 

was then looking down at the body, I knew it was my body, (shaking her head sideways) but I 

didn’t care! My vantage point was sort of sitting on the Doctors shoulder, I remember the 

instrument in his hand, and it looked like the handle to my electric tooth brush. 

Um, I had assumed that they were going to open the skull with a saw, I heard the term saw, but 

what I saw looked allot more like a drill than a saw.  It even had little bits that were kept in this 

case that looked like a case my father stored his sockets in when she was a child. 

I remember distinctly hearing a female voice say: We have a problem (something?), the doctor 

said to her to try the other side. It seemed to come from further down on the table, and I do 
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remember wondering “What are they doing?” “Laughing”, because this is brain surgery, and 

what had happened were they had accessed the femoral arteries in order to drain the blood, and I 

did not understand that. 

Doctor Saybon: In the process of my study I went and interviewed Dr. Spetzler, and looked at his 

operative report, and I found that what she saw from her out of body experience seemingly 

corresponded very accurately to what had actually occurred. She looked at the bone saw that was 

being used to cut open her skull, and he had no idea what this thing (brain saw) looked like?  

She described it as an electric tooth brush, and he thought was ridiculous—I had to send off for a 

picture of the saw to Fort Worth Texas to confirm whether or not what she said what it looked 

like actually was accurate. I was astounded when I saw the picture, and it indeed does resemble 

an electric tooth brush. 

Dr. Spetzler:  I don’t think the observations she made, uh, were based on what she experienced 

as she went into the operating room theatre, they were just not available to her. For example the 

drill and so on are all covered up and not visible because they were inside their packages? You 

really do not begin to open until the patient is asleep—you maintain a sterile environment. 

Dr. Saybon: Pam also heard a conversation during the operation between Dr. Spetzler and the 

cardio vascular surgeons who were cutting into her legs to hook her up to the heart and lung 

machine. When the cardiac surgeon incised her right groin she found that her veins were too 

small and she had to go to the other side (left). 

Pam accurately recalled hearing that conversation. 

Dr. Spetzler: At that stage in the operation nobody can observe or hear in that state, and I find it 

inconceivable that your normal senses such as hearing, let alone the fact that she had clicking 

modules in each ear that there was any way for her to hear through normal auditory pathways. 

Dr. Saybon: So again this is very suggestive of the fact that there was some sort of extrasensory 

perception in her out of body experience, whatever was occurring at the time that was allowing 

Pam to hear accurately and seemingly see accurately what was going on in the operating room at 

the time. 

Pam: I felt a presence, I sort of turned around to look at it, and that’s when I saw the very tiny 

pinpoint of light, and the light started to pull me, there is a physical sensation to the pulling. And 

I know how that must sound, none the less it’s true. There was a physical sensation, rather like 

going over, I held real fast to me, and I went toward the ‘LIGHT’— the closer I got to the light I 

began to discern different figures, different people and I distinctly heard my Grandma call me, 

she had a very distinct voice, and I immediately went to her. It felt grree...aat!!! 

(Whispering/growling sort of). 
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And I saw an uncle who passed away when he was only 39 years old. He taught her allot, he 

taught her to play her first guitar. I saw many, many people I knew, and many I did not know. 

But I knew in some way and somehow I was connected to them, I asked if God was the light, and 

the answer was ‘No’ God was not the light; the light is what happens when God breathes. I 

distinctly remember that I am standing in the presence of God. 

At some point in time I was reminded that it was time to go back. Of course I had made my 

decision to go back before I had ever lain down on that table. But you know the more I was there 

the better I liked it (laughing), And my uncle was the one who brought me back down to the 

body, but I got to where the body was and looked at the thing and I for sure did not want to get in 

it cause it looked pretty much what it was as in void of life. 

And I knew it would hurt so I did not want to get in. And he (uncle) kept reasoning with me, dive 

into the swimming pool, jump in! Pam said “No!” (Giggling) what about the children? Uncle-

you know what I think the children will be fine. Honey, you’ve gotta go! Pam said “Nnnoo...o!” 

He (uncle) pushed me; he gave me a little help there. It’s taken a long time, but I think I am 

ready to forgive him for that. Lol 

But I landed, I saw my body jump, I saw it jiggle (showing), and then he pushed me and I felt it 

do this number (Jiggle-shiver).  

Doctor Saybon:  This is a classic NDE occurring under extremely monitored medical conditions 

where every known vital sign and basically every clinical sign of life and death were being 

monitored at the time. And that what makes her case so remarkable and valuable to us. 

Dr Spetzler: I don’t have an explanation for her; I don’t how it’s possible for it to happen 

considering the physiological state she’s in. At the same time I have seen so many things I 

cannot explain, and I don’t want to be so arrogant as to be able say that there is no way that it can 

happen. 

Narrator: Pam’s case points somehow she was able to retain coherent perception and memory 

while she was clinically dead. 

A stunning array of medical instruments and measurement equipment were in place at the very 

moment of Pam Reynolds death.  The results were astonishing!  END OF PAM #12 

NATHAN WHEELER Q & A, #13  When he came to on the other side, no white tunnel, or 

family greeting him, and he felt like there was a welcoming party and it was 4 gentleman, with 

white roman garb, more soldier in style…He was being shown in a town square, that was a 

heaven environment, and walked on a cloud which was not a cloud, there was a white loud that 

filled the air, in thickness…the light did not have a source, light was coming from every 

direction. 
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He talked to the gentlemen and could not see their feet, there was a mountain ridge in the 

background, and stopped near a building…it was 60-70 feet tall or so, and not sure how far away 

it was, on the far left side, and I saw the upper left corner poking out, flat front, and flat roof, 

with a twisting pillar at the top; it had a very simple leaf design with olives on the top and 

bottom. Nathan never had one single thought of life on earth…he felt as though the gentleman 

would mention names, and Nathan only knew them in the heavenly plane…like he always has 

known them, as a brother and sister…At the building and symbolism is the third temple to be 

built in Israel.   

The large angel was 8 ft tall, and yelled at Nathan to go to work, and Nathan already knew what 

the angel was telling me to do, and he has already knew what he was yelling, and you’re 

supposed to share with others…the Angel was stern with him, and it was only understood in the 

heavenly plane…Nathan left his heavenly body, and got sucked out, and standing 50 ft away, 

and watched the scenario going down. He noticed the temple behind them, then all of a sudden a 

vortex opened up, and he was sucked into it. Then the white became black, and then white again 

then he woke up.   

Nathan never had a sense he was in a foreign place when he was in heaven, and it was as though 

he knew it forever, and when he woke up in the hospital he was in horrific pain with a man in 

scrubs standing over him.   He felt like a baby again being born into this world…a second birth 

for him, and his memory started to come back. Oh Yeah this sucks, and Nathan wanted to go 

back so bad, but being forced to come back to do something. The Nurse said: “you were gone for 

about 30 seconds” and the doctor and nurse were concerned about him.  Nathan was told to 

return with a message; Nathan said that he is very scientific, and he flat lined, and he had to 

come back without help, and this meant to him it was authentic. 

The other side was so peaceful, so good, and so amazing, and said eternity freaks him out, and he 

said heaven is all that you know when you are there, you have no anxiety there, no fear, as he 

said he could stay there forever. 

Nathan used to not believe in heaven, but was a Christian, not hell either, he believed in God and 

could always feel him.  He thought man created Heaven and Help, and that it was to give people 

hope, but he did not believe it existed…to him it was like Santa Claus. Now Nathan believes 

100%...He says he is not a Christian, but a believer in Messiah and the Bible.  END NATHANS 

WHEELER #13 

2004 MARIO MARTINEZ #14: He had been serving God faithfully, experiencing the fire, and 

spirit of God…He had asked God “I want to see your Heavens” He was praying, went to bed 

when he heard a voice call him, it woke him up saying Mario, Mario, Mario, he opened his eyes, 

and sees a bright light in the corner of his room, and he sees a real bright light, and saw a 7 foot 

Angel who had such a smile.  You have been sent by God, appointed with the Lord, and sat up in 
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his bed, and his spirit shot out of his body, going straight up to the heavens, and looked down to 

his house and saw his family in his house.   

The voice said to Mario worry not my son, they are in the palm of my hand (his family)…he got 

up to the heavens, and was walking forward, and a bright cloud in front of him, and it was a 

door, and a beautiful woman beckoned him.  So Mario thought it might be a trap, but the spirit of 

God was with him, and he said all sheep know his voice…Mario went inside of this cloud. 

Mario sees this beautiful place, and there were gates in the front, and there was diamonds, 

jewels, the gates had pearls, rubies, and were the most beautiful thing Mario had ever seen.  The 

Angels looked like people with white garments, and sandals.   There are also angels with eyes, 

and are fearsome (awesome, scary, formidable and impressive)…here on earth we are servants of 

earth. 

Mario saw beautiful benches of beautiful pearls, the Angel had the bible open, and ministering to 

angels up there, if you do not get the bible here, you get it in heaven. Mario saw pure clean, 

crystal clean waters (living water), and beautiful angels around the rivers, smiling, it is 

overwhelming with his love…in heaven you are greeted with overwhelming love, no fear, no 

sickness, just love.  If God lives in you why don’t you have that joy, up in heaven everyone is 

happy, with joy.   

Mario looked to the right side and saw a great mountain of Gold; the other side was silver…so 

beautiful, glowing, shiny gold and silver; in the front there was a giant playground with children, 

and angels watching them.  The kids playing on swings, the slide was gold, chains were gold, 

silver, pearls, and sand clean as crystal pure white sand.  The children according to God said 

those children are for you, for anyone who has lost children, through your repentance, and when 

you go home your baby and children wait for you and you will take care of them. 

The throne was amazing beautiful throne, Mario did not see God on it, but it was so solid.  In the 

middle of the people…he heard beautiful music, he looked around and then all of a sudden 

singing Holy, Holy, Holy, goes right into the heart (Love), Mario did not see any instruments.  A 

voice speaks to him, and told to look to his left, there were beautiful flowers, animals, and 

everything God creates praises God.  The flowers were singing, and music was coming from 

them. 

…Mario looked to the front with beautiful mansions, the rich and famous have nothing to 

compare to our mansions, everything is created to our heart desires, and everything is there for 

us.  When he saw the homes, and he could see all the love and everyone so peaceful…then he 

hears trumpets, blowing them, and voices “The King is Coming” everyone bows to their 

knees…from the distance the very bright peaceful light that you could see, not his face, and not 

his eyes.   
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Mario fell and cried as the King came up to him, and the King said raises my son.  He saw the 

holes in his hands and feet, and he knew that it was his father God. Who is Jesus!  He said: “My 

Son” “I have ordered me a prophet” “I have called you” and you will let my people know that 

there is a heaven and a hell, and that I am at the gate, because I am coming home soon for my 

people. 

Let them know that I love them, and want them to come to repentance, and I do not want them to 

go to hell” “Go my son and let my people know that I love them, and I am coming soon.” Mario 

in his thoughts did not want to come back.  Jesus said soon you will see me face to face! Jesus 

touched his forehead, fell back, and saw his body, and went right into his body, and woke up 

filled with the power of the Holy Spirit, and love for others.” God put that love in Mario.  We are 

to help the lost, homeless, broken…to love, and hug them. They need love the way God loves us!  

END MARIO #14 

IAN MCCORMACK #15 an Atheist stung by Jelly Fish and dies Episode: He traveled for two 

years through Australia, South East Asia, Bali, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and ended up sailing down 

to a small island by Mauritius that had great surfing and great diving.  Ian lived there in a place 

called Tamarind Bay, he and his native friends went night diving on the outer reef when the 

water was a little choppy, and they were diving for crabs, and he started seeing jelly fish, and Ian 

swam through but had grabbed a boxed jelly fish one of the deadliest. 

Something smashed Ians arm and stung him, and it literally shook him in the water as a thousand 

shocks seem to go through his body, as he kept swimming through them he kept getting stung. 

Ians friends helped him into the small boat, and he felt the poison move through his right side of 

his body, he tried to get out of the boat as they hit shore, and he could not support himself so this 

young kid supported Ian and left him laying on the sand to run back and help his brothers on the 

reef. 

Ian felt his eyes begin to close when he hears a voice speak to him it said “Son if you close your 

eyes you shall never awake again!” I thought “What! Who said that?” as he looked to his right he 

expected to see a man standing next to him, but there was no one there? He thought “That’s 

bizarre!” 

Ian stood up, and fought off death (karma-fate, destiny, lot, or doom) the best he could while his 

left leg was still strong enough to support his weight.  He went looking for help down the street 

when a taxi came nearby he asked the driver to take him to the hospital, and was asked “Do you 

have money? Ian said yes! The driver took him to the Tamarind Bay Hotel however before he 

got there the taxi driver basically made him get out. 

As Ian lay in the street when he heard a Creole fisherman from the village.  
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Danielle carried Ian into the hotel next to the other men playing cards, they asked Ian if he was 

drunk, and he said “no”, that he needs to go to the hospital, but they thought Ian was a junkie 

who put needles in his arms.  Yet Ian was dying, and felt so cold. 

He was taken in an ambulance racing towards the hospital, Ian sees a small boy with white hair, 

and sections of his life, but it was him, Ian was thinking he was close to death. Then he sees a 

vision of his mother, she said “Ian no matter how far from God you are, if you call out to God 

he’ll ya!”  “Ian thought God if you are real show yourself” but no God “His mother said pray 

from your heart” Ian asked for help to remember the Lord’s Prayer, just then he saw words 

before his eyes. He thought it was too late that he has done too many things wrong.  Yet Ian 

prayed “God if you’re real, please forgive me!” (As Ian wept). 

More words of the Lord’s Prayer appeared—Ian said: “God, I can forgive those who did things 

to me.” Like those who left him to die.  He realized a voice was personalizing the Lord’s Prayer 

to him as he began to pray, that this was not some mumbo jumbo prayer.   

Next “Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven”, and Ian said “Thy Will?” “I lived my own 

will!” so Ian said: “God I need to know your will, if you could help me through this I will seek it 

out—I’ll find it and I will follow you, I’ll seek you all the days of my life” as he said that the 

entire Lord’s Prayer appeared before Ian and for the first time in his life he had total revelation of 

what it meant. 

As he lay there he felt an amazing peace come upon him, and he knew somehow deep in his 

heart that prayer had changed from something that I did like repetitiously, stand up, sit down, 

kneel type thing through the liturgy, it had changed, and that ‘I’ actually prayed for my inner 

man. 

Ian was wheeled into the hospital, and they began working on him with anti-serum, telling him to 

try to stay awake. The nurses were having trouble finding a vein—the Doctor said to him “Fight 

the Poison” Ian said he was really scared, and could not seem to keep his eyes open, he shut 

them and thought he would try again. 

Ian felt a sensation like a release, the battle to stay alive had finished.  Ian suddenly found 

himself standing in an upright position awake.  The trouble was it was pitch black! And his first 

thought was “Why on earth did those Doctors turn the lights out in here?” “What kind of hospital 

is this?” “He thought don’t freak out let your eyes get accustomed to the dark maybe you woken 

up too quick”  He couldn’t see a thing it was pitch black like a dark room, so he turned around 

360 degrees checking it out to see if there was some light.  

As Ian walked out to his right he could not find a wall? Thinking; “That’s weird-have they 

moved me?” Ian started moving to his left groping around looking for his bed, but could not find 

it? Right idiot, how did you lose your bed? 
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He brought his hand up to his face and it seemed to pass right through him as though there was 

no physical form there.  Ian thought “That’s impossible—you can’t miss your head?” He said 

“What the hell’s going on?” it was like he was out of his physical form, he was transparent, yet 

he had the sensation of being a total human being standing there. Ian, who I am, appears to be 

standing there. “What’s happened?” and as he stood there Ian began to sense something out to 

his right looking at me. He felt like invisible eyes, or something, or someone checking him out. 

The darkness had an evil presence, cold encroaching evil pervading the atmosphere—“Where am 

I?” a voice growled: “Shut up! You deserve to be here” Ian asked: “What? Deserve to be 

where?” the voice said: “Hell, now shut up!” As Ian stood there thinking that “I could actually be 

in hell a radiant beam of light pierces through the darkness just above me, as the light touched 

my face; Ian felt an awesome presence going through me, and my entire body seemed to lift off 

the ground and be translated up into this light and radiance!” 

As Ian is being drawn to its radiance he could see a circular shape opening far above him he felt 

like a speck of dust being drawn up towards this light, as Ian was being drawn up towards it he 

thought “Is this real?” He looked back over his shoulder and far beneath him he could see the 

darkness. Still not understanding what this ‘light’ was Ian began to move up to the opening, enter 

it, as he was drawn into the opening he could now see there was a tunnel. 

As he looked along the length of the tunnel Ian could see the source of radiance, his first thought 

was that “This was the center of the universe!” He said “Look at the light!” “Look at the power 

coming from there” As he was moved towards it Ian could see this wave of radiance comes up, 

as this wave of light comes from the source it touches Ian and he feels “Warmth, comfort”, all 

fear and darkness just kind of seems to go out of Me...(Smiling) I feel a living light go right 

through me. 

Shots of radiant light comes out of the central port it was like a white FIRE, phenomenal 

radiance from the central core, from there I saw this brilliant light piercing out—“I thought even 

the stars and universe, even the constellations must find its energy source from this light!” “What 

is this light?” “Is there someone in there surrounded by this radiance?” As Ian questioned it in 

his own mind a voice spoke to me from the center of the light. 

The moment Ian hears the voice he recognizes it to be the same voice that spoke to him in the 

ambulance telling him the Lord’s Prayer, and whether Ian would forgive. And he said “Ian, do 

you wish to return?” “If you wish to return you must see in a new light” Words appeared in front 

of Ian’s eyes “God is light, and in him there is no darkness at all” Ian thought “Could that 

possibly be God?” Ian knew that whoever this being is he is totally separate from darkness, Ian 

sees no shadow, and he sees no evil only pure white radiance!  

And He (God) knows my name; could it possibly be God that I am standing in the presence of 

talking too? Ian thought if it is he must be able to see my spirit absolutely naked. He must see 
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everything! I began to pull back, and as he did he saw a wave of radiance come off of him it 

moved through him and all he got was love! 

The love was causing me to absolutely blubber, Oh...I actually just balled my eyes (as Ian 

weeps), and he could feel acceptance coming and Ian said “God you can’t love me?” “I’ve 

cursed you” he received a wave of “More Love” Ian said “Oh I have committed all kinds of 

um...uh tears...sins, I’ve slept around, taken drugs”, a wave of more love, as the love kept coming 

Ian literally divulged what he thought were the most debauched things in his life. 

As Ian opened up he began to make out a man’s bear feet and around those ankles was a dazzling 

white robe, garments not of cloth, but of light, as he saw that; Ian began to lift his face up to see 

the chest of the man, and his arms were outstretched with dazzling white robes as if to welcome 

Ian—as Ian looked he knew he was looking upon God.  Such, (could not speak) you are just 

awestruck, you can’t be prepared, you have no way to be prepared to see this (he whispers in 

awe). 

I stood in absolute amazement, as I looked towards his head his hair was white radiance, out of 

his face appeared to be light blowing forth, literally permeating out of his entire face, you could 

not see the features of his face because the light was seven to ten times brighter than all the light 

Ian had seen—it was emanating forth from his face! 

Ian began walking closer towards him; he wondered if he could just see his face I’ll know who 

God is.  As Ian got within a few feet of his presence he began to place his face into the light. And 

you did not hurt your eyes, it was like you could look into it, as I placed my face closer into his 

face hoping he would break through that veil, as he did God/Jesus suddenly moved and Ian saw 

an opening a circular window into eternity, a door into eternity! 

As Ian looked through this he could see an entire new earth open up before, it was like he was 

standing on the threshold of eternity and as he was looking into it he saw green grass with the 

same light and life emanating forth from it!  He could see flowers, fields and Ian knew if he 

stepped on the grass it would not damage it.  The color, and the energy and the life emanating 

from it were amazing!  He saw a river, or a crystal clear stream, trees along its bank, rolling hills 

to the left, he looks out to his right, mountains in the distance, blue-blue sky crystal clear, I am 

standing there and thinking “This is Paradise!.” 

As he was looking Ian knew that he belonged here (pointing to it), he knew that he had been 

created by God to live there.  Ian thought “Why wasn’t I born here in the first place?” “Why was 

he born on this earth (current)?” Ian knew he traveled the world looking for that paradise, and 

here it was in front of him He thought “I’m home, I’m home” and as he started to move into 

Gods presence something moved in front of him and blocked the way. 

He asked him this question “Ian now that you have seen do you wish to go in or do you wish to 

return?” Ian said “God I am not married, I’ve got no children, there is nothing for me to return 
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back for—I don’t want to go back!” As Ian looked back; God showed him one person that loved 

Ian. I saw his mother directly behind me, and he wept, Ian thought I not only lied to God, but 

there is someone who loves him.  

Ian thought; would my mother have any idea that her hedonistic son prayed in that ambulance? 

Repented of his sins? Gave his life over to God? And God heard this young man and caught him 

up into paradise. Ian thought “My mother will think her son went to hell” He thought how selfish 

for him to step through, and his mother think he went to hell. Ian said “I want to go back!” 

Ian instantaneously was back in his physical form on the hospital bed and the doctor poking his 

foot, he could feel nothing. Prodding it like a dead piece of meat—Ian hears the voice of God 

giving him a thought “Son I have just given your life back!” Ian said “What? Have I just seen 

God, what has happened here?” 

He felt an amazing power go through him, it felt like a low voltage of electricity he felt his entire 

body starting to feel again. And within a few hours he was completely healed. He said “God 

what have I become? He said you are a reborn Christian!” 

Ian said you walked into Jesus presence as if you were white as snow, because your sins were 

forgiven, and the blood of Jesus has covered you, his sacrifice.  God spoke to Ian saying “God 

said a new earth, and a new heaven, and a new Jerusalem the city of our God will descend onto 

the new earth and there will be no more sickness, no more suffering, no more death, and no more 

war, and we shall dwell with him throughout all eternity, and there is a river of life flowing from 

the throne of God, and those that drink from it, it is eternal life. 

END IANS #15 

Rev 21:1 “And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were 

passed away; and there was no more sea.”   

SENECA SODI 100 YEAR OLD STORY OF VISITING HEAVEN FOR 40 DAYS #16    He 

was Greek and Jewish and shared his experience.  A Trumpet sounded and saw a beautiful and 

gold heavenly chariot, two clothed in white garments, lost conscienceless, the angels said the 

Lord Jesus needs you. His spiritual eyes were open—his body was left behind, and he was in a 

semi-consciences state, thought he might be dying. 

Everything seemed ablaze, and shinning with radiance and glowing with a brightness that he has 

never known before. It was dark on earth, yet to Seneca everything shown with splendor with a 

more beautiful brightest light more than the earth had to offer Seneca. He saw a number of 

angels in his room each of which was covered with robes and pure light.   

The angels began to sing a sweet music he had never heard on earth before…Seneca followed 

them, and saw an angelic chariot a heavenly vehicle that looked like it was made of light…in a 

moment the heavenly vehicle began to rise very quickly and started to fly towards eternal 
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mansions and palace, in the chariots with the angels he could converse with perfect freedom, 

there was a comprehension without words, but of ideas, and yet they spoke as spirits do, he 

communicated without audible words… 

They were mounting on the pillars of heaven, and conversed on the way, as Seneca looked 

everywhere he could see the stars everywhere.  The heavenly region is full of heavenly music, 

without discord…Seneca said no sweeter music had ever fell on his ears, he was quickly 

enraptured with delight… “We are very near the portals of paradise” the Angel said. At the gate 

of heaven the angels bowed their heads, and covered their faces with their hands. Seneca fell flat 

on his face in the chariot…He was overwhelmed.   

All around Seneca were flower beds all over heaven were flower beds, there were groves of 

beautiful trees loaded with fruit, along with magnificent flowering shrubs, they were beautiful 

and beyond description. He saw lovely and charming souls coming and going passing each other 

with salutations and courtesies that only heaven knows. Seneca was simply lost in wonder. It was 

ecstasy, euphoria, bliss, while he kept saying “Surely I am at home at last!”  

The elder told him “the knowledge of this world is acquired by investigation just like on 

earth…the knowledge of this world is acquired by investigation, study, and research, every 

desire you have will be fully met, all your cravings, desires for knowledge of your everlasting 

habitation have been fully provided for, your heavenly fathers will, will be your will, and all that 

you see and infinitely more are yours to enjoy forever if you had made good use of your 

opportunities in your past life on earth then you have many treasures laid up in the city” Seneca 

and other arrivals into the kingdom were told that there are many stations that souls arrive/land to 

these stations to be introduced into this heavenly home. 

Seneca and others were told that they could not endure the GLORY of the throne if they were not 

prepared for it. One woman that arrived who had been a sinner, and did not sow with silver and 

gold, but with wood and stubble…God cannot reward you largely now. (There were levels that 

He could not see), she did not make good use of earthly opportunities. The Angels said she the 

woman was never deeply interested in her salvation until the time of her death. Her repentance 

was genuine, and her forgiveness is complete.  Seneca has no treasure laid up in heaven. 

2nd VISIT TO HEAVEN You are clothed with an excellent body…you can walk on the sea of 

glass/crystal sea and will not sink.  Seneca met friends that were among a multitude of the 

redeemed, a friend of his youth, and embraced as redeemed souls do! 

You have HALOS of light above your head she saw above one woman that was a soul winner. 

Those left behind would wipe away their tears if only they knew what type of life their child and 

family were living in heaven.   

In the ‘CITY’ is the river of life and light.  Angels take you on a journey to the gates inside the 

city, and are guided by angels or sages of the past, your soul is drawn obligatory essential and 
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unavoidably upward to the throne of God upwards and it is the law of spiritual gravitation the 

soul of the purified, to be free from the dying flesh. Oh if I had the wings of a dove I would fly 

away, to depart, and be with Christ. 

Without Christ there are two great centers in the spiritual center of God and Earth, positive, or 

negative. God’s throne is the great center of his everlasting center and light.  Those who reject 

Christ are drawn downwards in the same powerful drawing (taken out, pulled out, dragged, and 

jerked, caught up, pulled) to Hell. END SENECA SODI #16 

Note: You will meet your babies, children, father and mothers, adopted family, grandparents and 

even family from hundreds of years who you never knew, and your pets will be waiting to greet 

you, they will join you at your dinner table asking questions and talking to you.  You will meet 

those you never had met, but will know you, and you will know and learn of them. It is the 

grandest of reunions.  You will meet old friends, playmates, college team mates; all people from 

different parts within your life will all know you. You will be young and have bounding energy 

and joy. 

CAPTIAN DALE BLACK #17 Airline Pilot, Missionary Pilot, well respected: He was 19 when 

his accident happened; he had forgotten his private license for flying.  

Forty-eight years ago on July 18, 1969 Captain Dale was ready to go, airplane preflight, and he 

warmed the engine up, testing the system and he was not all that experienced but he felt he did 

know what he was doing. 

Runway 15 he and two other experienced pilots (Jim and Chuck) went along with Dale, and Dale 

flipped flopped seats, everything was normal the weather was clear, and the sun was coming up 

on the eastern horizon. 

Jim was in charge of everything, climbing 100 ft above the airport, they began pitching, and 

chuck pointed with his left hand, and said lets land in the clear area over there. It was a green 

looking park (actually a cemetery), and Captain Dale thought they were going too crashed, and 

they did into the monument of the folded wings at 135 miles per hour. 

Captain Dale fell 75 ft. he lay eleven minutes by the cockpit.  Bystanders believed that all three 

were dead, and all three pilots were drenched in fuel, but no fire?  Dale was severely injured, 

they rushed him to the hospital, and he was not believed that he would live.   

They thought at the time Captain Dales brain had hemorrhaged, and that is what killed the other 

pilots. He was a mess (broken back, both legs broken, etc) and spent a year in the hospital. (five 

plastic surgeries). 

Dale says when he arrived into the hospital that he was not in his body, but looking down the 

doctor was working on him, taking parts of the plane out of Dale.  Captain Dale knew that the 

guy on the table was him, but why was he there he thought. 
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He felt no pain, but only questions, and he looks back in the past (images) at when he was 10-11 

in 5th grade and he had accepted Jesus at the time.  It was a key part of why he was alive today! 

Captain Dale believed in Jesus as the Son of God... 

Dale was transported by two angelic beings at breakneck speed, and he sees this city far into the 

distance. With this light emanating from it, where he saw grass, the flowers, the fragrance, the 

beautiful walls around this city graduated up to about two hundred feet high.  The walls were as 

thick as they were tall, three outer layers, and three inner layers and one taller all made of multi-

color stones, some translucent. 

Captain Dale was traveling through deep space moving past light that was blurring by, and in the 

distance he saw a giant light, and at that time he realized he was not traveling alone.  A light 

beam illuminating his pathway which came from within him, when He noticed to his left and 

right two angelic beings that were masculine but not clearly male, and they wore white seamless 

robes that were woven with silver threads, masculine with golden tone skins who were delighted 

to escort Dale into this wonderland.   

One overwhelming experience was the music, kaleidoscope colors, and rainbow colors.  There 

was no tiredness there; an existence without sin.  It was a place of beauty, utter love and 

perfection, and it was also the absence of anything terrible.  There was No strife, no envy, no 

competition, no hatred, but only the opposite. 

When Dale approached the city of light he saw walls, and an extremely powerful light emanated 

through the stones of the wall that surrounded this city of light, the wall was of a green color 

(emerald) almost every color of the rainbow was represented. 

The gate is spectacular, but the people changed him forever, the gate is thick, an entrance a gate 

or door it was an opening and guarded, the substance on the entrance was an opaque white; as 

though pearls were liquefied, pasted on the entrance inside and solidified, and if you moved your 

head the color would change the hue, with letter above the archway, but he has no understanding, 

in gold and shivered, with three rows in front of the gate in a honey color, there was an angelic 

being to the right of the door. 

Captain Dale went to or through this portal, to these beautiful gates and a gate keeper—there 

assembled were many people who knew him, but he did not recognize them. They were all about 

30 yrs of age, who received him with open arms, full acceptance and unity.  Dale assumed that 

those were the mansions that Jesus said that he was to make for us. 

 “In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I go to 

prepare a place for you.” (John 14:2) 

Captain Dale saw their townships; as he called them, and he focused on three of them there in 

heaven.  They were bright multi-color buildings, built just beautifully, but orchestrated in a way 
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that was balanced, and harmonious to each other. No two were the same, no two homes were the 

same, two, three, four stories and taller.  Completely customized, but working towards balance, 

order and harmony, of course there were other things to see, and notice but that was tremendous. 

Their hair was almost white (those assembled who knew Dale), or it was the light coming from 

heaven, or where God was. He saw their faces, and in the distance was a huge ball of light that 

was only white, and as Dale got closer it got bigger and bigger. The light was not painful to look 

at, but it should have been because it was brighter than the sun. The light invited him in, and it 

was warm; Dale could see in front of this light in every direction millions of millions of angelic 

beings worshiping God, not because they had to but because that was what they were created to 

be, it is an expression of who we really are. 

Captain Dale saw this worshiping, the music and light, and his eye moved from that sea, seeing 

all the colors.  He said the colors in heaven do not exist on earth; the music is unheard of on the 

earth. Beautiful mountains like you might find in Switzerland in the distance, the grass was 

breathtaking, the flowers all were pristine and beautiful, they all had facets, or dimensions that 

are indescribable. His heart was memorizing what he saw and was experiencing like a computer 

chip. 

Dale has never felt so loved, so accepted, so one with anyone, but in their faces he could not 

recognize any of them, and yet he felt as ‘One’ all very healthy and happy. The unbelievable 

energy and vitality; out of heaven comes life, love, light and it is all connected, and interrelated 

that you could do anything. 

Such vibrancies and energy, yet these persons were different nations and tribes, but nobody 

cared, because all that mattered that we were ‘one’ in that same spirit. 

This memory did not come from his mind, but from his heart, Dale had not read any other books 

about heaven before or after his accident.  He did want to taint his experience with others and 

protect his memory. Captain Dale now feels that he has a mission here on earth and there is 

much to be done here still. 

Dale’s message to others was that heaven is still just a minor, but to know Jesus was the Major 

experience. Learn all you can about Jesus, you owe yourself to due diligence; because Jesus is 

the only way to the eternal God. 

Note:  Forty some years ago God had taken Dale and others like him to heaven but without the 

internet to know others experiences they all had similar experiences, and it is only with the 

technology today that we can glean and share this great insight into the real realm of God, his 

heaven and home which is a world called heaven. 

What is important to take from this is that they across the world in different cities and states 

these different encounters could not of known the common experiences, or the sights that each 
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would share.  Even today many have not searched out the thousands upon thousands stories of 

those who died and went to heaven, hell or both. 

Today these experiences are exploding from around the world. People who have no background 

or prior heavenly encounters themselves are sharing their experience, but it is exclusive to them, 

and part of the proof that these heavenly and hell encounters are real. END DALE BLACK #17 

CHRIS “I SURVIVED” BEYOND & BACK #18 the place that ‘I’ was in seemed like it was just 

blue sky up above.  There were about 150 to 200 people there—And they were BEAUTIFUL, 

they were so thrilled to see me; nobody has ever been that thrilled to see me—they were all 

applauding, many of them were crying, every one of them had to hug me, some two or three 

times had to hug me. Chris hugged every one of them; they were communicating affection, a 

level of affection that is, I never had that before. Ever! 

At 00:44 UK’s Heart stopped—ICU staff applies the defibrillator paddles to shock Chris’s heart. 

Doctor Marshall Goldin-Cardiac Surgeon says: “The device is engaged the patient Chris does get 

a major electrical shock, he was totally unresponsive. 

Chris: Way back in the distance (motioning over his shoulder with his hand and thumb), way up 

behind me on, on the top of a MOUNTAIN so big that it had this winding road all the way up it 

and there was so many people on that road going up and coming down that the hill looked like it 

was alive, like a bee hive—ya know just constantly moving, and at the top of the hill (i.e. 

Mountain) very clearly delineated was a Syrian Mountain Man, huh, and he looked an awful lot 

like Jesus. 

He (Jesus) looked to be about 15 ft. tall, long hair, beard, mustache, and just the most piercing 

and kind EYES. He asks you (Me Chris) a question—what did you do for your fellow man? It’s 

a life review, you’re going year by year through your whole life, and anytime you’re stuck and 

you don’t recall; one of the walls comes alive as the Movie of your life. And it shows you doing 

something for your fellow man.   

For me was when I was ten, ten-eleven years old. I didn’t know if I did anything for somebody 

then. And, um, the wall came alive and there I was as a crossing guard at my grammar school, 

and I just took that responsibility so seriously, especially with the little kids, the kindergarteners 

and the first graders, and so on 

And according to wherever I was, I call it paradise, but, that was what Chris did for my fellow 

man when I was ten. 

Chris was trying to answer the question over and over again—what have you done for your 

fellow man? And then WHAM! Like a ton of bricks, like a truck you never saw coming, literally 

just Wham! Chris says: Coming back was awful, um; I wouldn’t wish it on my worst enemy! 
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Doctor: We decided that it would be more expeditious to re-operate, and to do an additional 

bypass during the period just before returning to the operating room, Chris once again had a 

cardiac arrest. 

Chris: And I died the second time, and I was welcomed again (shaking his head in disbelief). 

And started in on the life review again, I also, heard Gabe say to me “All I can tell you Chris is 

that you got more work to do. I didn’t know what he meant by that (shrugging his shoulders). 

There started to be this chorus of women who were singing and saying can we bring Evie out? 

My mother’s name was Elizabeth, and I gotta believe she’s Evie in Heaven—My mom was a 

fabulous home maker, she had an empathic knowing of what was going on in my life, in my 

heart, in my soul every day of my life. I would have been so excited to of seen her, with her 

smile, and her love and her affection. 

The singing was like a chant, like a Gregorian chant (sacred song or hymn), it was rising and 

falling, um..., with the same request over and over again. Now, Now, can we bring Evie out? 

Now! Oh God I was wishing’ so much that would happen. They were told ‘No’ by the guy on the 

MOUNTAIN (i.e. Jesus, Zion, and Great City). 

Chris surmises:  I think he (Jesus) said ‘No’, because I had to go back! 

(ICU staff once again rushes to Chris’s bedside to resuscitate him. After two post surgery deaths 

Chris’s heart could be too damaged to respond) 

Doctor Marshall Goldin-Cardiac Surgeon:  Shock is applied to the heart, obviously if it is a 

major shock the heart jumps. 

Chris: I was having this life review, um; I was hoping to see my mom? It just stopped! It all just 

stopped, nobody said you’re going back, nobody, nobody asked if it’d be OK? Um, it just 

stopped. 

Chris’s second coronary bypass operation is a success! 

Chris: I spent seven days in the hospital recuperating, I spent about two and a half, three months 

at home with an at home health care nurse. I returned to work after the surgery, approximately 

three months afterwards. Um, this was an extended time. Still I was so confused and freaked out 

by this whole experience. 

I (Chris) think I will be processing this rest of my life. Um, and trying to figure out if, looking up 

to heaven he says: Is this it now? Is this what you want me to do? You know! Um, is this my 

work?  Chris says to be loved and love others is important to me, um, and to care about my 

fellow man and do something for my fellow man. I think I need to volunteer somewhere. Um, I 

keep thinking that’s important. If for no other reason than to meet other people; different from 

myself who might have a message for me, or might have a piece of the message or something? I 
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don’t know what it is the work I have to do? I know it’s important work otherwise Chris 

wouldn’t be back. I’ll find it sooner or later, I’ll find the answer sooner or later (shaking his head 

up and down), END CHRIS #18 

DEAN BRAXTON (ORIG. 2 HR) #19 – May 4, 2006 He was a supervisor for King County 

Juvenile justice department (drug court & treatment court). Dean had kidney stones, and decided 

to go to the emergency hospital.  They rushed him into the back room and called his wife; he had 

an infection around the kidney stones, and did not realize how serious it was at the time.  He 

spent 13 days in the hospital on life support. 

His wife was on the way to the hospital to spend the night with her husband dean, but before she 

arrived the doctor called and said Deans heart stopped, and as they spoke to her they were doing 

CPR on him.  She called friends and family to start praying for Dean. 

Dean heart stopped beating for one hour and forty five minutes, Dean was a born again 

Christian...his first memory was moving as fast as he could to be with Jesus and where the father 

was...he was moving so fast and he was there, but passing him by him were the prayers of people 

for him and others which passed him buy at twinkling of an eye and they were beautiful.  

From this planet the prayers passed him by as if he was standing still. He knew what those 

prayers were as well. 

When Dean first got to heaven he was at the feet of Jesus, he remembers looking at him and 

saying “You did this for me?” and all Dean could say to Jesus was “Thank you, thank you, thank 

you, thank you, thank you!” Everything Dean was experiencing was pure joy, and everything 

there was alive, and could communicate. 

There are Angels, atmosphere, ground, plants, animals, light, buildings, everything was alive and 

could communicate to Dean. There is only life in heaven. He knew he was home and welcome; 

he was smiling really, really big!  All of life lived in heaven is intelligent (quick, bright, and 

knowledgeable)! And Dean knew that God was still creating life! (Kat Kerr says that on the steps 

of Gods throne you can see life and things being created all the time) 

Angels! Dean saw so many Angels in heaven, and he experienced them, and they are more 

beautiful then we could ever imagine, and eternal—Dean noticed that there were so many angels 

that did not look like men or women. He saw angels that looked like everything you could think 

of that is created on this planet and more, other, and other worldly inventive (imaginative, 

ingenious, unusual, unique, rare, and original). 

There were so many animals, and so many other creations that looked like angels that are in 

heaven.  He saw angels that looked like ‘light’ ‘fire’ ‘water’ ‘clouds’ ‘wind’ ‘trees’ ‘flowers’ 

‘mountains’ ‘human’ and much, much more. 
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Dean saw big angels and small angels and he kept looking at them and just saw the beauty of 

every one of them, and what they were made of! He knew that there was no gender of Angels in 

heaven, they may look male or female, but they were not! 

He saw color, and he saw colors, and there were colors that have no name for them on this earth. 

Dean could not imagine the colors that he saw. The colors were alive and moving and brighter 

than any color that he has ever seen in the atmosphere which was a goldish white were like 

curtains blowing in the wind, like a white water fall but going upwards, it was alive and its 

brightness did not hurt Deans eyes. 

Dean knew that Jesus and the father light up everything; there is no darkness there...everything 

and everyone was alive for always will be (exist/eternal). He says he was not old, but he was not 

young either. As he moved into heaven there was a forest of all kinds of trees in colors so 

beautiful he could not describe them. Dean knew the tress were alive and could communicate, 

and as he got closer to the trees they started to part before him a path came before him and he 

began moving through the trees. 

He was moving above the ground like floating, but not and he was in control to where he was 

going, there was also grass and flower moving aside his path—Dean heard life (energy, 

excitement, and the beings) in heaven saying “He is going to see the King” three times, as he 

moved through the forest Dean heard “He is going to see the King” as he left the forest he saw 

the Lord his Savior how bright he was. Jesus was standing in the half circle of creation and the 

children of God. Everything around Jesus was soaking in his Glory; Dean knew that he was in 

his place (position, set free, near, and in attendance near), in the presence of Jesus. 

Jesus had a body like a human but no gender parts, he was the brightest light but you could see 

Jesus, and he was immersed in colors (Rainbow etc.), and as the colors left Jesus the wrapped 

around Dean. All around him and through him Dean experienced Jesus pure heart of love. 

At that moment he understood the only reason he was there is because of what Jesus had done.  

Even the works that Dean did in life was Jesus working through Dean. 

Dean says his body (flesh) was not there, only his soul and spirit, and everything about Dean was 

praising Jesus. He says that if he had not opened up his mouth to praise Jesus “Everything about 

him would praise Jesus” He could not stop thanking Jesus. 

Dean explains Jesus eyes, they were fiery red, blue, orange, green and different colors, and his 

eyes were deep and full of life. Dean literally saw Jesus love for him. Dean got lost in Jesus eyes 

and never wanted to come out. Dean explains that when Jesus looked at him it was if Dean was 

the only one that Jesus Loved, the love for others was created just for them in the same manner. 

(Kat Kerr has shared this as well)  
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Jesus love is created personally for each of his children independently and fully. Dean explains if 

he only saw Jesus feet that look like brass is actually the glow off of them, with the nail prints 

still there, but what got Dean about Jesus feet alone was that Jesus feet ‘loved’ Dean.    

He experienced the fullness of Jesus love by only seeing his feet; his hands loved Dean, or Jesus 

entire body. Dean felt like he was the only thing in creation that Jesus loved, even though Dean 

knew that Jesus loved all his Children in the same manner, fully, each and every individual 

uniquely. Jesus love was like liquid crystal, and every time dean looked at Jesus face it changed 

a little different than before. 

Jesus said to Dean “When you put a person in prison, they die, or get out” “But when we put a 

person in hell they are there for eternity” Dean says that Jesus sits on the throne, and yet he is the 

throne; in front of the throne was something like water, it was like the crystal (i.e. Kat Kerr 

Crystal Sea), and very much alive! Living water! Living creation of God! Beyond this crystal 

liquid was another like liquid fire. 

Dean saw Abraham whom would go down to the liquid fire (Gods passion) and scoop up some 

and hold it up to the father, and the father would smile at Abraham, and Dean knew that it was 

pure worship! The throne of God hovered over this liquid fire, and around the throne were the 

great company of his creation, and a great many of his children were giving him praise, and they 

were moving around the throne in the atmosphere. Around the father these beings, angels were 

saying “How Great ALL, How Holy he was!” but they were so small compared to him. 

The first person in heaven that Dean saw was his Grandmother Mary, along with other family 

members who accepted Jesus as the Lord and Savior their Messiah were also there, and it was 

not just the ones he knew but generation after generation, after generation, after generation were 

there to greet him into heaven “The biggest family reunion you could ever think of.” His 

grandma said: “Bring as many of us, the family back (to heaven) with you as you can” family 

was so important to Jesus.  Make sure that your family knows Jesus. 

Dean was shocked who was in heaven and who was not there—he had his own opinion of who 

should be there, but God had another,  allot of the people he thought would be there and were not 

were pastors, leaders in the churches, or ministries, but they weren’t there? And when Dean 

came back he really pondered “Why weren’t these people from these ministries there?” 

One of the people he thought would not be in heaven was his Aunt Barbara, and Dean thought 

she would have gone to hell, but she was in heaven. However, the last two years of her life he 

had not been around his Aunt Barbara, and what Dean realized that it was a heart thing, and God 

knew his Aunt Barbara’s heart, and she must have accepted Jesus as Lord and Savior because 

that was the only way you got into Heaven (Jesus is the door/gate and key). 

Dean says that God moves and strategizes salvations on earth based on our prayers from our 

heart.  These prayers would go to the Father and he would communicate to Jesus and these 
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beings around the father, and how they would get someone on this planet to accept Jesus as their 

Lord and Savior. 

Dean could remember Jesus looking at the beings and they would literally bow before him, not 

take their eyes off of him, and back out and go and do their assignment in concert seeing earth 

and who would fulfill their part of the strategy on this planet earth.  Dean says that many people 

on this planet when God tells them to do something they bock at it, and reject it...and he says OK 

I cannot count on them I got to find somebody else. 

When Dean was told that he had to go back that it was not his time he felt like he was crying on 

the inside.  He did not want to leave, and when he spoke these words Dean felt like he could 

have been blown apart by Jesus powerful words. 

The Doctors did not expect Dean to make it, and expected that he would Die, his wife stood in 

the gap to pray for Dean.  Then the miracles started to take place, all of a sudden his body began 

to function properly again, and the six doctors could not believe it. He realized that he was to go 

and tell people that there is a JESUS. Go and tell! END DEAN BRAXTON #19 

 

Kat Kerr says that Heaven is beyond the planets and universe, and in other places there is 

mention of the third or seventh heaven, but also that Satan and his fallen host dwell in the second 

heaven or did. 

ELIZABETH TAYLOR ON OPRAH WINFREY SHOW #20 In London, she was pronounced 

dead four times, she was no longer afraid of dying, she came out of her body, as the doctors were 

working on her.  Elizabeth floated into a tunnel, and there were other figures that she recognized, 

and this welcoming, like sun, white sun, and warmth, like being in like liquid mercury, being 

weightless.  And Mike Todd was there and she wanted to be with him more than anything in the 

world, he had been there for about 3 years, and she was still mourning, and Todd said no baby it 

is not your time, you cannot come over, you have to go back, you have to fight to go back, while 
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this was happening her hands were in fists, and they tried to unclench her hands, She was 

reported dead, it was on the bulletin board, Elizabeth even read her bulletin board, it was in all 

the papers that she had died, she said she never had such good reviews. 

Note from another interview: Elizabeth says that when she was in the tunnel with mike it was so 

beautiful, closing her eyes she said “Warm” and the light was so welcoming. 

Oprah Winfrey: “How do you know that it was not a dream?” 

I didn’t! she did not talk about it, Elizabeth said that there were about eleven doctors in the room, 

and she told them all about what she had experienced, because she felt like she had to tell 

somebody so they wouldn’t, so I wouldn’t later on think I was crazy. And then she thought—that 

does sound so crazy; I don’t think I’m going to tell anybody. And for years she did not say 

anything, and then she started reading about other people having the same kind of experiences, 

they all varied slightly, and then Elizabeth thought: “There’s got to be something too it, there are 

just too many people who’ve gone through it-I know I did, just because ‘I’ haven’t talked about 

it doesn’t mean it wasn’t real as the day it happened. END ELIZABETH TAYLORS #20  

SHARON STONE NDE TESTIMONY #21 Oprah Winfrey Show OWN: She had a brain 

aneurism, and she was in MRI, and then she kind of had that thing; It’s sort of like passing out, 

except you pass up! It’s a lot of white light and you see people that have passed on, and then they 

talk to you. Then Sharon popped back into her body, and had a incredible sense of well being, in 

a sense that it is so near (death) and it is not so scary, and it is safe, and loving, gentle and ok, 

and nothing to be afraid of. Sharon felt so safe and so ok.  END STONE #21 

AFSHIN EX-HEZBOLLAH IRANIAN MUSLIM #22 Born in a Shiite family; his Grandfather 

was a Muslim leader, Afshin had joined Hezbollah for about three years, and studying Koran 

extensively then.  He traveled to Malaysia where he was caught with thirty (30) illegal passports, 

then put in prison.  Afshin began to teach Islam in prison.  Telling everybody what are their 

duties towards Allah. 

He taught everyday and prayed five (3-5) times a day as required with extra prayers because he 

wanted to get closer to God.  Afshin read the Koran cover to cover once every ten days.  One 

night he was meditating on the verses, and said there are many words in the Koran that have no 

meaning and are repeated again and again; which are the ‘secrets’ of the Koran.   

As Afshin was meditating on these a spirit entered the room which was much more powerful 

than he could overcome or handle.  So he was filled with fear, but he used all the tools that Islam 

had given him In Allah’s name, Satan I rebuke you but nothing happened, and he felt like he was 

being choked to death.  Afshin looked up to heavens and cried God help me! And immediately 

He heard a voice to speak the name of Jesus, and because Afshin felt like he was drowning so he 

said: “Jesus if you are true, show me!” thinking “Why did you word it that way?” and before he 

finished the sentence everything was back to normal and he was no longer chocking. 
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That was not a conversion, but the beginning of his confusion.  Afshin wanted to be a Martyr for 

Allah...he had participated in the hangings, and he did everything Muslim to be a good Muslim.  

I tried to forget about his encounter.  Why would Jesus help a Muslim, Afshin believe that 

Mohammad was the prophet in a perfect religion... 

He began questioning who was God, was there many ways, so he prayed and fasted.  Then 

Afshin asked God what is it that you want me to do, who I follow.  He would fall asleep, wake 

up and pray and pray.  Two weeks went by and Afshin gave up.  He felt he wasted all his life, 

and he had been afraid all his life.  Then he questioned what was the true name of God was it 

Allah or Jesus and did it matter all while he was in prison. 

The greatest sin you could commit in Islam is doubting God; doubting his teachings, doubting 

his prophet, and he had done that.  In Islam they teach you that Allah, i.e. God to him never visits 

human beings...God’s presence were in the room (cell), and Afshin was convinced immediately 

of Gods Holiness—all this is happening simultaneous, and he was confronted with Gods (Jesus) 

holiness which put a weight of sin upon him.  Afshin knew, because Jesus/God was just he must 

kill him; God must wipe me off the face of the earth because he was so full of sin. 

He began to cry because Afshin literally did not want to die, because Jesus was so holy, and 

Afshin was so wicked so he just ran to the corner of the room and held his head in his arms and 

he cried out “God forgive me” “God forgive me” “God forgive me” forgive me, forgive me, 

forgive me!  Then he felt a touch on his shoulder saying:  “I forgive you” that very instant those 

words were spoken Afshin physically felt forgiven, and he couldn’t understand it? 

He asked him: “Who are you” and Jesus answered “I Am the Way, the Truth, and the Life” the 

moment that Afshin heard those words he knew that it was of great importance, but Afshin had 

absolutely no idea what that meant. He still had no clue that this God is? So he asked him: “What 

is your name?” and God answered: “Jesus Christ the living God” as he spoke those words Afshin 

collapsed onto the floor like jello with his face to the ground and began to weep (as he wept), it 

has been 18 years and when he thinks of that moment he still cannot forget Jesus Love, he cannot 

forget what that was for him that day (crying). 

Afshin just wept because for many years he had tried to please God, but he felt that nothing he 

had done pleased God (Allah), and Afshin said it wasn’t even the right God, and he felt so 

deceived because they told him this is God (Allah) and he was not God.  They told Afshin to kill 

in the way of Allay, but this God said love in the way of me (love the way I love), forgive in the 

way of me, and his heart said ‘Yes’ this is the truth of God, God is about forgiveness, God is 

about love.   

Afshin wept for two hours, I was knelt on my face at his feet, and when Afshin looked up he saw 

a TV screen of sorts, and he saw people from all different generations, and all different 

nationalities, and backgrounds...and every single person I saw, I could see every wrong thing 

they had done, and that overwhelmed Afshin...Jesus said how easy was it I forgave you, and he 
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replied:  “As easy as drinking water” “No, no easier than drinking water”, and Jesus/God said as 

easy as it was that I forgave you; I can forgive them; who is going to tell them?  And then Afshin 

said: “Send me Lord” (nodding his head) Jesus said to him: “Go!” And that is how I became a 

Christian.   

Afshin then prayed: “God, send me a Bible” and in jail somebody from some other section just 

walked up to me and gave him a book, saying “this is what you asked for” He knew it was the 

Bible, and said “God I prayed last night, and you gave it to me this morning, it’s so wonderful 

you answer, you are the Mighty God, And you provide so quickly!”  Now he shares his 

testimony. 

END AFSHINS #22 

AKIANE KRAMARIK #23 Considered A genius Akiane says that when she was four she had 

many visions of meeting God, meeting new people and her inspiration is God.  When she 

drew/painted she thought everyone could do the same thing (smiling), but when I grew a little 

older she knew that God gave her this gift to share with others.  She said when she began 

drawing God gave her ideas that she says she does not even know what the meaning is?  Saying 

like the pyramids (one of her paintings of three or more pyramids in the snow, i.e. Antarctica I 

believe) 

She knew that God was helping her with her art; he was helping her with her poetry and her life 

to live. He’s taking care of me like I was a little butter fly, and he’s a human covering making 

her feel safe.  She feels that he is in every poem that she writes, and every painting that she 

paints.  

Note: the next picture of Akiane painting is a Vision of Heaven 
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Akiane says you do not think, you just dream and see inside your dream, you just see it.  It’s like 

writing it as you see it at the same time.  She said one day she had a dream of meeting God, but 

because she had never met God before she was not quite sure because she had never been told 

about God (Parents were Atheists’), Akiane had told her parents that “I had been taken and I had 

been shown what you were forbidden to know, but when the time will come you will know!” 

She says that they do not go to church, but that they go some place in quiet and pray for a bit. 

Akiane prays everywhere she goes whether in the car or an interview or on TV. She starts 

praying asking God “Please give me these words to tell other people” what you have done to me, 

what I have experienced, she says thank you, and he helps her” nodding her head she says “It’s 

very good.” 

One of her most famous paintings is a portrait of ‘Jesus’, and her parents said Akiana would talk 

about Galaxies, or intergalactic experiences, when she was younger God spoke to her face to 

face, but now God speaks to Akiane more with sounds, shapes,  and sometimes animals she says. 

She would not eat for days, but would say the ‘Light’ is feeding her. 

 

See her paintings online and more complete testimony of her experiences.  I provided one link. 

END AKIANA #23  https://youtu.be/O5uN3B2YXWM 

HEAVEN MARY BAXTER HEAVEN #24 Mary has been traveling 25 years telling her story; 

Jesus came in human form (i.e. flesh/spiritual body as a man), and told Mary her destiny.  

Taught Mary that there is a beginning and end of life, and she was considered a Seer and 

Prophetess.  Keep in mind that in one moment they may say the father came, and the next it 

might it might be the captain of the host! Which may be the very same thing so try not be 

critical, but GLEAN! 

https://youtu.be/O5uN3B2YXWM
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Mary Baxter’s Testimony is a very detailed description of heaven and hell, many of her 

experiences are represented by others in their testimonies, what I enjoyed is that some of her 

description is more precise, particular and meticulous not to mention a vivid picture and 

representation. 

I will transcribe many parts of just one live testimony pulled off of YouTube, however this is a 

very long testimony so I will shorten it, and where you see three dots (...) means I omitted part of 

her testimony. In some places I formatted it better for reading purposes.  If you want to see or 

hear all of the different testimonies you are welcome to find them on YouTube!   

Oct 3, 2014 Mary Baxter Testimony:  An angel of the Lord came by my bed, it had rainbow 

wings about 12 ft high and had a white garment (raiment) on, and over to the left behind the 

angel stood Jesus.  The angel was on the right of Jesus, Jesus smiled at Mary, and the angel said 

to her “Come and See the Glory of God!” and immediately Mary was standing outside her room 

and outside the gates of heaven. 

Jesus was not there, but the angel was!  The gates were a mile high and made out of some kind 

type of rod iron form, but only in pearl, one pearl. Two angels were on each side of the gates and 

their hair was gold folded under at the bottom, and they were the keeper of the gates. 

One angel went inside the gates and brought out the book of Mary’s life, and it had Mary’s name 

on it (front and back side), and the angel opened up her book...she was allowed into the city, so 

she went into the city with this angel with the beautiful wings.   

They came into a grassy area, ‘Oh My Lord’ and the grass looked like it had diamonds in it, ‘Ya 

know’ to her right there were flowers everywhere, and they would open up their petals and sing 

music to you. To the left of Mary there were five men with white garments on standing around a 

pedestal...on the hillside there were many, many trees with many fruits on them. 

Mary noticed all around there were families of every nationality standing around talking, some 

sitting on the grass, and some sitting at picnic tables, and the little children were picking the fruit 

off the trees and eating it without a mess or dripping juice.  While looking at this entire she heard 

the ‘High Praises of God’ she heard chimes, and music everywhere. 

As Mary watched this, she realized there was no decay, and it was beautiful, she knew intuitively 

that if one of the petals of the flowers were to fall off it would not decay; they would grow into 

another flower.  There was no law of death in heaven, no dying, and the angel said again to her 

“Come and see the Glory of thy God!” 

Mary went over to where the five men were and saw an angel come down a pathway that had 

beautiful long hair, some angels had wings, and some had no wings, and their garments were 

different depending on their assignment or job...there is no gender in heaven...The one coming 

down the pathway looked LIKE a women angel, and sometimes you can see right through them, 
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they are transparent light, some play music, and have big pockets for instruments like flutes and 

things. It is just Awesome how heaven is! 

END Baxter Heaven #24 

 

 

Heaven is more real than the reality we live in and it was created first being indescribable by 

mans most talented illustrators or artists.  It is real and yet surreal, and when people go there they 

never want to leave, they cry, dance for joy, and are undone by what they see, but cannot 

comprehend. 

Those who have been to heaven, hell or have seen heavenly things; they will look in the direction 

they saw something as though they are still seeing them, like watching it all over again.  They 

tell it without hesitation, and they do not use facial or body language that would indicate they 

were fabricating their stories.  They tell them precisely as they experienced them looking in the 

direction in memory of pictures, places, people, voices speaking, sounds, or listening to music, 

they would look up, out or down.  

You can see these people that have visions, dreams or death to life experience the original shame 

by nodding their heads, crying tears, or gleaming with great joy learning that God loved them 

why retelling their encounter.  When witnesses tell their story in a court system there has certain 

criteria to tell if someone is fabricating their testimony or lying.  

These individuals do not hesitate, they are not lying and if you ever study body or facial 

language; probably 99.9 % are telling the truth, and reliving there experience as they tell their 

personal and unfathomable testimonies.  Enjoy them for God has taken them so that their 

testimonies can encourage you in your walk with him. 
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CHAPTER 5 

KAT KERR - HEAVEN CULTURE   

EPISODE ONE: Aug 13, 2017 Kat Kerr – “Jesus had to choose every day of his life what he 

would do or not do, even though he was the son of God just like us tempted in every single way, 

he had to make a choice, am I going to let darkness in, or am I a kick it away from me…when 

you live holy your are dangerous…” “One of our weapons is the fire of God, one of our super 

hero weapons is the fire of God…our Father is a consuming fire…when we receive Jesus we 

carry a measure of that fire…In heaven they absolutely honor the trinity…the original super hero 

is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit!   

“When you get to heaven you will not care about anything, but that you are there, standing in the 

presence of the Almighty God, who is and was, and always will be…that carried you inside Him, 

and you’ve been from the beginning to the end, you were forged in the very heart of God.  

 “For in him we live, and move, and have our being; as certain also of your own poets have said, 

for we are also his offspring.”(Act 17:28) 

“We are Gods children, we came from inside him, and he desires that one day we choose to 

come home to him our Father.  God wrote every day of your life in a book, in a scroll; when you 

get to heaven that scroll will speak to you, and tell you all about yourself, it will tell you all the 

plans God had for you, how much he loved you. 

“He wrote his name on the will inside your soul…your soul is very powerful, that’s why Hell 

wants it; with your soul you create, with your soul you worship!  With your soul you choose, 

that’s why the enemy wants to control your soul, don’t let him have it. One day we will travel 

through the spirit realm, because Jesus Christ did! 

“The spirit realm is the original realm, this physical realm is temporal, everything in it is 

temporal, except us…you are eternal…we are all eternal beings…we choose whether to honor, 

or not honor…In heaven everyone honors…everyone in heaven cares about one another… 

“In heaven you will be rewarded by the father for the deeds that you did for him on the earth, 

every smile, every kind and loving act you did, every time you helped somebody, and did not 

judge or criticize them.  You do not get a choice whether you receive a reward for that in heaven, 

most are so supernatural, she could not begin to explain what they are, they are amazing, and 

captivating. 

“Mary the mother of Jesus is honored in heaven, but she is not worshipped. 

“Satan carries dishonor, we do not want to dishonor…many people are in heaven at their dying 

breath repented and are in heaven.  If you receive Gods Son (Jesus) you are going!  The blood 
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wipes out every sin, iniquity, like you never did it.  You will get honor in heaven.  We are all one 

family in heaven.  There is no time or distance in the spiritual realm. 

HONOR? Admiration, tribute, credit, esteem, approve, give high regard, appreciation, positive 

reception, enjoy, take pleasure, thank, and be indebted to, recognition, praise, acknowledgment, 

praise,  show gratitude to others, grateful to your parents, spouse, applaud, congratulate, 

eulogize, and  honor your children, as well as leaders, and service people, give, bestow, reward, 

and gift, others, etc.  END KAT KERR #1 

Kat Kerr Gifted/Born to Create/Fun in the House—Excerpts about heaven 

“We are made in the image of God; all creation comes from his heart, even the steps of the 

throne of God creation is taking place, out in space, in you, etc.  Our words and actions create 

atmospheres in your life and others, but what you do with what comes against you, can be turn 

into victory. Learn to speak life and not death, you bring life to you or others, and death by the 

words of your mouth, you create an atmosphere of life or death to them. You now have attracted 

hell to come in and affect your and others life.   

“What you do or say can changes worlds, if you pursue darkness it will move into your home, 

instead invite heaven into your home, you invite hell, and it affects your finances, relationships, 

and health.  Living waters in your home, and angels surf on those waves. Create well, be in the 

presence of God, by choosing Gods choices, pull down every though captive. 

GIFTS – “You were made special, when you were sent from heaven to this earth, he put your 

personality, and he put a gift inside of you that makes you unique.  In heaven everyone uses their 

gifts. You Mansion in heaven are structured around your gift.  You mansion for an artist is 

everything you need to produce your art and express your gift, he gives you a gallery and you 

give away your art, no matter where you go in heaven you give gifts to everyone from your 

talents/gifts. 
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“If you love horses, you will be given hundreds they never bite, or kick; they are a pleasure for 

everyone who wants to ride them, your dogs will be waiting for you when you get to heaven, 

they stay in your mansion, dine with you, and even talk because before the sin in the Garden the 

animals could speak.  You will use your gift in heaven and share it with others. Use your gift on 

earth if you can, and to be yourself, your gift is what you think and dream about, and you may 

have more than one main gift.”  

 

FUN IN THE HOUSE – “Heaven is the most fun place you’ll ever live in your life.  Heaven is 

fun, and you will act like a child, like a little kid, people get out of transports, and chariots in 

heaven, and just run in circles yelling and laughing their so excited because it is so much more 

amazing than they ever could imagine. You will see people dancing in the streets and 

celebrating, hugging and grabbing everyone!  You will have parties everywhere in heaven; 

heaven created parties, heaven made them and heaven celebrates over everything.   

God’s house is not a lot of mansions or buildings crowded inside a bigger building, but it is the 

world called heaven. How big is it? It is so big that even one of the angels in the house are bigger 

than earth so just imagine how big the world is that is called Heaven, and all the fun places in 

heaven like Movie theatres in heaven, fantastic, hilarious comedies, intense, adventure; you can 

watch or step into the movie and become an actor. 

“There is an amusement park in heaven where you can ride on carousels where animals are alive, 

you can ride on elephants, porpoises, no poles, baby dinosaurs, unicorns, (most likely 

uncorrupted) the real thing, the kids can eating candy, popcorn, and pies etc., heaven is made for 

you, no food allergies, no weight gain, you can eat anything in heaven. 

House of God cont: "Your children if they are children get hover boards, they have groups all 

over heaven even around the age of 5, they can’t get lost, there not gonna get hurt, there are so 

many exciting things for them to do, they even have a place called cartoon village, and you guess 
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what happens there, you get to create your own cartoon, even of yourself, and you get to be in 

the cartoon and have fun! 

“In heaven you are a supernatural eternal being, and you do supernatural things! There is a place 

called Christmas Town in heaven, if you like snowball fights, skiing and ice skating you go to 

Christmas town, you can go to buildings that you can put on outfits to fit Christmas, it conforms 

to your being, no sizes, you can go on sleigh rides, have hot cocoa, God wanted heaven to be fun 

so you could enjoy your life.  No one is rusting in heaven, floating on clouds and just singing in a 

choir. Unless that is what you want to do! 

“When you die it is not R.I.P. but enjoying the party, enjoying the rush, and having fun. There 

are places like the Amazon Jungle, all the animals talk to you, and nothing will hurt you. You 

can go to sports places in heaven, and play different sports and it is a form of worship, there are 

three scoreboards not two because Jesus gets all the points. You can hit the ball further in heaven 

than you could ever on the earth. You will have fun in heaven with your family, and friends.”  

END KAT KERR #2 

KAT KERR - REALITY OF HEAVEN 

Kat Kerr and her Divine Assignment to share with the earth’s people:  “God is revealing heaven 

now more than any other time on earth because of the times we live in now-these last days. 

There is a convergence of heaven and earth, and God wants us to know that you were made in 

his image, and once you know who he is, then you can know who you are.  There is only one 

way to get to heaven, it’s a holy place, and the way through; the door is the blood of Jesus 

Christ/Messiah, there is no evil or sin there it is not allowed in that is why you have to be 

cleansed by the gift of salvation. 

“When you get there; to heaven you are actually going to have fun! 

Kat says: “Heaven is Huge, and is a planet called Heaven…a House, a world called Heaven, 

there are many places in the astral world called heaven, but in heaven itself there are millions of 

mansions, some as large as cities, an amazing throne room, the streets of Gold reflect the glory, 

his glory everywhere you go. 

“People who live there could not possibly come back here if given a choice after experiencing 

being with the father, or being with Jesus. You have never felt such love in your life. The father 

looks like LOVE, if you could imagine waves of this powerful love permeating every bit of your 

being, you feel like you are being pulled into his heart.  

“You feel like you can never live apart from him, he is such an amazing being, and he is LOVE, 

ALL LOVE flows from him, all creation, all revelation, and all wealth, a light, that’s who God is 

the great creator that made everything that was or ever will be. He has always existed, and his 

name is ‘I AM’. Heaven is our home, we came from there.  (Read Hebrews) 
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“We came from heaven, and we go home, the streets in heaven take you to your mansion, or 

throne room, they also take you to places you create called memorials of man from your 

kindness and beauty that portray how you lived your life on earth for him.  There is the Hall of 

the Superheroes, where Gods intercessors, your faces are engraved there forever; you stand in the 

GAP for him, for heavens purposes in the earth.  You receive many rewards in heaven; you have 

a treasure room in your own mansion 

“We have guardian angels, they work very hard to protect you, and they are not sent when you 

are born but work for us from conception, and when you are conceived and knit together in your 

mother’s womb, at the time of conception God takes a little spirit from himself, and brings you 

down to this earth, and he attaches/knits together that eternal spirit to the flesh, the egg in the 

mother’s womb until that happens you become a living human being. 

“When knit to the flesh you are attached to the flesh now, with the eternal spirit. Your angels or 

angel come with you.  If the baby dies in birth or other, the angels take that/your little spirit back 

to heaven, and a the perfectly formed spiritual baby steps back into heaven-the father, when they 

are knit with the spirit they are fully whole, they can talk, and they escort you back to heaven.  

They will defend you to their very end. 

“They protect us at all cost our angels save our life many times, even at church, the angels stand 

around you to help you, they go everywhere you go, even if you should not be there, movies 

(pornography-the angel covers their eyes), adultery, stealing, abusing, et.  They know and see 

all!  You will be questioned when you get to heaven, and if you get to heaven. Heaven is 

watching! 

“When you die, out steps a spiritual body, and you live in you mansion in heaven, you have 

furniture, and furnishings, property.  Some of the most amazing mansions are the sky mansions, 

they have columns that  run 80 feet 100 ft high many are round, and clear you can see through 

them, you step into the column and say what floor you want to go to and your there, takes you 

right to the floor, all around is a huge deck, also a landing pad where there is a star cruiser, (like 

the JETSONS) they are very similar and originated the idea came from heaven,  you can step out 

onto your deck and see all over heaven from miles away, streaks of color go through the skies of 

the mansion all the time, your own personal light show of heaven. 

“Another mansion was under the crystal sea called “Aqua Mansion” people who love the 

dolphins, or whales, etc. you have portals that you pass through and swim in the crystal sea, and 

get to swim with the whales, dolphins, and you choose—it’s fantastic! Some are perched on the 

cliffs in the sky’s of heaven with beautiful waterfalls cascading around them each mansion looks 

like a huge gemstone, and if you want to go to the back of your mansion as your walking your 

whole mansion will turn and rotate as you walk, so whatever room you stop in you still have that 

view of the falls (Or?) 
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Kat Kerr said: “I saw one built in the top of these 12 massive trees, it looked like the most 

futuristic tree house you could imagine, it did not even have a roof on it and birds were flying 

singing to the people, person who lived there, tree branches grew right through the walls and 

flowers would sing to the people in the home. There not all the same, because we are not the 

same, mansions are based on each individual, you see God knows the desires of your heart.’ 

END KAT KERR #3 

Mansion in scripture has multiple meanings as every single word written in the pages of the 

Bible and probably many inspired witnesses using the same words. Mansion in Psalm 49:14 

means habitation, dwelling, or place to dwell in, a residence, exalted, lofty abode, and honor— 

“dwell with me (God)” (H2082)  

John 14:2 “In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not so, I would have told you. I 

go to prepare a place for you. 3 And if I go and prepare a place (G5117 any portion or space 

marked off, as it were from surrounding space-related to Matt 24:14) for you, I will come again, 

and receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may be also.” 

Mansion means abode—metaph. of the God the Holy Spirit indwelling believers, a staying, 

residence, abiding, to not depart, to sojourn, to survive, live, to continue to be, not to perish, to 

last, endure, in reference to state or condition, to wait for one, to remain as ‘one’ (G3438, 

G3306) 

John 14:10 “Believe you not that I am in the Father, and the Father in me? The words that I 

speak unto you I speak not of myself: but the Father that dwells in me (Jesus), he does the 

works...17 Even the Spirit of truth (the Word, Christ Jesus); whom the world cannot receive, 

because it sees him not, neither knows him: but you know him; for He (the Father) dwells with 

you, and shall be in you. 18 I will not leave you comfortless: I (Jesus the Father) will come to 

you. 19 Yet a little while, and the world sees me no more (crucified); but you see me: because I 

live, you shall live also. 20 At that day (Pentecost and/or future) you shall know that I am in my 

Father and you in me, and I in you.” 

When God dwells with man on earth and there is a new heaven and new earth; I theorize that it 

will be different than mansions in heaven, but as to how I do not know.  Maybe we will be the 

body temple where God lives in us and us in him so does that mean that the temple that comes 

down out of heaven is the Bride of Christ?  Who knows? When that time comes we will surely 

know. 

KAT KERR - GLIMPSES OF HEAVEN 

What does the Father look like? Kat sweetly says “He/God looks like love, all love flows from 

him, all wealth, creation, all light, waves of love like a rainbow flows from him.  
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“Heaven is a World—Gods Home, his House, He has eternity within him…He always existed he 

is the “I AM” (i.e. Lord, God, Jesus the Holy Spirit ‘ONE’) 

“Heaven is where we go home and live with the Father, we came from there, and he made a way 

for us to come home to him. 

“Streets of Glory are made of Gold, and they take you to places called memorials of man. 

“You receive many rewards in heaven, and in your own mansion you have a treasure room. 

“When you die your spiritual body steps out of your fleshly body and it looks just like you, it is 

YOU! It is new, if you were missing legs, or arms you now have them, you no longer are old and 

weak, but there is lightness and joy in your steps. 

“Sky mansion, there are columns that run 80-100 feet high, round and detailed, they are clear, 

and see through 5-8,000 sq ft. you speak where you want to go and these pillars take you there,  

these mansions look like the cartoon ‘JETSONS’ home. 

“All ideas that we create down here on earth was originally in heaven but not corrupted. 

“Aqua mansions are built under the crystal sea, with portals you pass through to swim in the 

crystal sea. They are for people who love dolphins and whales so they can swim with them, you 

step out of the underwater mansion to a landing and you are dry. 

“Tree house mansions are supported by 12 huge trees, with no roof, and the birds would fly in 

and sing to the occupants, flowers grew through the walls, and sing to the people inside.  

“You do not take anything with you to heaven, because it would be worthless in heaven, (it 

would be Weeds in a garden of beauty). 

“Whoever owns you when you die will come for you. Jesus, the angels, other transports, or the 

enemy Satan and his minions—because you gave yourself to them, whether its heaven or hell, 

you do not wander around on this EARTH, there are NO spirits of human beings that lived and 

died, none of those spirits live on this earth—those are familiar spirits that people hear or see, or 

that mediums or psychics call up, those are familiar spirits that look like relatives. When you die 

you move one place or other Heaven or Hell. You spiritual body steps out at death and you are 

taken by your owner.   

“Chariots escort you to outer space, into the galaxies, past the nebulas, you get to see those, front 

view, zipping up to the brightest thing you everything in life, and is the planet heaven. You see 

the glow from the throne of God, your family come and grab you, wait for you, if you have a 

baby you miscarried they are waiting for you. 

“Jesus escorts you back to the father up the steps to the throne of God and on the steps you see 

creation, and life taking place dynamically, robustly and actively.  
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“While you are having a funeral, in heaven hey have a big celebration party when you die and go 

home. Do not grieve for them, your children and family are living an amazing life in heaven, and 

cannot wait for you to enjoy and go home too! Everyone dances with you everywhere you go.  

“You family takes you to your mansion, and get to share in its exploration.  When you walk 

down the streets of Gold that lead to other places, spaces, openings, hideaways, passageways, 

routes, walkways, halls, corridors, nests, and community of living beings.  

“You will praise him for how wonderful Gods love is for you. You do not want to miss going to 

heaven. 

“Everyone in Heaven knows you, and family members 100’s of years ago know you.   

“Heaven is the most fun place you live in your life, when you get off the transports, you dance, 

and run around and celebrate, and Heaven it is a House with mansions it is a world, that one 

angel in heaven is bigger than earth, so it is enormous beyond understanding. 

Kat Kerr says: “We are living in the Kingdom age and everything is going to be different. People 

are not going to be able to gauge the move of God that’s coming based on past moves of God. 

The father says you never will be able to look at the past moves of God, and it even comes close 

to what God is going to do now. What people are not considering is the manifest presence of 

God showing up all over earth. A thousand times! 

“Every kid gets excited when she tells them there is a Jello Land there, and all kinds of places for 

kids to have fun.  They get hover boards, and go all over heaven, 5 yr olds, can’t get lost or hurt, 

they go everywhere without supervision. They get in these big bubbles and go across heaven, 

bouncing against each other, and when they get to where they were going they pop their bubbles 

and go play! (Think ‘Honey I shrunk ourselves’)— They go to the friendly forest and dance with 

the flowers, they have huge flower about six feet tall, they call them flower copters; they turn 

their face upward and take you across the sky. 

“If you desire to go somewhere and even the ground will start moving you, or a road of light will 

come down and take you somewhere in heaven. They will take you to transport kiosks that is 

why we have subways down here on earth, it’s like a big arch and beams of light are shooting out 

of it and when you step up there you say where you want to go and a light grabs you and speeds 

you where you want to go. 

“There are comedy clubs, all decent, and people are on the ground laughing, and they have lame 

joke club. She says her dad is there! 

“There is a time in the throne room where the power of God and the Love of God flow so heavy 

everyone is on the floor, it is like you are swimming in love, and you don’t care if you ever get 

up! And then you get up again to worship then you go up into the air and your dancing and 

celebrating in the air in the throne room.  The seraphim come down out of a glory cloud and their 
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heads is on fire, they are called the burning ones and it’s like their hair is blue fire, and they sing 

this beautiful song over the throne of God. It is fascinating; it’s captivating it’s not boring! 

“There is a commissioning throne room consignment, and when you give yourself to Jesus 

Christ, God takes a layer of your soul and He seats it in heavenly places with Jesus Christ—it’s a 

transparent image of you, it represents you in heaven, you are already there (This is what Woody 

the angel of the Lord told me that I am seated at the right hand of God) And when he gives you a 

commission or mantle on the earth he calls that layer of you into the commissioning throne room 

and places a mantle on them as he places a mantle on you on the earth by the Holy Spirit. 

“They have a place called central station in heaven and Jesus is over that and many of the 

redeemed go there to serve, Oral Roberts is there, Billy Jo Daughtry is there, Shambach is there 

if he would ever leave the throne room, he is waiting on his wife. They had promised each other 

that they would go together wait for each other.  So he is waiting for her before he goes to his 

mansion. You still love each other, but you are not husband and wife in heaven, but you are like 

best friends forever. Amen! 

“They call Jesus the drama (performance, commotion, spectacle and excitement) king in heaven, 

he likes it! Because, trust me He’s (Christ/Messiah) about to cause allot of drama on this earth 

you have never seen before... 

“The father loves his children, he call some of us into the boardroom in heaven and asks “what 

do you think of this?” He wants us to hear his voice, and talk to us. 

“The veil is really thin (i.e. slight, delicate, sheer, stooped, humbled yourself/himself, and bend 

forward) right now between heaven and earth. 

“When you die, and move to heaven you are not lost! Heaven did not lose them, they are not out 

there wandering around trying to find their place—they come and pick you up 

“The river of life flows from the father sometimes down the steps and people actually drink from 

that river there in the throne room, sometimes it goes under the throne and out there into the 

streets of gold, and goes over the streets of gold and becomes a sea, big enough for great sail 

ships to sail on, and there is not sand on the bottom there is gemstones...that’s why it’s called the 

crystal sea... 

“The Lord walks you into the throne room, and there is a sea of people all around the throne that 

is high and lifted up! It is so high it looks like a building with steps and a platform, steps and a 

platform seventy eighty feet high, and these living creatures that surround it look at themselves 

on the throne they stand on the floor of the throne room, they have thousands of eyes and they 

are considered royalty, and the closest thing to the throne of God, they have eyes in their heads.  

The throne room colors are the same as a peacock. 

“Some of Gods favorite colors are TEAL, SAPHIRE BLUE AND PURPLE. 
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“You walk there with the Lord and all you can do is telling him how much you love him, but all 

he says is I can’t wait till you see the father.  On the steps where creation is taking place from the 

father, and as you walk up there you see flowers and sweets all the way up the steps.  

“The Lord loves flowers and he loves sweets, and he loves to dance! And when God put flesh on 

the ‘Word’ and he came down here he changed a little bit, and he loves to do things with his 

hands and still does carpentry in heaven.  He builds things marks them with a little cross on the 

side, and puts them in your mansion so that you know they are from him. 

“All your love ones are living a life of splendor and wonder, and the purest love, the presence of 

God is in the walls of your mansion, Gods love goes everywhere with you, and it surrounds you 

and captivates you! 

“Sometimes the father will reach out and grab a band of the rainbow from himself and throw it, 

and it looks all over heaven to find who Gods wants to love on, and brings you back to the 

Father, he lets you sit right there next to him, and he loves on you. 

“You will never ever stop being undone when you get to heaven, it’s not like ‘Oh were there 

now-will just have a life” that just does not exist in heaven.  You will never stop thanking him, 

or worshiping him, and wait till you see your mansion. Our mansions do not look alike. 

“Jesus ‘The Word’ the Lord on earth was about 6’ tall and very muscular, with an golden olive 

tan and dark curls that go all over his head, and eyes like liquid pools of love, he shines like the 

stars and the sun, like a million diamonds as he walks across heaven. Everyone runs with him, 

they can’t wait to be with him. (The explanation is mixed between his earth existence and the 

heavenly) 

“When you get to heaven you get a key just for you, and part of your mansion is a secret garden 

He made just for you, and anytime you want to be with him you take the key and put it in a 

living rose, and when you turn it the Lord comes. You are not just a number when you get there, 

you know everybody, and they know you. 

“You can speak with your thoughts or with your mouth, and you understand everybody no matter 

what language they speak you understand them. 

“All over the world right now people are being caught up everywhere and are given glimpses of 

heaven—why is he doing that now? Because the times were living in, and the more you know 

about him, the more you know who you are! The more you know about heaven the more you 

know about your home, and anyone who speaks for the Father should have their message totally 

consumed with the LOVE of God.  

“They know how to speak about people, they don’t judge they don’t criticize, they don’t hate, 

and they won’t get offended, these believers have no fear in them; they have no darkness in 

them. When you go to heaven and come back you absolutely despise evil. 
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“A near death experience is not what happens, it is a death experience and you are revived, or 

come back. When you die they pick you up in a chariot or a transport, and you go all the way 

through the universe you see all the planets and the Galaxies, all the beautiful God put out in 

space, beyond the known universe and you see the brightest thing in the sky you ever seen, its 

massive, it fills the entire sky, its Gods house, it’s the world called HEAVEN.   

“This world called heaven is round, why do you think the planets are all round? Why is our earth 

round? It is a shadow of heaven! (Heb 8:4-5, 10:1). 

“God’s house has always existed, but one day God is going to move to earth with us, in the New 

Jerusalem and come to earth.   

“When you get out of your transport, there is the river of life, and when you get out you run and 

jump into the river of life, but the gate is further away, and when you get to the gate the Lord 

comes to get you. He walks you up the steps of the throne and gives you back to the Father. 

“All Gems in heaven represent the heart of the father. Lightning comes from the throne and it’s 

like mega million volts of love. People run in the throne room to get struck by that lightening of 

love.  

“God does not send people to hell, and here is his answer to those who say a good God would 

not do this:  “I did not put the blood of my son out there as a barrier to keep people out of 

heaven—I put it out there to keep evil, wickedness, and sin out of heaven” “And if I let everyone 

in without the blood of my son, heaven would be just like the earth.” But if people do not get 

born again they would bring all that (sin, etc.) with them. 

“Heaven is excited about one thing “The Greater Glory coming to this Earth” The spirit of God 

is about to touch all flesh without permission. He’s not asking for an invitation, and no evil or 

darkness can hide from that light. 

 “And it shall come to pass afterward-That I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh; Your sons and 

your daughters shall prophesy, Your old men shall dream dreams, Your young men shall see 

visions.” (Joel 2:28) 

“Your spiritual body lives an amazing life in heaven, it sings, it rejoices, it can eat the food; you 

get a wardrobe in heaven, riding horses, roller coasters, swim under the crystal sea, play in jello 

land. Go fishing on lakes; ride on real live Carousels where the animals are alive. 

“Your gifts are so important and he put them in you before you came to earth, and in heaven you 

will use that gift in heaven. All sports in heaven are played in heaven for Jesus and as they make 

the points they get the score for two seconds and then it goes to Jesus scoreboard.  It is worship! 

Thanking him. Just like the artists, dancers, bakers, fashion designers etc using their gifts in 

heaven your mansion is designed with your gift in mind, and God has available to create with 

unending supplies; God is always creating new things, adding to mansions etc. 
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“Nothing cost anything in heaven, if you are a Chef you give all your food away, but if you do 

not want to cook you can sit at a table in your mansion with 50 seats and say what you want and 

it appears, and when you are done eating it all disappears, the mess. 

“You never pay mortgages, electric bills, there is no debt and bad things, you do not get sick, you 

cannot gain weight in heaven, and if you have a sweet tooth you can eat all you want, but there 

are no sicknesses, food allergies, or weight gain. 

“One day when the RAPTURE does happen,...If you live in heaven you will go with the Lord in 

the clouds and get your bodies back first...but until then we take dominion, and occupy, to run 

and finish our race, until the Father decides when we will go home and then those who are alive 

and remain will be caught up and receive their bodies will be glorified, so if you live in heaven 

you won’t miss the Rapture. God knows his timeline.” 

END-OF KAT KERR BITES AND PIECES D 

KAT KERR - HEAVEN IS FUN 

“There are amusement parks in heaven, the biggest you will ever see; the cars look like bullets 

with no top on them, speeding at the speed of a bullet, they would shoot to 3 or four hundred feet 

p in the air, and they would drop, and everyone on there would lift their hands scream all the way 

down, even the Angels rode it, your guardian angels were riding the rollercoaster’s in heaven, it 

would zip down; fly back up off the track through the air across heaven onto another track. The 

largest is called “The Rush” there is no end to the amusement park. There is no telling what that 

roller coaster did, she said many things happened she could begin to describe. All are 

supernatural things!!!  

“In one place in heaven in the park you learn to FLY like Superman – God has a sense of 

humor...Guess who takes you? Christopher Reeves teaches you. 

“In heaven people fly like jets, once you lean to fly you fly from place to place in the amusement 

park, all over the place like “Let’s Go!” Shew....!!! 

“The aromas of the food are amazing, and you can see it moving.  The garments (wardrobe) 

tunics are alive, and beautiful.  

“Everything sings and is alive in heaven, pictures, clothing, birds, plants, flowers, trees, etc. 

“Children in heaven age really slow-they wait for you to get there. No impairments in heaven-no 

sadness in heaven, no pain associated with memories. When one is in a coma God comes to them 

on their death bed, and because you are standing in for them in prayer and their salvation.”  

END OF KAT KERR-E 
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According to her encounter there are no denominations, fighting’s, no disputing about doctrine, 

no finger pointing, or unforgiveness.  In heaven everyone loves everyone, and there is no evil or 

sin. So, if heaven is merging with earth we now must begin to change how we interact with the 

body wherever it is found, and that means different points of view or theological stance.  The 

only thing that matters is if you love Jesus as your Savior and Lord of your life.  God will know 

because he looks into the hearts of each individual to see. 

Angel Aaron Osborne says of Kat Kerr:  “Kat Kerr went to heaven; she was caught up in the 

spirit as a child and was asked if she wanted to stay, and she said yes! The real her.” 

— Kat Kerr says that when she is in heaven she feels like she’s 8 yrs old. This reveals that when 

she was probably eight years of age she chose to stay in heaven, and in her place the other her, or 

another came back in place of her real self.  That is why she says she goes to heaven every day, 

or is always in heaven because in some technical way that I do not understand she lives in both 

places?  It is a mystery, and God does not even reveal the things of heaven to us because we do 

not even understand the earthly. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HOLLYWOOD, TV AND MEDIA DEPICT HELL OR HEAVEN  

“Fake News” 

Many movies depict hell like in the movie the CUBE which is similar to a holding cell for those 

who die. However, in the movies or TV the cube is a film where people awaken, and in one 

trailer by Trimark Pictures; a person who is imprisoned in a cube asks: “Why would they throw 

innocent people in here, are we being punished?” One actress inside the cube says “I just want to 

wake up” One actor says “We have the key, it’s us!” In order to get out, or never of been locked 

in.  The key is in many testimonies as opening doors either to hell or heaven? 

Above the Atheist Girl mentions being inside a CUBE, and I want to use TV, Movies, and 

Magazines to reveal that these forms of media understand the spiritual realm, they use these 

media tools to twist, and corrupt the real heaven, hell, God, and Satan, but if we know our bible 

we will not be deceived. 

The Cube (In Movie’s) is a giant (body of hell) with many thousands of room, or holding places. 

Some of the places have flamethrowers, or razor wire, the Cube generally turns one (many) of 

the prisoners into a homicidal maniac who preys on the others (i.e. demons that appear like the 

people, and torture the occupants). 

In Cube 2 the captive prisoners realize they are inside a hypercube (hyperspace-Hell) in which 

gravity, space, and time are distorted.  

In Cube Zero the third Cube shows its personnel consisting of management known as "people 

upstairs" (insinuating God) and technicians who operate the Cube.  They oversee the people 

placed inside, and all the people trapped in the Cube are death row inmates (those who died in 

their sins) with their memories deleted and who willingly signed in to be placed inside instead of 

being executed. (i.e. our choice to choose God and his gift Jesus, or choose our own way, and 

when we die end up in hell-the Cube). 

As you know believing in God, heaven or hell is a choice, and by our choices we decide where 

we will spend eternity.  These inmates willingly signed into the Cube (i.e. Hell) how or why did 

they do that?  They rejected the key to the door of heaven which is Jesus, and chose another way, 

and since there is only one other way these inmates unknowingly chose hell.   

Many times in movies they depict good guys riding black horses and wearing black clothing, 

while the actual saviors are the real bad guys and really represent the fallen angels, wicked 

leaders, or Satan’s minions are clothed in white who destroy the bad (i.e. good) guys. What 

Hollywood does is twist the story line to take what is evil and represent it as good or good and 

use the symbolism, colors, and words to represent it as evil.  They represent the savior as crazy 
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and needing to be dealt with, while the true bad guy becomes the savior, and yet has nothing to 

do with the Bible or Jesus, and is actually the opposite.  Symbolism and trigger words are 

powerful tools of deception. 

God is depicted as a dictator, unloving, and unfair to the other foes (i.e. Satan and his army) as 

those trying to overcome oppression, and how they try to do this.  It is very crafty how they 

manipulate the roles to depict God, Christians, and heaven or hell as something other than the 

TRUTH. 

God did not create hell for you and I, we are his children, but when the Angels Fell and their 

children became the evil spirits/demons working with the Satan’s. Anyone that chooses to do the 

same, and choose their own way rather than Gods way chooses the only prison set up in creation 

and that is Hell (the CUBE), and the lake of fire which is to follow. There is only one alternative 

that the creator created, and that is Heaven with him, a new heaven and earth to come, and he is 

our father. 

Some choose to believe that they could chose to ignore God and pretend that he does not exist. 

Others believe it is a buffet that they can pick and choose what they like or dislike, and discard 

what they do not want to do, and keeping what they will perform. Some live their life hoping 

they just die, and that is it! Or others hope to come back in different life forms over and over 

again, and one day cease to exist this is called Reincarnation.  The bible says it is appointed unto 

man once to die and then the judgment.” 

So many possibilities in this world to choose from, but are these real options? God is chasing 

after you, but they who refuse to come home to their Father God through his son; at death find 

that it is too late because no evil or unholy thing can enter into Heaven or it would become like 

the fallen world, fallen.   

Their fate is sealed, and I believe it is a judicial system that is the law of creation.  Once a man 

dies in their sins it is as if Satan and Hell have a judicial legal right to you. On the other hand 

those who choose the gift of Jesus, and forgiveness of sin when they die their fate are also sealed, 

but the judicial judgment for them is an eternity in heaven.   

Because their sins were covered by the blood of Jesus No sin would be left to enter heaven. I do 

not fully understand why they can never get out of hell, but God does, he created the system, and 

it is all about your choices! One thought is that if given the chance to live life all over again with 

no knowledge of the past life they would choose the same path. 

Jer 29:11 “For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says the LORD, thoughts of peace, 

and not of evil, to give you an expected end (Heaven). 12 Then shall you call upon me, and you 

shall go and pray unto me, and I will listen to you.13 And you shall seek me, and find me, when 

you shall search for me with all your heart.” 
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I pray that the many deceptions in this world will not keep you from your father God, and 

heaven.  I pray that you desire to know God because he is good, and that heaven was made for 

you because God desires you; He cares with regard to what you care about, and his love is all 

consuming. 

Satan wants to destroy not only you, but all of mankind because he hates us, he hates you, Why? 

because God loves us, and Satan and his fallen host no longer has Gods love but Judgment waits 

on them.  Let us choose heaven so we do not have to experience hell. The whole of the Bible is 

to love God, and keep his commandments. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 ANGEL ENCOUNTERS 

Heb 13:2 “Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels 

unawares.” 

Strangers: be hospitable and generous to guests, wish him well, be friendly, one of the 

bridegroom's friends who on his behalf asked the hand of the bride and rendered him various 

services in closing the marriage and celebrating the nuptials, a companion, foreigner, alien, a 

host, with whom he stays or lodges as a guest-on earth. (G5381/3581) 

Since we have arrived at the launching of the Kingdom Age, the Messianic temporal season in 

time that also is an everlasting kingdom; we are going to experience encounters, engagements, 

and supernatural happenings with the angels/host at an accelerated pace.  Many individuals are 

being caught up to heaven right now without dying, and experiencing many beautiful and 

ominous things you might not have experienced without a NDE. 

I am going to include some supernatural happenings in my life that will begin the process of 

helping you recognize the reality of the spiritual realm, and how we have interacted with it in 

many was in the past, but things are going to change, and we need to be somewhat ready for holy 

as well as evil encounters that might take place. 

Over a period of time my husband and I have had Angels of the Lord visit us. Some of our 

angelic encounters in the past were just picking up a hitchhiker and dropping him off, when my 

husband turned around he was nowhere to be found. Another, was in a field next to a restaurant 

under a tree and what I believe to be a angel visitor upon leaving said to us:  “What more could 

you ask for, good friends and a beautiful day” It was an odd comment since we had just met 

about ten minutes ago? 

However recently in 2016 encounters and visits have accelerated so much that now many of the 

people I come in contact with cause me to be curious as to whether this encounter is an angelic 

visit, or just a random pass by. 

In 2016 I had an encounter that would be the beginning of many encounters where Gods 

messengers were on a mission directed at me.  This first incredible encounter was about a book I 

was commissioned by God to write, and he was sent to give me details.   

I have written more about this encounter in another book, but let’s just say this angel called 

Woody Cambel was going to give me a basic timeline that revealed our future in America and 

the World, about Donald Trump going to be elected as president, and much more. I will list those 

books at the end of this one. 
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This timeline and information that I am gifting to you is not only about visits to heaven and hell, 

but it is also about the spiritual realm and those who interact with earth, but also dwell in heaven.  

I have included this information and other information because if I can get it to as many people 

that get this book I can help them realize where we are and the urgency of helping others wake 

up to the reality of God and his world called heaven.   

Awaken “Red Pill” to the reality that God is real, and so is Satan, and to awake out of deep sleep, 

and to rise from the dead spiritually. This too is the ‘Rapture.’ 

God’s TIMELINE—is not related specifically in regards to heaven or hell, but in that time is up, 

and that I too have had encounters with Angelic visitors who imparted to me information that 

should impact how we live, and reveal that we should not set up our kingdom on earth because it 

is passing away, and time is short. 

What does it mean that time is up, and why should you care?  Well, I believe that believing that 

there is a heaven or hell, and that God is real and so is the alternative.  The bible says that today 

is the day of acceptance, and not to wait until tomorrow because you may not be around or live 

another day. Choose now while you can, and with that you need to know what options you have. 

Time is up and some of the information in this chapter will be taken from my other book because 

it reveals where we are as to how much time we have, and do we want to mess around, choose 

this world that is passing away. 

The chart is a timeline given to me by Woody Cambel an angel of the Lord, if not the Lord 

himself, and while not precise as in day or hour, the timeline does represent the season, times, 

and final three feasts of the Lord that Jesus/Messiah/DJT would fulfill in the very last day and 

hours during this appearance and also his coming in full glory. 

I was given the timeline launch date and countdown beginning and this timeline began Oct 3, 

2016 during the feast of Rosh Hashanah, keep in mind that Hebrew years overlap and straddle 

our years, and that will factor in as to the timeline launch. 

For instance if the launch took place in 2016 it probably started in 2015 on the last Blood Moon 

tetrad, however if the year is based on a different calendar like the civil or Gregorian calendar it 

will change the launch date, God is in control of time and it is for him to fulfill his will as he 

chooses. This timeline is basic, but informative and helpful in understanding the times we are 

living in right now 2018 on: 
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The above chart is a recent update I believe is another option for the sequence of events and 

timeline for the Kingdom age we are currently entered into; also the 777 weeks of years = 21 

years of the Messianic Kingdom being established on earth.  Previously I was given the same 

timeline with the sequence of events, but nothing more, so I began to synchronize them to the 

last three fall feasts of the Lord; that the Christ “Anointed” Holy One would fulfill.   (See Enoch 

Chapter) 

If I have it close DJT is that ‘Anointed’ Holy One like David, and Cyrus the King.  Remember, 

God does not choose the qualified, but qualifies the chosen.  DJT has been anointed, qualified, 

and is indwelt by God fully like Jesus also the ‘Anointed’ one which means Christ also Messiah. 

The original sequence of events is as follows and was given me originally in 2016 by Woody 

Cambel an Angel of the Lord; WC said the following and it originally seemed to be a 14 year to 

21 year period, but possibly it was only 14 years total starting previously with the ten year 

tribulation days of darkness spoken by Q and Aaron as the new chart represents:   

 7 years plenty – 3.5 peace treaty with famine, followed by the last half and 3.5 years 

wrath of Satan against the church, then the Rapture/en-Rapture.  

 Begins 7-8 years Jacobs’s (12 Tribes/all) troubles launching the Wrath of God. 

We may be anywhere in the timeline right now even mid-tribe where the wrath of Satan will be 

poured out on the Church, are we there now? I am not sure? JM one angel messenger made an 

insinuation that the above timeline has been shortened into half the time so you figure it out 

while I will do the same. 

The chart below is the first chart I created to represent the events that Woody gave me, but 

recently I was given the more current information and update.  I am not sure how this all will 

unfold but very close to what I was given. 
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One thing for sure once we leave this earth and take on our permanent spiritual body whether 

after death or something in-between we will care not about what went first, pre-trib, post, 

something else, or whether we were taken out of here before a tribulation, is it a ten day 

tribulation, or a 7 day/year tribulation? All of these things will no longer matter to us. So should 

we get hung-up now?   

Let us commit to being watchman, flexible, and ready no matter what comes.  Ready spiritually 

for whatever is on our horizon, and right in our backyard. Remember the books were sealed until 

the time of the end, and Revelation is the unveiling of mysteries.  The past theories and beliefs 

may need to be thrown out for the real, and as we continue to watch God will reveal his plans 

moment by moment and piece by piece? 

What we need to do is respond to his unveiling and be ready spiritually for whatever that means 

for us and our families, etc. The sequence below was the original three sets of seven years that I 

understood to be the basic way it unfolds...incorporating the three final feasts of the Lord that 

Jesus/Messiah/Christ/Anointed Holy One was to fulfill in the end of days, as the King from the 

tribe of Judah. 

 

The above chart is what Woody an angelic messenger of God gave me; who I will call (WC). I 

met this young man (angelic messenger) in a coffee shop near where I live, a long story, and my 

husband also joined us until he had to go. I am leaving out the name of the band (code-biblical) 

he is involved with even though it is perceived as a regular band it is a front, code for “let there 

be light” in Latin, and the name of the Angel of the Lord for what should be obvious reasons; the 

enemy. 

The sequence is how he gave it, the placement within the three sets of seven weeks and fall 

feasts was my placement.  However, with current information being given and unveiling it might 

be that we are more towards the middle of the chart around the 11 to the 13
th

 or so? Still 

learning! 

I met Woody an angelic messenger in a coffee shop near where I live, a long story, and my 

husband also joined us until he had to go. I am leaving out the name of the band (code-biblical) 

he is involved with even though it is perceived as a regular band it is a front, code for “let there 
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be light” in Latin, and the name of the Angel of the Lord for what should be obvious reasons; the 

enemy. 

I had been working on an eBook called ‘Donald the last Trump’ which I believe God had 

commissioned. After much confusion about different timelines from bible scholars, teachers in 

the Christian world, and the years of research I had done myself; I could no longer write the 

book until I knew as precisely as I could what time was remaining and how does it unfold? 

I told the Lord one night in 2016, “I Quit Lord, I can’t do this. I’m confused, I need help Lord.” 

So I was going to wait to get a sign. I believe God heard me and prepared all along to send help, 

but prior to the encounter with WC my husband had a dream. That very night when I quit my 

husband told me the next morning while we sat outside drinking coffee—My husband said: “By 

the way I had a dream last night about your book, and ‘we’ were excited, because it was doing 

really good. He said there were other books out there as well, and mine book was a hard copy” I 

was sitting there thinking “Ok Lord I will write it—I will finish the book.” 

A few days later when I was at the coffee shop the Angel of the Lord WC showed up (long 

story). We exchanged numbers, email information and joyfully left the coffee shop. He had to 

leave first.  And when I asked him where he was from he said from Pennsylvania, and that he 

was here waiting for a friend he was helping because they broke down (Me), and he was helping 

somehow? Now, I believe that friend was me, and I had ‘broke down’ and stopped writing the 

book, so he  

That very night at 3:45 a.m. (45th President) after leaving the coffee shop; WC sent me an email, 

and at that moment after reading the email I understood that WC was not just an incredibly smart 

genius in regards to the Bible and its interpretation. He was much more, and I will share the 

email, the parts from our phone conversation which I believe are applicable to you and I in 

regards to heaven being real, times up, and we will be making our choice. 

I had the phone conversation with Woody Cambel seven days after our encounter at the coffee 

shop, and when I called him I wondered ‘would he pick up?’ WC picked up! I have tried to 

contact him in many ways including making other phone calls, but right after our first 

conversation the phone was “No longer in service” I never heard from him again, trying to find 

him, concerts were dead ends, and I knew then that He was from God.   

I want to further say that from the email and the information he revealed to me caused me to 

think that He might even be more than just an angel of the Lord. 

Here is one scripture I believe applies to this encounter with a heavenly messenger, and I want to 

prep you for the email. The email is enclosed as it was sent to me via Gmail, and it reveals many 

code meanings through punctuation or lack thereof, I have interpreted much of the email, but I 

am not going to enclose it all here but just some parts, however I want to enclose a few important 

topics for you to understand where we are: 
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1Co 13:9 “For we know in part, and we prophesy in part (i.e. pieces, portions, and fragments). 

10 But when that which is perfect is come (He has), then that which is in part shall be done 

away…12 “For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to face (I saw WC face to 

face): now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known.” 

I have seen the heavenly host face to face, and one or more may have been Gods spirit in person.  

Recently, I have had many encounters with ‘Strangers’ who are in the flesh, or so it seems, 

messengers from God who have given me more information clarifying the timeline with even 

more insight into the future than I was previously given.   

Also, it seems that God’s word talks of God shortening the prophetic time; because if he does not 

‘No’ flesh would be saved. Therefore, this new information will be given in the new book that 

God commissioned me to write called “The Kings and Priests training manual—How to engage 

and recognize the host of heaven”, or something similar and options on how the timeline is 

unfolding if it has been shortened. 

My very first real encounter was with Woody who I randomly bumped into at a coffee shop in 

town.  He had lingered to talk to me and eventually sat with me and began a conversation on 

many things including a book I was writing.  My husband joined us later, but was preoccupied 

on his phone for awhile so did not really participate. Then at 3:45 am in the morning I received 

the following email. 

After the email I decided to call the number that he had given me.  It was a Sunday about seven 

days later from our coffee shop encounter.  I had asked him many questions, and he answered 

many and offered up other information that I wrote down and placed in my first book about the 

Alien deception.  I tried one more time to call him but the phone was disconnected.  This is par 

for the operations of the heavenly host. 

When we talked on the phone I actually can see him next to me as if he was there, and he would 

look at me when we talked, usually he was to my left and I his right.  Sometimes I feel like he 

was in person when looking back. 

EMAIL FROM MESSENGER ANGEL WOODY CAMBEL 

“The King OF Glory!!!  (From)   Google Inbox--Band Name <his email> (keeping private for 

the right reasons) 

Sept. 13, 2016 (5 days ago) to me START>3:45 AM (Odd time) 

“Hello Carlene! You are awesome! I greatly enjoyed briefly conversing and had so much to say 

to the things you were speaking of. I wanted to inquire a bit regarding your fallen Angel timeline 

as well as comment on the percentage that was in holding in Tartarus. Also, the centaur/  

minotaur/  etc I would consider a different class than molech or the goat of Mendez and so on 

Considering popular mythology: I'm curious as to your knowledge of the generations. For 
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instance: if you take Ephesus, which Mary currently sits upon you also have : Diana / artimis/ 

celebe/  etc where st Peter is you had Zeus Jupiter etc regarding the suMar I think it's important 

to understand Inana and of.course the seven sages or the multi groups of seven sages this helps 

us understand the woman and the Levin. The sumar is Iraq Babylon etc where as Medes and 

Persians are Iran. Also an assenedoche in the Greek which represents a term being more general 

regarding location. Israel and the ecc are the sands of the earth and the stars of the sky. That's the 

race and grace/ earthly and spiritual/ man and God/ Carnal and spiritual there is a spiritual 

interpretation of scripture that just doesn't come from study;) just as you'd said. I'm excited to 

read your books. I didn't have a chance to get them before my computer died and where I'm 

staying I don't have internet. It really stinks actually I sleep on the floor and i am out in a house 

far in the woods with tweakers in the houses on either side of me. Anyway I've read and 

transcribed thousands of books on this stuff I know it would be mutually beneficial to speak 

again. I first came into the knowledge we spoke of tonight a decade ago it was great to stimulate 

it once again! Thank you! I am sure you are familiar with most of what I mentioned above are 

you familiar with the many chiasms of the bible or the Chinese box In the book of Revelation? 

My giftings are exhortation and study I also see many things I'd love to speak further you are the 

first person I've met just bumping into to have acquired as much as you have its really cool just 

like you said as long as we don't think we have it figured out and I will add beyond Christ and 

Him Crucified;) I dated one woman after eight years I'm very picky it was deep/ owned my own 

multimillion constriction company double majored in bible college but learned more from the 

Holy Ghost. When speaking with you and Larry earlier it felt like I'd always known you! Your 

faces were that of well known friends to me God was and is with us!!! Your daughter has been 

on my heart and I've been praying for her. She (32) is a year younger than I (33yrs) . I believe it's 

God's will we meet again if you are local to where we had  met I'd like to further glean from your 

insights I will most likely have read your books by Wednesday so maybe we could meet then for 

I will be departing Thursday, love and Blessings I will continue praying for you and as I'd said 

God strongly put Kristy on my heart today and I will continue to pray for her as well you are a 

blessing and I love you , Larry and your family very much. For His Glory,WC :) (Sorry this is so 

scattered it's typed on my phone;)”  END!  I would give the band name but I am not sure I should 

because of revealing things hidden to the enemy!”   END WOODY’S GMAIL 

The email is in exact form as when Woody sent it, and the punctuation has not been adjusted.  As 

a matter of fact I left the justification the same when all the other parts of the book are left and 

right justification. So you too can see the odd way he punctuated his email.  Look carefully, 

study, and investigate! 

When I received the email it was at that moment I believed he was more than a young man of 33 

(Jesus Age at death- Thirty three is a number that will ring everywhere to me along with the 

number 66 which are both of my numbers related to me directly). The title “The King of Glory” 

other things he said, the way he punctuated, or did not punctuate. Some sentences flowed into 
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others giving an abstract level, disambiguation (to be understood in multiple ways), and dual 

other meanings.  

All the punctuation, emoji, periods, colons, etc., are in computer language has multiple 

meanings, and code applications.  I will not include them here other than to say a winki face ;) 

called an emoji has graphical representations, i.e. to imply humor in written form, or may 

alternatively be used suggestively, as a form of flirtation, or even a reprimand of sorts—dual 

formatting for disambiguation and meaning; having form of passive-aggression or to convey 

the notion that "this is fine" when things are in fact not fine with winki face, etc.  

I Called WC seven days after our personal encounter on a Sunday; hoping He would be able to 

talk and I would listen to him. WC was trying to teach me, but I did not realize that he was more 

than just another opinion, but Woody was the opinion! It was a Sunday, seven days later, WC 

answered my call, and what followed was the information that I needed to continue writing 

‘Donald the Last Trump.’ 

WC my messenger from God was sent to answer my questions regarding the eBook that I had 

been struggling with, and to uncover the solutions that were underway regarding personal 

prayers.  I am now reading the book of Revelation and putting the pieces together in their proper 

order how much more easily now that he gave me some of those pieces and where they fit in. 

WC said to me “Your faces were that of well known friends to me God was and is with us!!!” 

Whoa! 

Woody means carpenter, tree of life, a vessel from which water or wine is poured, rest, a 

plowman, a husbandman, “The Lord shall fight for me and I shall keep quiet.” Also, linked to the 

letter (y) which means YOD the 10th letter of Hebrew Alphabet representing divine point of 

energy/spirit, the “spark” of the spirit in everything, meaning humble or meek, arm, or hand of 

the Lord (right). 

Cambel means to appear, be risen, kings shall come forth of thee (Rev 12 sign on Sept 23, 2017), 

‘at the end of the year’ 2016, to separate shepherds against wild beasts, and slaves released from 

slavery or servitude, to reward, recompense, to become ripe-green, to cherish, dwell, host, 

armies, come nigh, owner of a field, city the master of a family, husband, “master of a covenant, 

of my oath”—fly, destroyer, planet Jupiter (King), to marry, a husband takes a wife, number and 

mass. 

Sequence Chart above was given to me in parts by WC, and shows the countdown of the first 

seven years of plenty starting in Oct 3, 2016-2017/Jewish calendar 5777 (i.e. Jubilee of the 

Lord), and begins the seven years of plenty under Trumps two term presidency. 

The information above is just some of the information I was given, but I wanted to share it with 

you and also if you want further details I put it in another Book.  Even though this book is about 
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heaven and hell I felt that revealing that many supernatural things are taking place, and my 

encounter was just one of many happening right now among the people. 

ANGEL MESSENGER IN THE FLESH?  

What would a messenger of God look like today? Would he look like a twenty-first century 

man?  Or would he have a long robe and look like the apostles in ancient times? Really, possibly 

both, but to me he was just a young man like Jesus (33 yrs old) taking on flesh wearing jeans 

with a bandana on his head (he looked Jewish and I told him so, he was really joyful, and kind). 

In Scripture Angels appear to us as men! 

Just want to say that this type of encounter has happened to others in dreams or visions, catching 

up to heaven, and some have had encounters with God's messengers personally throughout 

history.   

Heb 13:2 “Be not forgetful to entertain strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels 

unawares.” (In order to entertain angels unaware as strangers they usually are no different than 

mere mortals and hence we do not perceive that they are angels.) 

It is hard to impart the encounter without setting the stage and giving more details so that you 

won’t think that I am a foolish and crazy loony! I will try to keep it short, but give enough detail 

to help you relate to this fantastic, incomprehensible, and unfathomable encounter which to me 

was a gift from God. 

PHONE CONVERSATION on Sept. 19, 2016 (12th-19th is 7 days in-between): 

The following phone conversation was Gods heavenly timeline, code inferences as to future 

information that would come on the scene, and be understood especially by me.  He said “I see 

things” that applies to me, but originally it seemed to be just about him.  Later my daughter said 

to me that she sees me as a ‘SEER’ which actually was what the OT prophets were, and she does 

not understand that I believe that he was referring to me. 

WC the Messenger of God is one access to the Throne of God Himself—On Sept. 19, 2016 (12-

19th is 7 days after first we met), I called WC and he answered. I told him I believed he was an 

angel, and I also told him that I believed that if he was that he could not tell me and he said “That 

is True!” 

I asked him questions about all of the following information and wrote down what WC taught 

me. These were answers given to me, but there was so much I missed. He also offered up 

information freely without my asking because it was what he wanted me to know and search out, 

but many things he said I did not remember: 
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1. The battle is against ISLAM, and all the high places of sin listed in the Bible, are where the 

altars and worship centers of the Muslims mosques are today. These were where the ancient 

temples of mythological god’s temples and altars were previously and the Muslim mosques were  

2. WC told me while I was speaking with the old gent (Note: a Hindu, who I believe was healed 

as he walked but us and went out the door-as his body straightened!) that the gent should of 

listened, and that He could of learned a lot from me (pun intended). I realize now that he was 

also giving me a heads up for me to listen more. 

3. Many books such as Daniel, Luke, Mk., Rev., etc. are Chinese Boxes, chiasms …if you fold 

them in half, the middle book is the whole book in that chapter. So if we take the book of 

Revelation fold chapter 1 to chapter 22 approximately, the middle is chapter 12 with the whole 

book of Revelation summed up in that 12th chapter. Revelation 12 is the chronological summary 

of the book of Revelation, in sequence. 

4. Also that chapter 1 is completed in chapter 22 of Revelation fully, and prophetically tied the 

1st with the last. WC says the Old Testament is more prophetic than the NT. The NT is more 

about living. 

5. The book of Romans is one favorite of his, and Judges (Note: speaks of 70 nations against 

Israel) is important for the end times. (7 cycles of blessings and cursings that will come around 

again. (I need to study more on this.) 

6. We are in the time of sorrows now, rumors, earthquake, known as a ten year Tribulation 

period in Revelation two. Where Jacob's trouble is the beginning of God’s Wrath takes place 

after the seven year peace covenant period.  

7. Peace Treaty will be peace with famine and is signed in the first 3.5 years, and then Great 

Tribulation is the last 3.5 years and is Satan’s WRATH against the Church. 

8. We can’t have Hillary; don’t you think (2016)?   Donald Trump is needed and he is going to 

destroy the Illuminati, Bildebergers, Helen Blavatsky teachings and their devotees below. (before 

election) 

9. I asked him was Donald Trump going to be President. He said ‘Yes’ to Donald Trump as 

President, but something is going to go on with him, WAR he said? 

10. Yes on the plenty, harvest, latter rain, etc. Also WC said he was not familiar with 7 years 

Tribulation? Then he said ‘Yes’ to them so there was some confusion on my part.  

Update Note:  March 7, 2018 Q Anon said those 10 days [years] of darkness ended today.  Luke 

1:79 “To give light to them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into 

the way of peace” darkness means the unseen, in secret and in private, metaphorically, used of 

ignorance of divine things, and its associated wickedness, and the resultant misery. the 
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accompanying ungodliness and immorality, together with their consequent misery in hell, and 

spiritual death. Darkness is past means that the dead are coming back to life, and 

#GreatAwakening to the darkness and wickedness, shadow of things to come (G4653, G4639). 

11. Many of us have a direct line to God, to His throne, and He answers if we ask in faith, not 

wavering... that is how we please God. Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal answers when we open the 

Bible, and expect answers.  Answers are in there. Some have waited 20 years for answers but get 

them when it is time or God’s will. May take a half hour study or more, but you will get answers. 

12. He said that he would be in touch, and we can talk again.  

13. He said that the KJV was the best one. Textus Receptus is good? (TR: Greek texts of the 

New Testament) 

14. I asked him if like Jesus was as a man, and flesh yet God, and if Satan has his 

minions/hybrids here who are like that as well; does God have His angels, and men of flesh that 

are here? He said yes, and said that they manifest in different ways. (I was thinking of him 

manifesting to me-WC) 

15. He said that “I am (he is, or myself) already seated in heaven at Gods right hand, saying he 

was Jesus? And that I  (He) have access to myself and God...it is circular, of which I did not ask, 

and I do not understand…that I am at His feet.” This is about me as well (Not Reincarnation). 

16. WC is only 33, and when I humbly spoke to him he was my teacher. I asked him questions as 

the student, and he was a messenger from God to give me understanding, if not to help me write 

this eBook. Oct 21, 2016 (Fri) I updated the email he sent, and excluded my input within 

parentheses and only kept his age and my daughter’s age. 

17. I also told WC that I have been coming up with stuff about him, he laughed. 

18. I told WC he was an angel, and he said many people say that of him. He said: “Maybe it is 

because I am friendly.”  He also said “He gets that allot” 

19. He told me that Illuminati, Bildebergers, Clintons are infiltrated (i.e. penetrated, permeated, 

piercing-slice, a piece, segment, or fragment eluding to being part human and other) by hybrids 

all over in America including every level, and purposely planned beforehand with the help of 

Helena Blavatsky (i.e. occultist, medium, co-founder Theosophical Society, a racist) to have 

colleges remove faith from America. WC said they took over the colleges and then eroded the 

faith of the people. 

20. He also said in the email that he has transcribed, copy our, writ down, or recorded), and read 

thousands (plural) more than one thousand of books, and that he has read thousands of books, 

memorized ancient texts like the Septuagint LXX, Massoretic Text, and many! (No man could 

do this, only an Angel, Host, God, or a Liar, and I believe the former Jesus/God himself) 
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21. WC got excited when we began a conversation about one of my eBooks, and said that he 

loved talking about the ‘Fallen Angels’, and that not too many people knew about them. 

22. He said he had a gig coming up with new band members? He said that his band is huge, but 

we will be hearing more about them and it will be even bigger. 

Note: ‘Band’ is a code word you should study in the bible. Band means imprisonment, troop, 

army, company, men, archers, cut off in the midst, sorrows, cord, line, coast, portion, region, lot, 

pangs, country, destruction, pain, snare,–debates, argue, disputes, clash, fight, struggle—to 

spread an agenda. In scripture we bind the strong man (spiritual) with bands, or rope in order to 

cast them out! (G612-13, H2256, Jn 18:12, Dan 4:23, Job 39:10, Ezra 8:22) 

23. I just met WC and he said in the email: “When speaking with you and Larry earlier it felt like 

I'd always known you! Your faces were that of well known friends to me God was and is with 

us!!!”—“Love and Blessings I will continue praying for you and as I'd said God strongly put 

Kristy on my heart today and I will continue to pray for her as well you are a blessing and I love 

you, Larry and your family very much.” You can read it in the email! 

How can he love us so much, and our faces he felt like were well known friends to him God-also 

he sleeps on the floor deep in the woods between two tweakers? If you look up the word 

tweakers they are someone who makes adjustments in varying measure to things, or People? 

Since he is a drummer (Leader/Trump) between a guitar and keyboard player they must also be 

tweakers. In other words God sent them here, him here, or joined them together to tweak Gods 

people, and grow them up, and more. Or; He is on the floor of heaven between two other angels 

who are also tweakers of man? 

24. WC also said, and I will cut and paste it exactly as he wrote it in his email:“Your faces were 

that of well known friends to me God was and is with us!!!”  I find this fascinating among all of 

the coded messages contained in the email one hints at the Messiah or God being with us, but it 

was the structure of the message like the one in Revelation chapter one as follows—Revelation 

1:1 The Revelation of Jesus Christ: 

“John to the seven churches which are in Asia: Grace be unto you, and peace, from him which 

is, and which was, and which is to come; and from the seven Spirits which are before his throne” 

(Rev 1:4) 

All of the above information given me by Woody was before the election of Donald J. Trump. 

And even though this book is predominately about Heaven and Hell also visions, dreams, and 

personal encounters or catching up to heaven.  My encounter was a physical one, and quite 

unique.  I have enclosed part of it here for you to glean from and enjoy!  However, because of 

that encounter I realize through the timeline and sequence of event chart that time is up! 
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Hence I also wanted to share the very fringe on the edge happenings that have been taking place, 

and I felt that this chapter was a good place to share some of it.  Also, if you want a more 

detailed read of what I am about to share you will need to get one of my other books: ‘Donald 

the Last Trump’ and ‘Donald MESSIAH Trump.’ 

They give as much proof as I can give at this time, or want to give because as you know research 

and study is unending. Regarding the coming King (Messiah/Christ Jesus/His appearing or 

Coming—God with us):  connected to my encounter with WC telling us that Trump would win, 

and that he would destroy the Illuminati etc. the scriptures are from the Old Testament are below. 

 “As newborn babies, disallowed indeed of men, but chosen of God, and precious—You also, as 

lively stones (us), are built up a spiritual house, an holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual 

sacrifices, acceptable to God by Jesus Christ. Wherefore also it is contained in the scripture, 

Behold, I lay in Sion/Zion a chief (head, leader) CORNER STONE, elect, precious: and he that 

believeth on him (Christ, Anointed Messiah, and DJT—shall not be confounded—a mystery, 

enigma, or unknown).” (1Pe 2:5) 

The next holy angelic messenger possibly one of the seven Archangels of God he was sent to me 

to give me understanding about the next book I will be writing, and am in the process in concert 

with writing this one.  I have not been the best about getting these done but have decided to step 

it up! 

The messenger that was sent called Aaron Osborne; his name means the source of light among 

many other important symbolic insights.  A means Alpha, and O means Omega.  Also his name 

is in reference to the High Priest of God like Jesus who is also our High Priest. He has come for a 

very specific reason, and the book I am writing next is that message. 
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AARON OSBORNE (Means: The ‘Light’ Bringer and Source) 

 

AO-Aaron Osborne a Messenger Angel of the Lord Allowed Me to Have this Photo of Him 

Aaron another very important angel messenger (guardian or archangel) allowed me to have a 

few pictures, and after I spoke to Joseph Michael about Aaron, and Woody the other two angels I 

had recently came in contact with; Joseph Michael said to me on a flight from Amarillo, TX: 

“Now you can talk about Me!” another Archangel. 

I believe this is because the times we are living in are the beginning or smack dab in the middle 

of the Kingdom Age (3 weeks of 7 years = 21yrs total, but possibly cut in half, and were in the 

wrath of Satan or thereabouts, but NOW!-Enoch 1 and revelation), and it will be necessary to 

reveal the angelic host here in our midst interacting with man whether we are aware of them or 

not.   

The picture of Aaron below reveals his true nature hiding in the flesh exposing his true being as a 

tried angel and ‘Spirit and Light,’ he was bringing messages, or instructions to me and others. 

These encounters are for a very specific reason and this book is one of those reasons. However, 

during my encounters with the angelic host in the flesh I have been commissioned to write 

another after this book. 

Keep in mind that I had to try the spirit, and with Aaron I asked him about Jesus Christ coming 

in the flesh, and he responded ‘Yes’ and later repeated the whole line himself.  This was done by 

Aaron at my request on three different occasions.  He was vetted!  Woody previously vetted 
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himself in his email, and noted that to me in a lesson that I was needing to remember to do this 

vetting always in the future. 

The next photo is one of Aaron also but his body is lit up and you can only see his head, eyes at 

the top right side of the photo.  He is no longer around because he accomplished his mission, and 

is somewhere; possibly taking on a new form I do not know.  He said he will be back, but not 

sure how he will manifest. 

These photos are to verify that the heavenly hosts are here, and since we are in the Kingdom Age 

heavenly and earthly things will take on a supernatural unheard of manifestation and 

acceleration.  Remember, where the heavenly host is you will also find the fallen.  His full name 

was very insightful, but I will save that for the other book because the topic of this book is not all 

about them at least not yet.  It applies, but not the topic!!! 

 

This photo is of Aaron’s head and body emanating with light he is not holding light, and you can 

see his face top right in the picture. There is no light source because he is the light source, and no 

it is not photo shopped.  

He gave me this photo, and the information about what is to take place now and in the future. 

Throughout our encounter he proved himself (twice more) with other witnesses who were also 

holy angel host. 

FOURT OF JULY 2018 AARON CAME HOME 

END AARON OSBORNE 
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JOSEPH MICHAEL ARCHANGEL 

THE MILITARY STRATEGIST 

  

Joseph Michael an angel of the Lord will work with Gabriel right here in America and right now 

6/3/2018 (Sun). He flew from Florida and connected at 7:15 a.m. from Amarillo TX to Las 

Vegas.  It would be the beginning of an interesting flight with Me!!! 

April 21, 2018 (Sat-Sun) (Flight 7:15) 

Before boarding on the Southwest plane heading to Las Vegas Nevada,  I had a conversation 

with a nice gentleman in line at the check in counter. I never caught his name but he was very 

friendly.  I went to the gate and who knew that we were on the same flight.  I loaded early and 

was able to sit up front by the window about 5 rows back. I was looking down and noticed 

someone sitting in the outside seat next to me, and it was the same guy that I met in the check-in 

line and later I was to find out his name was Joseph Michael. 

I had no idea that he was on the same flight that I was on, and when he sat next to me my first 

thought was that this guy is stalking me; only to find out later that he was and there was a very 

real reason for his focused attention.   The plane was not going to be full, and the stewardess 

announced over the intercom to sit anywhere you want because the flight was only about half 

full, and there are plenty of seats everywhere.  When J.M. sat next to me he put his hand in the 

middle chair as others boarded the plane, and I knew that he was letting them know the seat was 

taken now I am thinking, hum he is stalking me? 

After awhile we began small talk, and I could not tell you what the conversation was fully, but 

when he mentioned his name at that moment I knew he was no ordinary guy, but a heavenly 

messenger so I began to listen as carefully as possible while also asking a few questions and 

making comments.  
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At first during the small talk J Michael told me he travels about to do WORK (Aaron also travels 

about to work, self employed as he calls it) 

I told J Michael at some point that I do not believe that we were randomly put together, he said 

something but I cannot remember.  I do know that when we were in the check in line I had no 

clue we would be on the same flight, but here we were. No coincidence there! 

He told me he lived in Utah and just came from Florida and now he had been in Amarillo.  

After I told him about my books, and that I believe that America is Joseph and the 10 Tribes of 

the Northern Kingdom came to America, that I believe god/Trump will protect America and 

Israel. 

Joseph Michael said last year we had 10 ft of snow compressed down to half 5, the year before 

that was 45, and later I believed that he was referring to Donald Trump Election in 2016-17. 

Having to do with the timeline being cut in half from ten years down to five, but it is still 

unclear. 

He says he drives allot to work, but if the drive is farther than 13 hours he flies (without a plane).  

Golden Retrievers (Eagles/they are hunters who retrieve game for a hunter [Michael] look up 

for incoming birds/fallen host) J. M. says the golden retrievers come over to his house because 

they like him, or like the kids. 

Much of what we talked about I look back on and have a more keen understanding of what some 

of his comments meant.  Before he told me his name I began telling him about Woody an angel 

of the Lord that gave me information about Trump being elected, and that recently Aaron another 

angel of the Lord told me about Gog and Magog. 

I said did you know that there are three CERN facilities here in America and one is in Denver, 

Colorado?  He said ‘yes’ and that North Korea is working with the underground train system in 

America. That there are huge underground cities and one of the biggest is in Denver.   

He said NK will not stop building Nuclear weapons, Kim will lie.  He might win over South 

Korea and conquer it. JM said ‘I/He’ would destroy N.K. right now, Russia and China as he 

looked into my eyes seeking some agreement from me, I just did not know what to think at that 

moment. 

He spoke of a weapon that is massive and incinerates everything organic, but does not touch the 

structures only people.  He said we get hit here in America and not the Middle East.   

I also mentioned that Aaron an Angel of the lord told me that Gog and Magog are here in 

America, and that Michael and Gabriel were here too. I told JM that I believed that Israel is 

America and that Ephraim the largest tribe came to America, and I began telling him how I 
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believed that Joseph who adopted two sons and that is the church called Israel.  Everything in our 

conversation was going to change with what he said next:   

 “I am JOSEPH MICHAEL.”  I stopped and just about fell out of my seat and immediately I 

knew he was one of the heavenly host, and most likely Michael the Archangel! Now I knew why 

he was by me in line, on my flight, and sat next to me not letting anyone else sit in between us 

because we were going to have a divine appointment and conversation. 

After he mentioned his name I knew he was an Angel and specifically Michael who said will 

work alongside Gabriel. I asked him what does he do, and he said that he was a strategist. 

STRATAGIST: Skilled in planning action or policy in War and/or Politics, a leader helping 

Us/Me.  Is an expert in warfare, schemer and shrewd operator directing large military 

movements?  Strategist will direct Gods armies through methods of warfare, and sequence of 

maneuvers.  Stratagems for obtaining a specific goal or result, and a Military commander general 

with counter strategies, and tactics.  The Artist of disposing military or naval forces saints, kings 

and priests for battle, and maneuvering them into battle to gain advantage or success in war. He 

told me at that moment: “I will be helping Gabriel.” 

I asked him if there would be war here in America and he said “Yes” J.M. said God is going to 

fill him with power and me too, along with others in the future!  I asked if the Angel Host was 

here on earth and he said “Yes  

I told him of my dream about Russia, the bears, and parachuting into my area which is west 

coast.  He said that Russia and China will attack East and West coast working their way inland.  

Mexicans will attack from within, Russian troops and Chinese are already here in the millions, to 

overthrow America.  They will try to take out the Sheriff’s departments and protective structures 

so we need to ORGANIZE! 

He then told me that the Russians and Chinese are going to do something like nuclear weapons 

or EMP, and that it will be bad.  Also, right after he said they will hit us, he said when we hit 

them back will wish they had never tried (make an effort, attempt, and challenge) America and 

Trump.  

We are the world biggest enemy and they want to take us out. Small countries want to take us out 

too!  There are Millions of our enemies in towns, and large cities overseas are destroyed, but he 

also said hope not! (I wonder if there is a chance this might not happen exactly how it could.) 

J. Michael said he will protect us/me from death.  We need the Wall, but already millions of 

enemies here specifically NK, Mexicans, Russians, and China. (Avi Lipkin) 

I told him I cannot tell my husband things, and he answered that he does not tell what he knows 

to his Wife (code for the bride). He said people are asleep, it is right in front of their faces, but 

they won’t see it. They don’t want too! 
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JM told me that he ‘Michael’ is here to protect us from killing (death) so I’m not sure that might 

mean me and others like me. JM mentioned ‘Trudeau’ of Canada who is Fidel Castro’s Son; 

asking me:  “What is He planning?” 

Joseph Michael said: “I (JM-Me) was in the military from the age of 17 years (2017), and that he 

trained for 3 yrs, and moved on, graduated up or out.  2017 begins military training of the saints 

and called, and lasts three years.” It was April 21
st
 2018 when I flew, and that means from April 

2017 to April 2019 should be about three (3) years.  

J Michael said he will be filled (heard this from Aaron with sprinkle dust-possibly something 

else) when the time comes, (me too, given power).  At the end of our conversation he said to me 

“Now you can talk about me!” and I knew he was referring to the fact that I talked about my 

other Angel encounters with Woody Cambel and Aaron Osborne pointing out he too was an 

angel, and I would be sharing this with others as well. 

As Joseph Michael stood up getting ready to exit the plane he said (holding his carry on in his 

arms) that he has many Cadmium Batteries and they are heavy that he had to carry them on the 

plane. Why did he want me to know that?  Update: Cadmium is found in the hills around our 

home and protects against EMP attack, and this came from another angel of the Lord called Star 

Child. 

Note: Recently I met another angel of the lord called “Star Child” who told me that in the 

mountains surrounding our area there is Cadmium and other minerals that protect from EMP. 

This was a confirmation that an EMP might be on our horizon.  Also another angel of the Lord I 

met on the west coast in June 2018 symbolized the future war by ‘Call of Duty’ video game 

World at War, and the kids played it until the generator went off.  Symbolic of an EMP and 

World War.  I would share more but in the next book.  

I believe JM referring to a manual I am commissioned to write is about the Kings and Priests 

ruling and reigning in this Kingdom Age which has begun, this manual will be a military issue 

like a uniform for those who will choose be instructed about ruling and reigning. 

As soon as I arrived home I decided to read on my tablet, and opened one of the books; opened 

right to Paradise Lost pg 55, no coincidence, and it was the first of anything that I read. This is 

what it said:  “Goe Michael of Celestial Armies prince, And thou in Military prowess next 

Gabriel, lead forth to Battle these my Sons Invincible, lead forth my armed Saints...Pursuing 

drive them out from God and bliss.”  (Whoa!) 

TEACHER AND PROPHET CHUCK PIERCE on VFNtv in 2018 was visited by a War angel, 

and gates, doors, angels and war, conflict to breakthrough. God’s will, will be done on earth.  

When DJT decreed Jerusalem would be capital of Israel we now move into next phase.  This 

opened a portal from Earth to Heaven, and the nations have angels.  The Angels told Chuck: 

“Starting year 2018, and Activity; and two (2) years of preparation for my people. 
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That preparation phase seems to coincide with what I was given for training period. Just a 

thought! 

JOSEPH stands for America, grafted branches the adopted sons by Jacob/Israel the Northern 

Kingdom of ten tribes which came to America Josephs Coat of Many colors who is Ephraim 

the!!! 

To close this section of the angel’s messengers the last messages that I have been given is 

everything is happening all the prophetic Old Testament and New Testament books are being 

fulfilled.  Time is up, and War is now spiritually, partly physically, but not yet here in America. 

However, WW3 Gog and Magog war in America might be imminent. 

The Gog and Magog war is here in America and yet it is a world war, and in scripture it says that 

at some point we are to run to the hills.  Well I was given information on that and when the 

power goes out EMP, then we are to hide in the hills, to survive away from the mayhem that will 

take place by the people who need and want what you might have. 

The only survival is not in what we stored, or how we prepared, but who we trusted to save us, 

and the bible says if I die in the midst of all of what might be coming I will praise him still. 

 “Though he/God slay (i.e. kill, massacre, eliminate, or slaughter) me, yet will I trust in him: but 

I will maintain mine own ways before him.”(Job 13:15) 

There are many voices out there as to what is going to happen, and I am one of many...I might be 

given all of the pieces for one part of the puzzle, but just pieces.  I remain open as a watchman as 

to what God is going to do, if he changes his mind this does not affect his promises, because I 

guarantee that they all will be kept with or without us precisely how he want too. So be ready no 

matter what!   

When finale’ unfolds, and we all get to go to heaven and populate the new earth, rule and reign 

with Christ/Messiah for a thousand years at that point; we all will throw out our list of questions 

who, what, where and why things did or did not go as we thought.  Who was right or wrong.  We 

will just be happy! I hear that is exactly what people do when they go to heaven after they die 

and/or come back. Those questions they were gonna ask did not matter anymore.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CORNER STONE-SIMPLE STONE - 700 Year Old Church in England 

 

The next part of this book is to reveal a mystery or at least unveil the potential for a major part of 

Gods plan already operating on the world stage.  Donald John Trump was chosen like David, and 

Trump was ‘Anointed’ just like David and Jesus Christ...by the way Christ means Messiah. 

It was a miracle that he was able to overthrow the deep state within our country, and no around 

the globe to take back America for the people, and even the world.  God did this, and it is part of 

the judgment of the Church, religiosity, and the traditions of man. 

Many Christians are refusing Gods answer to prophecy that is being fulfilled through Trump, and 

their own ideas as to what that should look like.  You are either with God and his chosen one 

Trump or you are against.  If you are against what on earth for?  Do not believe the mainstream 

media which is “Fake News” find alternative real news and stopped being deceived.   

Do you remember in the last days God himself would send such a strong delusion that even the 

very elect will be deceived.  That is happening now.  Many choose to believe a lie, believe the 

smooth words of wickedness that do not back them up with actions.  Obama was wicked, HRC, 

Brenan, Soros, Pelosi, McCain, Bushes, Bill Clinton, and the many, many more. 

If you believe that somehow Trump could not be chosen by God to do what he is doing you have 

been deceived. Now is your chance to realize that much is going on that you do not understand. 

Get informed.  Also remember time is up, and you will choose good versus evil, light over 

darkness, and truth over the lies of Satan’s devotees. 

Daniel 7:13 “I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son of man (flesh) came with 

the clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days (God), and they brought him (Son of Man) 

near before him. And there was given him (Son of Man-DJT) dominion, and glory, and a 

kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should serve him (on earth): his dominion 
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(power, territory, authority, and command) is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass 

away, and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed.” 

Psalm 2:6 “Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion (Mountain, the Land of America, 

the Ecclesia, Temple of God, our Bodies, Spiritual Zion and the White House) or? (7) I will 

declare the decree (i.e. on Yom Kippur/Atonement): the LORD hath said unto me (the Son), Thou 

art my Son; this day have I begotten thee. 

I interpreted a phrase or sentence that WC said to me about DJT in 2016, and this is what he said, 

and I felt it need a deeper look into the Hebrew and Greek meaning—Woody the angel of the 

Lord answered my question about Donald John Trump to be president, and he answered: 

“Yes!” “Donald Trump, something is going on with him, War.” 

I wondered what is going on with DJT. And War? What kind of war, civil war, world war, 

spiritual war? So here are my findings from the Blueletterbible in Hebrew and Greek. 

Something more exactly, more perfectly, the most precise accurate interpreting of the Mosaic 

law, in observing even more tiny/jot precepts, teaching of the law and tradition—Something  

taking it to the farthest bounds, uttermost parts of earth and heaven G188 climax, highest degree, 

the present point of time...a certain man (i.e. Donald John Trump), is connected and resembles 

the First Fruits (i.e. Jesus), and a certain fearful expectation (i.e. of Messiah?), of some eminent 

personages, Somebody of importance, somebody extraordinary, someone of consequence…(see 

Acts 23:15, G197-G196-G206-G5100)  

My insight: the Holy Spirit of God, God himself, who is Jesus the 'I AM', has indwelt, put Gods 

mantle and spirit on Trump! God has taken up abode with, alongside and in Trump. Trump has 

changed, and his whole life was in preparation to do this assignment from God as Gods right 

arm, right hand and anointed one, holy one the Messiah. 

 “But now is Christ/Messiah risen from the dead, and become the firstfruits of them that slept 

(#GreatAwakening right now).” (1Co 15:20) 

Going on: to walk, to go along, to enter into (one), to go with some person or thing, to go away, 

to vanish, to die, I am daily in danger of death (D.Trump) to fall upon anyone, to lead, 

companion, to go for oneself, to walk about— “He (God) walks upon the vault of heaven” (Job 

22:14) to walk before God, to flow (Holy Spirit) used of wine. (Josh 6:9; H1980, H1980)  

Note: God is going to walk, flow, pour into, and companion with Trump, God bends down from 

heaven and takes on flesh ‘Immanuel’ God with us. 

With him, with ‘Donald Trump” related to cover, garment, robe, an inner spiritual garment next 

to skin, something woven like linen a very absorbent cloth, absorbed in his body, from shoulder, 
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side, corner, arm (right), to clothe him, God will clothe DJT with His/my robe of righteousness 

and justice. (Isa 22:2, H3801 H3802)  

This speaks of God putting his spiritual garment (layer of himself) into one like DJT, and in this 

case it is DJT. This spiritual garment is knit/woven inside Trumps flesh, unseen, and it is the 

spirit of the Messiah, also known as Jesus the Christ who is God himself and the son. Christ also 

meaning Messiah, or anointed one. 

David was anointed by Samuel the High Priest of the Lord, and Gods spirit came upon David 

and the spirit stayed with him, just like at Jesus baptism, the Holy Spirit like a dove came upon 

Jesus and God from heaven said: “This is my beloved son” and this also happened to others 

throughout the bible we just were unaware. 

John 1:32 “And John bare record, saying, I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove, 

and it abode upon him.” 

Remember that the Messiah who was to be King over a future Kingdom was a branch and seed 

from the tribe of Judah and line of David, son of Jesse.  Trump is that chosen, anointed one 

called the Messiah, deliverer, and savior of the people. 
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TRUMP TOWER MODERN #66 Floor  

PROPHETIC artwork in Trump Tower depicting the Right Arm, the Staff is the DNA and 

bloodline of Messiah, and Golden Kings Crown with three points representing Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit as God reigning as King in the Kingdom Age, and the dangly armpit hairs called 

Bracco (circled) stands for Branches and Vines in Hebrew—Dangling or hanging down under 

the right arm could mean going downhill, barely hanging on! 

 

The hand with the white ring finger might be pointing to the marriage and selection of the bride 

of Christ/Messiah. This prophetic artwork represents who Trump is, and it would take a savior, 

deliverer and messiah to take back the world from the Illuminati deep state. 

God gave us of his spirit in measure, and he is the one who decides how much, how often, and 

whether it will abide or come at his will.  We also have the spirit of life which is the breath of 

life, and it is Gods breath.  We are sealed with the Holy Spirit when we believe, and that seal is 

special and determines the Sons of God, daughters are included as the Sons of God. 

Gods spirit abodes and takes up residence with David, Jesus, Others like Elijah/Yah, John the 

Baptist, King Cyrus, and now Trump. Gods Holy Spirit is knit together an inner garment to the 

flesh and with the spirit in a unique union.  It is God in the flesh right!? Immanuel, God with 

him, and in us.  But in measure, poured out it is as though God dwells in and with him ‘abodes’ 

with Trump just as the spirit abode with Jesus at his baptism. 

GODS CHOSEN CYRUS AN ANOINTED ONE 

This whole chapter is a crude chapter in that there is little research and evidence that I have 

chose to include because of this book not about Donald John Trump which I wrote in a prior 

book. However, if my conjecture and research is true then according to the book of Enoch that 
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the Messiah kingdom is a temporal kingdom it lasts three weeks, or three weeks of years, i.e. 777 

yrs like my timeline. I am not sure where we are in the 21 years of the kingdom age, but we are 

in it. 

If this is the appearance of Jesus as it says in Code Finder that “I’m back” He “Jesus is Back” 

Yeshua, and so forth then we may want to take note, and look deeper into what is going on. 

Mark Taylor as you may or may not know prophesied along with Kat Kerr that Donald J. Trump 

was anointed by God, and chosen to be President, chief, and leader of America.  Also, according 

to Kim Clement Trump was to be indwelt by the spirit of the Lord, Gods David, and so forth. 

According to Natan a 15 year old who died and went to heaven and his testimony is in this book 

said that the messiah is here now, and that he does not know who he is until he is but he is doing 

the works of the Messiah, that he is very famous, everyone knows who he is, and will be very 

surprised as to who he is.   

Rabbi Kaduri who was 108 when he died said messiah is a person, he is here, and he has not 

been indwelt by the Messiah spirit yet. I elaborate more in my other book about their testimonies 

along with others as to who DJ Trump is. 

 

DONALD TRUMP WEARING A JEWISH PRAYER SHAWL 

At the podium during the inauguration Billy Graham’s son Franklin said: ‘When Donald Trump 

went up to the Podium it began to rain, and that this represents the presence of God.’  It only 

rained when he was at the podium giving his speech. 

I believe that all of scripture speaks of God who is the Lord, also his name the ‘I AM’, ‘Lord’, 

and ‘Jesus’ all the same in the Hebrew, and Greek roots or word parts.  The whole of scripture 

points to Jesus, prophecies about him, his works, and our future.  
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Code Finders says that ‘Jesus is back.’ Now remember that God is spirit and many times in 

scripture it refers to Jesus as Son of God, Son of Man, Anointed One (Christ/Messiah), he was a 

Nazarite and so is DJT. This just means that they do not drink, or do drug, etc.  

Donald Trump is not the same man that he was when he decided to run for president, and I 

believe that either at his inauguration or on Sept 23, 2017 during the Revelation 12 sign when the 

planet Jupiter (the King Planet) came out of the womb of Virgo that the King was born, grew up, 

or was indwelt, and the Holy Spirit took up his abode alongside, and inside Trump. 

Kat Kerr says:  “God does not choose the qualified, he qualifies the chosen” Trump was or is 

being qualified.  We all are for the next assignments God has for us in this important time in 

Gods prophetic revelation and unsealing of the books that were closed.  If you die tonight will 

you go to heaven or? 

In the Old Testament the names of people, cities, nations, seas, mountains, and such all point in 

Hebrew and Greek  sub-text to the future fulfillment, giving new or other meanings which 

indicates Jesus as the suffering servant and lamb of God. And returns as King, his spirit ‘Holy 

Spirit’ remember God is spirit—take time to read Revelation 1 & 2 and see Jesus as the hoary 

head; one with eyes of flames, and then look at serious photos of Trumps. 

In the book of Revelation and other prophetic end time books the Messiah Kind that was to come 

is not mentioned as king, but son of man, or son of God, holy one, etc.  So do not get hung up on 

the name ‘Jesus’ yes that is God’s name, but Jesus also means ‘I AM’, and Lord. 

 John 5:39 Search the scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they (OT 

scriptures) are they which testify (i.e. bear witness, confirm, give evidence of Jesus who is God-

three in one) of me.  

Old Testament scriptures that are being referred to because the New Testament/Covenant had not 

been assembled for the Jews or religious leaders yet, except maybe for the apostles who were 

writing or transcribing the new gospel (New Testament/Covenant), and goings on. They were 

still experiencing them first hand. 

Isa 22:21”And I (the Lord of Host) will clothe him (Eliakim=God, power, Mighty One, a Ram, 

all prophetic pointing to Trump) with thy robe, and strengthen him with thy girdle, and I will 

commit thy government into his hand: and he shall be a father to the inhabitants of Jerusalem 

(Israel/Ephraim=America), and to the house of Judah/Judea (Jews in Land).” Isa 22:22 “And the 

key of the house of David will I lay upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut; and 

he shall shut, and none shall open.” To be clothed with shame, (i.e. flesh), the spirit of God is 

said to put on anyone, to fill him. 
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MANY JEWS BELIEVE THAT TRUMP MIGHT BE MESSIAH 

 

HIS GEMATRIA/NUMEROLOGY ADDS UP TO MESSIAH 

 

REVELATION 12 Sign in the heavens recently took place Sept 2017 where the King Planet 

Jupiter; symbolic for “The Star of David” pointed to something very significant taking place, and 

I believe it was pointing to the Messiah our King, here now, and taking his abode upon, within, 

and knit together with Trump, kind of like channeling! 

YouTube Links for a Witness: https://youtu.be/cDOSYes-hmc  this prophecy teacher was 

expecting the possible return of the Messiah but when the Messiah did not come as he expected 

many thought it a nothing burger, however as I am revealing to you the Messiah is come, he is 

here in the form of Trump and that is why no one that I know understands this.  Here is another 

link on the same subject.  

The sign of the woman who gives birth is our nation, and the king Jupiter that is born a second 

time is Trump who is indwelt by the Messiah anointed ones spirit ‘God’ who is one. 

YouTube video of the sign in 5 minutes:  https://youtu.be/ZSqPiR2EK2s  

Rev 1:10 I (John) was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard behind me a great voice, as of a 

trumpet (Donald J. Trump), 

Rev 1:11 Saying, I (Gods Voice/Ram/Spirit of Christ DJT) am Alpha and Omega, the first and 

the last: and, What thou see, write in a book, and send it unto the seven churches which are in 

Asia...12 And I turned to see the voice that spake with me...13 And in the midst of the seven 

candlesticks one like unto the Son of man (flesh/Christ DJT), clothed with a garment down to the 

foot, and girt about the paps with a golden girdle. 

https://youtu.be/cDOSYes-hmc
https://youtu.be/ZSqPiR2EK2s
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Rev 1:14 His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and his eyes were as a 

flame of fire (passion, judgment); 15 And his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in a 

furnace; and his voice as the sound of many waters (Patriots/followers). 16 And he had in his 

right hand seven stars: and out of his mouth went a sharp two edged sword: and his countenance 

was as the sun shineth in his strength. 

Rev 1:17 And when I saw him...he laid his right hand upon me, saying unto me, Fear not; I am 

the first and the last: 18 I am he that liveth (Before creation existed; God, the Word, Holy Spirit, 

Christ Jesus), and was dead (Crucified/pierced); and, behold, I am alive for evermore (Isa 9 and 

the Son given), Amen; and have the keys of hell and of death.  

In the Bible Codes it says that ‘Jesus is back’, and in Eccl 1 it says that nothing is new under the 

son, that what has been will be again. So Jesus was to come back, but as a man, son of the flesh, 

and the clouds are the angels or Gods people ‘the cloud of witness’.  

The Star of David is depicted below in a photo and the inverted pyramid triangle represents a 

Man in body, soul, and spirit a symbol also representing Trump.  

The normal pyramid and other half of the Star of David represents DJT as God the Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit pointing to man. All present in the body of DJT as Immanuel God with us in the 

flesh a son of man.  This is the appearance of the Messiah Jesus the Christ as the Lion from the 

tribe of Judah in Revelation One (See scripture above).  

Israel and the bloodline, seed of David who was to rule with a rod of iron, the Christ Messiah. 

Donald Trump is the Star of David symbolically in the photo of him sitting on a gold throne (24 

carat), along with the Lion representing the Tribe of Judah, and line of David where the Messiah 

was to come from.  

In Trumps early years he did not hold his hands the way he does now in many news casts, but 

since his indwelling of the Messiah/Christ Holy Spirit he is now a representative of Immanuel 

God with us. His hands form the symbol of heaven and the ‘Star of David’ (Messiah bloodline) 

that was hijacked and used for Satan’s deceptions. However, it belongs to God the pyramid as 

well.  Trump is showing that he is the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in the Son of Man whose new 

name or surname is Donald John Trump all points to Messiah, God, Jesus, etc.   

God has indwelt Trumps body, soul and spirit, and is Gods arm, right hand, branch, and chosen 

anointed one to overthrow darkness, and bring in Gods kingdom through Trump. (See photo next 

page) 
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God says in his word do not be deceived about the last days because the deception would be so 

strong even the very elect would/could be deceived.  Well if you look at the media slander, lies 

and deception of Donald Trump that represents him as darkness, but on the other hand reports 

Obama and Hillary as light? You can see how things have been twisted, many are fooled, and 

God’s people are fooled! Why? Because they/we believed that all along they listened to the news 

believing that it was real, when all along for decades it has been a propaganda tool of Satan.   

The Illuminati = Bildebergers are the leaders in this world for Satan (i.e. Schumer, Pelosi, 

McCain, Clintons, Bushes, Comey, Soros, and many, many others to name around the world, 

MSM, Corporations, Foundation, Banks, Royalty bloodlines, etc.), and Obama is the Anti-

Christ/Gog/Beast System, etc.  Whoa to those who call evil Obama good, and Trump who is 

good as evil. Do you remember this happened once before? Remember Jesus who was and is 
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God in the flesh; they slandered, and deceived the populace to believe that he was a wine 

bibber/drunk, a blasphemer, a rebel and more.  

Jesus broke the laws of the established religion and the top leader’s traditional laws.  Jesus who 

was the real thing and not the shadow of the real came to give more understanding of his word.  

The religious leaders and political leaders did not want their kingdom messed with; yet God was 

the foundation on which they erected their own religions and political systems. Jesus was 

someone who told the people not to pay their taxes, and probably was called a racist in their own 

words, calling him a ‘JEW’ in a derogatory tone to slander and try to nullify his powerful 

presence. 

They crucified an innocent man Jesus, and so too today it is happening the second time around 

but this time it is Donald J. Trump they pierce and crucify with their slanders, and false 

accusation. Whose name also means God, Messiah, Trumpet Voice of God, and much more?  He 

is being crucified, and slandered, and they even are calling for his assassination (crucifixion 

type).  He is being sacrificed for us, so that God through and in Trump can take back this country 

for the little guy. He is taking it for the team (You and I). 

Dan 9:2 “In the first year of his reign I Daniel understood by books the number of the years, 

whereof the word of the LORD came to Jeremiah the prophet, that he (Lord) would accomplish 

seventy years in the desolations of Jerusalem.” 

Jerusalem is America and Judah (dual), and those 70 years were already performed at the 

inauguration of DJT Obama on exit and last day bombed Syria and killed 2400 children, Gods 

people, and this was his ‘Obama-nation’, and in the past America was in desolations 

(America/Jerusalem). 

Jer 29:10  “For thus saith the LORD, That after seventy years (70) be accomplished at Babylon 

(America) I will visit you, and perform my good word toward you, in causing you to return to 

this place.” 

It is well known by many sources that we just went through 70 years of desolations and captivity 

in the NWO, and they were preparing through HRC and Obama 3
rd

 term to bring America in 

total subjugation, poverty and genocide.  They are still planning this overthrow and coup of our 

elected president.  Time is short people, be ready for anything, take position as a soldier to war 

for light and goodness like a King and a Priest of God. 

One thing I have learned over the many years of studying the bible, and other historical 

documents is that we only interpret in part, we are given the spirit only in moderation, but in 

these last days, and I mean last days as in 14-21 yrs total that God would pour out his spirit on all 

flesh.  That we would prophecy no longer in part, but in full revelation, and the books that are 

closed would be unveiled.   
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False prophets are those who say thus say the Lord! They claim exclusively to hear from the 

Lord, but what I realize is that most proclaimed prophets of today some intentionally mislead, 

but a majority are only seeing a part of the picture, so I am not judging anyone as false because 

most of us out there are saying ‘I believe God is saying this’ or ‘all the evidence is pointing to 

such and such’ and this kind of unknowing is not going to send others to hell.  

I do not want to be judgmental and hold onto beliefs that are not accurate, I do not want to be 

deceived, I do not want to be called a false prophet so I remain the watchman and let God do the 

rest. Yes I am sharing this about heaven and hell because this is Gods last call and chance to 

know he is real, that his home is real, and that time is short. Really short and that means that we 

will chose where we want to live eternally with God or Satan? 

Trying to interpret the past and the future are not items on the list of going to hell.  However, if 

we knowingly mislead others and that misleading takes them away from the gospel of Jesus 

Christ and His Word the bible then the outcome could change.  God decides, and he is the one 

who judges not us, but God looks into ones heart and knows if he is one of his, if someone’s 

intentions are pure, or corrupt.  Let God decide, and remember you are not another’s judge 

whether God is speaking to someone.  Prove all things and hold fast to what you know is true. 

What we know is true is that Jesus was our sacrifice for sin, and our gift from God to enter into 

heaven if we repent, and turn from our wicked, fleshly and worldly ways.  

END WOODY ANGEL MESSENGER ONE (heaven related only) 
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CHAPTER 9 

NATAN 15 YEAR OLD JEWISH ATHIEST—CLINICALLY DIED 

FOR 15 MINUTES 

Natan lived in Israel whose family were Atheists, so after his encounter with heaven on the last 

Blood Moon tetrad during the Jewish Feast of Sukkot he was taken to the Shiva or Jewish School 

and spoke to all the Rabbis and Rabbis in training young and old.  

His testimony was in Hebrew and transcribed into English. One transcript is around two hours, 

and the other about forty minutes.  He now studies the Torah in the Jewish rabbi school, but 

previously he had no formal study of the Torah or the Bible. Much of his testimony had parallel 

wordings that were very Christian in my estimation, and he found it difficult to explain much of 

what he experienced or saw. 

NATAN died on Sukkot 15th of Tishri, 2015 and went to heaven and experienced hell, he does 

not have the exact words to describe what he experienced…In the afternoon, he felt himself 

begin to shiver, felt a lot of pain, and he felt cold in his legs and arms. So he needed to rest…He 

felt like he left his body, exited through his nose, and at first he floated above himself, and he did 

not understand who he was. Where his “self” was; the self (his fleshly body) is lying on the bed, 

or the self that is floating here above?  

I started to float, like...I am going up in the air without an elevator. And I rose up and left the 

room, and went higher, higher, and higher…next I saw the Earth from a distance and I continued 

to go higher and higher, and then what happened was, don’t know how to explain it.  

Suddenly out of nowhere…I entered a sort of tunnel, really huge, and I see at the end of the 

tunnel a very small light…I was in a tunnel and there were like these circles, and more circles. 

And inside you see lots and lots of souls (going through it)…Natan started walking, and the light 

got bigger and bigger, and finally he reached the light…And that light – I don’t know how to 

explain it – it was good.  

You feel safe, and love – it’s impossible to explain such a thing. He said you cannot explain that 

light, the light simply spoke with Natan/me. The light did not speak words. It was like telepathy. 

You understand it’s talking to you and asking you questions. 

Suddenly I enter a hall. A huge hall;  huge, huge, gigantic, gigantic, gigantic…lots of people 

were dressed in nice clothes, dressed very well, and I saw myself wearing torn clothing, soiled 

with blood. I felt very ashamed.  

All the people were there for me, and they were happy, and they applauded me and 

everything…I also saw Rabbi Ovadia Yosef (head judge), and he shook my hand…I saw a lot of 
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other people I know who died; lots and lots of people. Also who I didn’t know…that big hall I 

simply went inside, and there was a very high stage…on the stage were these three lights.  

There was a very high light, and that was the middle won. And on the right side was a small 

light, and on the left side a small light…the lights were testifying about Natan. The light on the 

right relates the bad things you did and the light on the left relates the good things you did.   

There were judges presiding over the court…Rabbi Eliyashiv (another judge) and another he 

could not remember until latter who was (Rabbi Kaduri) the light revealed everything he did bad 

in his life, everything!  They show it all to you about every single second of my life. Why did 

you do such and such why this, and why that?  

You feel really ashamed and embarrassed…because all the people were looking at you…you do 

not understand what-how much reward you receive for the smallest thing you do. Really…and 

then the moment he said something really little that I did well the littlest thing is considered there 

to be huge. Huge!  

The littlest thing there overturns (capsizes, upsets, and topples) entire worlds (time, space, earth, 

human activity, galaxies, dominions, realms). I do not know how to explain it. The moment there 

is a reward, all the people shout “Tzaddik, tzaddik” (Righteous, Righteous) All the people cheer 

for you…every time they mention transgression they (i.e. Angels of destruction with beards) 

show you fire and shout at you Rasha, Rasha, Rasha (i.e. guilty, ungodly, morally wrong, wicked, 

condemned). What happened next is two people took me with wings, and held both my arms, I 

did not really have arms…I saw everything in front, and in back of me also on the sides…he 

could see everything all around him, I could sense everything happening to my body, at the 

moment, and what was happening in the world.  

I could sense everything that was happening in the world. I knew everything…But it did not 

interest Natan, It isn’t interesting (attractive, appealing, exciting, worthy of note, or 

tempting)…the two people with wings took him to a hall below called “Lower Gan Eden” 

Suddenly they showed him a GATE, and they opened the gate the two people…he saw people 

learning Torah. 

I saw the light there and something really huge…really beautiful there is nothing I can compare 

to that light…Nothing, nothing at all…just think there were higher levels than Gan 

Eden…Lower Gan Eden (lowest level of heaven) was something good, there were higher levels 

than that. It’s something good, something beautiful (as he looks up to heaven) a feeling like-you 

just want to stay there with them, and learn Torah with them. Just to stay there in that place, and 

not leave it.  

You smell a good smell, (Natan closing his eyes) he say’s: What you smell there…And you see 

the light, and you just want to stay there forever for always…You don’t have things there like 

you have here, material things, There, it is all spiritual…it’s something good, beautiful and every 
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feeling is good (superior, fine, and excellent) and wonderful (breathtaking, brilliant, astonishing, 

amazing, glorious, celebrated, and magnificent) feeling. 

Natan felt that he was only at the entrance; there was inside, and also higher levels. I felt like it 

was the only entrance…The highest level in heaven is “The Throne of Glory” anyone who 

repents reaches that level...the higher you go the light there is bigger...If you teach others the 

blessing is huge there, it is WOW! Gigantic! 

If you repent and fear heaven it is not because you fear punishment...Natan says that our whole 

life, everything you do here on earth is one big test your whole life – every single second in your 

life that passes is a test. The Holy One, blessed is he created the world...the character of the 

‘Holy One’ is to do well for his creation. So that is why The Holy One brought us down to this 

world. In order to make things good for us so we can observe the commandments, so that in the 

end, we will get what is ours. 

The Holy One, blessed be He, for the evil ones – He says to them, “Ok. You deserve a reward for 

this (something he did well)” and then He brings them their reward in this world. He brings them 

villas, brings them cars, and everything. 

All the good things that you can imagine, but in the World to come they get the biggest slap in 

the face of their lives. But people who repent, they are also deserving of suffering because they 

did in fact commit transgressions. So what happens? The suffering – they get their suffering here 

– here at the hospital, here, a little here, a little there. But in the world to come they get all the 

goodness there is. If you repent on the last day of your life it counts. He also said of the Messiah 

is that he does not know who he is, that everyone knows him, he is very famous, and he repented 

and has not committed any transgression or sin since. 

NATANS HELL– there were angels of destruction, dressed all in black, those long, long, long 

beards…inside their eyes was FIRE…the angels of destruction wanted to take him somewhere 

else, and those two people with wings wanted to take him to lower Gan Eden. 

The angels of destruction took Natan to a place with a huge, Huge Scale. They put his good 

deeds on one side of the scale, and on the other side his transgressions/sins Natan felt like he had 

been there for years, but it was only a few minutes...Natan said he saw thousands or millions of 

things he cannot explain...when he was up there he heard something really, really scary! I heard 

screaming, terrible screaming; you cannot imagine...You can’t! You can’t imagine what I saw 

there (reluctant to say) I heard people screaming Ahh, Waahhh!!! 

Screaming from below, what I felt is that there are several places there in Gehenon...Natan could 

feel each place, and each place the feeling emotion, mood, reaction, atmosphere, thought, 

consciousness, realization and awareness) got worse and worse. It’s frightening, and very scary 

(creepy, terrifying, chilling, bloodcurdling, spine-chilling, sinister, evil,  immorality, depravity, 

degeneracy, debauchery, licentiousness, cruelty, nastiness, and menacing)! 
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One place there is called “Tzalmalvet” (6757 death, shadow, deep, terrors-panic-fear, fright, 

repulsion, revulsion, disgust and horror of darkness, black gloom, thick darkness) “Bor” (Lord 

of Asgard-asteroid mass, Snow, winter, unleashed every punishment on man, pulling them apart, 

a cave of time) from those rooms fire shot out. 

When he was there he saw the universe, and lots, and lots of souls wandering about the 

universe...A soul is like a sort of wind, you have no legs and arms, he has a voice you can talk to 

him, you do not see a body, a person or face you don’t see that. You know who he is! you talk to 

him, hear his voice, and know all about him. 

They told Natan that every little thing you get in life, every little bump, the smallest injury – it’s 

all from Heaven.  Natan said they were teaching him to choose, between ban and good...saying 

everyone in this world has a choice, but once you are up there you no longer have a choice, what 

you did you can no longer fix anything...they told Natan that he did not get there 

randomly...when Natan decided he want to go down, Natan saw something a million times more 

frightening than everything else he had seen.  It’s all a big TEST! 

I did not understand who he was, what that thing was?   He also saw a regular person with arms, 

legs, and head; he was really tall, gigantic, gigantic, and gigantic!!!Like he never ended (as 

Natan looks up, up) you cannot see the end of him...He was all eyes. All eyes and fire came out 

of his eyes! It was really scary-scary! And you feel like you can’t run away from him. 

You cannot escape from him no matter what, he is with you everywhere, and he does not leave 

you. Seriously! He was the “Angel of Death” he held Natan with a pitchfork in his hand, three 

prong (like Poseidon-Zeus), held it to Natan’s chest something scary, terrifying, and terrible...He 

spoke to Natan in a frightening voice...really loud. 

There ‘Natan’ calls it the world of truth (Jesus), and everything is revealed, (The ‘Rabbi reveals’ 

to audience in attendance) there is no time there! Natan said: “I also know what will happen in 

the future.” The highest level in heaven is “The throne of Glory.” Natan saw people in the lowest 

level of heaven learning torah, and anyone who repents reaches the throne of Glory because they 

fear offending and transgression towards God. 

The higher you go the bigger the light gets/is.  There is a section in Gehenon – It is a Sea – 

everything is dark there, it is boiling feces and on the side there are lots and lots of people. The 

angels of Destruction they hold someone inside the fire and throw them into there – the 

Shemoneh prayer “He kills and revives” the Angel of Destruction kills a man, and he’s in the 

boiling feces, and then he burns up. Again like this, again and again for eternity. Nathan saw his 

grandfather and grandmother there. 
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CHAPTER 10 

ENOCH 1 Confirms Heaven—another Witness 

The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha are sacred writings which were classified as holy; these non 

canonical books profess themselves to be biblical in character, while pseudo means false 

writings. These Ancient manuscripts and writings were interpreted by R.H. Charles from Oxford; 

whom is a Semitic scholar which is important when transcribing Ancient manuscripts; the copy 

that I quote in this book is the 1964 version which includes the actual original language to 

analyze if needed.   

The book of Enoch like the Book of Daniel was originally written partly in Aramaic and partly in 

Hebrew.  Much of the book of Enoch was written specifically for the last days, maybe that is 

why they fell out of popularity until the time when they once again would be sought to reveal the 

future, and today there are still books of Enoch in Ethiopian Bibles.  

Nearly all the writers of the New Testament were familiar with the book of Enoch, and were 

more or less influenced by it.  What I have found that in many places in the book of Enoch are 

patterns almost identical with the book of Isaiah, and also other books word for word, or with the 

same intent or meaning.   

Most people have never read the book of Enoch, few have investigated its pages, and sadly most 

do not have thorough understanding of Biblical scriptures to do any real comparison.  Many 

pastors, and parishioners just parrot, copy, and repeat back what others might say like “the book 

of Enoch is not inspired.” That may be true, however I disagree, and consider the Book of Enoch 

1; as another historical witness and testimony of God and man, the angels, creation, space, 

heaven, the fallen angels, sin, and the prophetic future which I believe is inspired but especially 

for the last days, now.   

The Book of Enoch is another prophetic and historical witness to the bible which does not 

change the gospel of Jesus, but illuminates what is already there.  The Book of Enoch was found 

among the Dead Sea Scrolls verifying its early value to the scribes that maintained our scriptures 

as unchanged over thousands of years. 

There were other books found among the Dead Sea Scrolls that are not in our current bible.  It is 

not my intent to convince you that you should accept my assumptions in regards to the Book of 

Enoch and others like it, such as the book of Baruch, Jubilees, or Esdras I & II, the War Scroll 

and so on, but I do want to encourage you not to close off to new revelation and books that are 

relevant for these last days, because it was intended for these last days. 

This book I am writing is not about proving the book of Enoch however it does shed light on 

heaven and hell.  It is my intention to reveal that the bible and many other books like Enoch 

share the same picture and experience of heaven for us to glean from. 
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Many ancient Jewish Sages and teachers believed Enoch to be inspired while others did not! I 

personally have read it many times, and compared it to the bible and found it to be parallel in the 

bible like the book of Isaiah. 

The book or sections of Enoch were written by orthodox Jews, who belonged to the apocalyptic 

or prophetic side of Judaism. The Essenes of the Dead Sea Scroll valued it along side of the 

biblical scriptures we have today. 

Sect. I: 2 of Enoch say the following—1. “The words of the blessing of Enoch; wherewith he 

blessed the elect, and righteous that will be living in the day of tribulation; when all the wicked 

and godless are to be removed. 2. And he took up his parable and said—Enoch a righteous man, 

whose eyes were opened by God, saw the vision of the ‘Holy One’ (i.e. Christ Jesus, God who is 

in and with DJT) in the heavens, which the angels showed me, and from them (holy angels) I 

heard everything, and from them I understood as I saw, but not for this generation, but for a 

remote one which is for to come. (Future during tribulation-specific scriptures for Enoch the 

prophet and scribe in our Bible—Gen 4:17-18, 5:18-24, Heb 11:5, Jude 1:14, also Peter) 

The following transcribed passage and selection from the Book of Enoch will reveal the 

similarities of individual testimonies; which verify as witnesses the authenticity of these different 

personal accounts of NDE, LAD, dreams, visions or being caught up to heaven in the spirit. 

Book of Enoch 1 on Heaven, Hell, Sheol, Gehenon, and the Abyss 

Sect. I XXI: 1. And I (Enoch) proceeded to where things were chaotic. 2. And I saw there 

something horrible: I saw neither a heaven above nor a firmly found earth but a place chaotic and 

horrible. 3. I saw their seven stars of heaven bound together, in it, like great mountains and 

burning with fire. 4. Then I Enoch said: ‘For what sin are they bound, and on what account have 

they been cast in hither?’ 5. Then said Uriel (One of 7 Holy Archangels Angel)...who was with 

me, and said: 6. These are the number of the stars of heaven which have transgressed the 

commandment of the Lord, and are bound here till ten thousand years (Or 10 weeks of history), 

the time entailed by their sins, are consummated.’ (Dan 9) 

7. And from thence (time, place or circumstance) I went to another place, which was still more 

horrible (horrific, nasty, hideous, shocking, gruesome, frightening, grisly, chilling, scary, 

bloodcurdling, and menacing) than the former, and I saw a horrible thing: a great fire there 

which burnt and blazed, and the place was cleft as far as the abyss, being full of great descending 

columns of fire: neither its extent (level, scope, demonstration, and amount) or magnitude (scale, 

enormity, importance, and amount) could I see, nor could I conjecture. 

8. Then I Enoch said: ‘How fearful is the place and how terrible to look upon!’ because of the 

spectacle (prospect, manifestation, likelihood and expression) of pain. 10 And he (Uriel) said to 

me: ‘This place is the prison of the angels, and here they will be imprisoned forever.’ 
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Sect. I XXVI: 1 And I Enoch went from thence to the middle (Center, core, heart) of the 

earth...And I marveled very much this blessed land, which is entirely filled with trees, and this 

accursed valley between. 2. Uriel said: ‘this accursed (doomed, ill-fated, detestable, damned, 

hopeless, desolate, terrible, unpleasant, and hostile frosty) valley is for those who are accursed 

for ever: here shall all the accursed are gathered together who utter with their lips against the 

Lord unseemly words and of His glory speak hard things. 

Sect II. LI: 1. (latter days) And in those days shall the earth also give back that which has been 

entrusted to it, And SHEOL also shall give back that which it has received, And hell shall give 

back that which it owes. And he (the Elect One-Anointed-DJT) shall choose the righteous and 

holy from among them... 

SHEOL is a place of stillness and darkness cut off from life and from God. Place of the dead, 

Hades (abode-underworld of the dead), is both the underworld of the dead and the 

personification of the evil it represents. Underworld, the unseen world of the dead; where 

departed spirits go.  The possible two, or even more places in Sheol is one for the dead in Christ, 

and the other for the dead sinners? 

Sect. II LIV. 1. And I Enoch looked and turned to another part of the earth, and saw there a deep 

valley with burning fire (Gehenna). 2. And they (Angels of punishment) brought the kings and 

the mighty (before the Messiah’s ‘Anointed One’ and righteousness), and began to cast them into 

this deep valley. 

Sect. 1 XXII:2 And there were four hollow places in it, deep and very smooth...one was different 

(This was Abrahams Bosom, and per Kat Kerr was a holding of all souls of the dead before 

Jesus died on the cross but when He conquered death and hell he took believers to heaven with 

him) 

1Co 15:20 “But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the firstfruits (early harvest) of 

them that slept.” 22 For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ ‘Messiah’ (Kingdom Age) shall all 

be made alive? 

Sect I: 4 Messianic Kingdom is established, with Jerusalem (Dual for America) and Palestine 

(Land of the Jews) as its centre. 

Sec I. 21-22 And all the children of men shall become righteous, and all nations shall offer 

adoration (respect, esteem, and admiration) and praise (honor, credit, tribute, admiration, 

congratulate, and applaud) Me, and all shall worship Me. 22. And the earth shall be cleansed 

from defilement, and from all sin, and from all punishment and from all torment, and I will never 

send (them) upon it from generation to generation and forever.  (This starts during the Messianic 

kingdom (beginning 2017 on, and progresses into the Millennium kingdom—into a New Heaven 

and New Earth, future) 
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Sec. I XII:4 ‘Enoch, thou scribe of righteousness, go, declare to the Watchers (Fallen Angels/Evil 

Spirits) of the heaven (2
nd

) who have left the high heaven, the holy eternal place, and have 

defiled themselves with women... 

Much of the Book of Enoch represent what others individual prophets like Kat Kerr, Natan both 

experienced in relation to visions, being taken to heaven, or dying and then rising up into the air 

and transported to heaven. All testimonies of individuals relating to what heaven and hell, 

Gehenna, Sheol, and Abyss, etc. are also represented in the Bible along with other books that are 

witnesses to the reality that Heaven and Hell exist and are real. 

XIII 8 And behold a dream came to me, and visions fell down upon me, and I saw visions of 

chastisement, and a voice came bidding (Me Enoch) to tell it to the sons of heaven, and 

reprimand them. 

XIV. 2. I Enoch saw in my sleep...8. Behold, in the vision clouds invited me and a mist 

summoned me and the course of the stars and the lightning’s send and hastened me, and the 

winds in the vision caused me to fly and lifted me upward, and bore me into heaven. 9. And I 

went in till I drew nigh to a wall which is built of crystals and surrounded by tongues of fire: and 

it began to affright (terrify) me. 

10. ...and drew nigh (near) to a large house which was built of crystals: and the walls of the 

house were like a tessellated floor of crystals, and its ground work was of crystal. 11. Its ceiling 

was like the path of the stars and the lightning’s, and between them were fiery cherubim and 

their heaven was clear as water. 12. Flaming fire surrounded the walls, and its portals (doorway, 

gateway, entry, threshold and door to alternate dimensions, and other dimensional worlds) 

blazed with fire. 

13. And lo! There was second house, greater than the former, and the entire portal stood open 

before me, and it was built of flames of fire 16. And in every respect it so excelled in splendor 

and magnificence and extent that I cannot describe to you its splendor and its extent...18. And I 

looked and saw therein a lofty throne: its appearance was as crystal and the wheels thereof as the 

shinning sun and there was the vision of cherubim...20. And the Great Glory sat thereon and His 

raiment shone more brightly than the sun and was whiter than any snow. One of the angels could 

enter (throne room) and could behold His face by reason of the magnificence and glory, and no 

flesh could behold Him. 

Sect. I XVII: 1 And they took Enoch and brought me to a place in which those who were there 

were like flaming fire, and when they wished, the appeared as men (fire/light)... 

Sect. XXIV: 2 And I went beyond it  (Mountain range of fire) and saw seven magnificent 

mountains all differing each from the other, and the stones (planets? thereof) were magnificent 

and beautiful, magnificent as a whole, of glorious appearance and fair exterior: three towards the 

east, one founded on the other, and three towards the south, on upon the other, and a deep rough 
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ravines, no one of which joined with others...in the midst of these, and it excelled them in height, 

resembling the seat of a throne (high mountain the throne of God): and fragrant trees encircled 

the throne.  

4. And amongst them was a tree such as I had never yet smelt, neither was any amongst them no 

were others like it: it had a fragrance beyond all fragrance, and its leaves and blooms and wood 

wither not for ever: and its fruit is beautiful and its fruit resemble the date of a palm (i.e. The tree 

of life, Jesus the Holy One, King-DJT) 

XXXII: 2. Enoch passed above the Erythraean sea (dusky region on the surface of planet 

Mars=Mare Erythraean-I cannot prove this, but based on Enoch I believe that this is a heavenly 

sea, maybe of stars, like the milky way, maybe something not seen with the human eye, but 

heavenly, spirit of light and color?), and went far from it, and passed over the angel Zotiel.3 And 

I Enoch came to the Garden of Righteousness, and saw beyond those trees many large trees 

growing there and of goodly fragrance, large, very beautiful and glorious, and the tree of wisdom 

whereof they (Adam and Eve) eat and know great wisdom. (In the Heavenlies-space) 

Note: we already understand that the Garden of Righteousness/Eden is in heaven, and thus so is 

the Sea in heavenly places. 

THE PARABLES 

XXXIX: 4 And there (high heavens) I saw another vision, the dwelling-places of the holy, And 

the resting-places of the righteous. 5 Here mine eyes saw their dwellings (Mansions) with His 

righteous angels, and their resting-places with the holy. 7. And all the righteous and elect shall be 

strong as fiery lights... 

XLL: 1 And after that (shown all the hidden things), I saw all the secrets of the heaven, and how 

the kingdom is divided, and how the actions of men are weighed in the balance (i.e. Natan said 

huge scale), 2. And there I saw the mansions of the elect and the mansions of the holy, and mine 

eyes saw there all the sinners being driven from their which deny the name of the Lord of Spirits, 

and being dragged off: and they could not abide because of the punishment which proceeds from 

the Lord of Spirits (i.e. God). 

Note: Kat Kerr says that when you die whoever owns you come to get you, if God owns you then 

he takes you home, or other heavenly angels come to take you to heaven, or to Gan Eden the 

Garden of Righteousness. But if Satan comes or his minions; they come to get you and you are 

literally dragged off! Not wanting to go, but having already made your choice and it is too late. 

Sect II XLV: 3 On that day (of sufferings and tribulation) Mine Elect One shall sit on the throne 

of glory—And those who have called upon My glorious name: 4. Then will I cause Mine Elect 

One (Messiah King Trump) to dwell among them (on Earth).  And I will transform the heaven 

and make it an eternal blessing and light – I will transform the earth and make it a blessing—
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cause my elect ones to dwell upon it. 6 But for the sinners there is judgment impending with Me, 

So that I shall destroy them from the face of the earth.  

Through Trumps actions he is going to turn the skies blue, water clean, find cures for disease, 

and already is, Trump is doing so much and so much more is coming—hard to know this if you 

watch mainstream media MSM. 

XLVI: 1 And there (face/surface of the earth) I saw One who had a head of days, And His head 

was white like wool (Alpha and Omega, Rev 1), And with Him was another being whose 

countenance had the appearance of a man (Elect One, Son of Man, Messiah means anointed, and 

Christ; DJT), And his face was full of graciousness, like one of the holy angels. 

XLVII: 2 In those days the holy ones who dwell above in the heavens Shall unite with one 

voice—3. And the books of the living (life) were opened before Him (the Head of Days, Son of 

Man, Elect One, Anointed, and Christ/Messiah). And all His host which is in heaven above and 

His counselor stood before Him, 

Sect. II XLVIII: 3. Yea, before the sun and the signs were created, before the stars of heaven 

were made, His name was named (pre-existing Son of Man-John 1) before the Lord of Spirits. 4. 

He shall be a staff (DNA, Bloodline, Rod of correction, extremity, boundary-Trump art work 

floor #66 Trump Tower) to the righteous whereon to stay themselves and not fall. 

THE THIRD PARABLE 

LVIII: 1 And I Enoch began to speak the third Parable concerning the righteous and elect. 2. 

Blessed are ye, ye righteous and elect. For glorious (great) shall be your lot. 3. And the righteous 

shall be in the light of the sun...and the elect (chosen and selected) in the light of eternal...5. And 

after this it shall be said to the holy in heaven that they should seek out the secrets of 

righteousness, the heritage of faith:  

For it has become bright as the sun upon earth, and the darkness (winter, gloominess, shadows, 

weakness, distrust, disbelief, skepticism, uncertainness, confusion, doubt, and hesitation in God), 

is past. 6. And there shall be a light (be on fire, destroy by fire/Holy Spirit to glow, graceful 

weightless radiance) that never ended, And to a limit of days they shall not come, For the 

darkness shall first have been destroyed, And the light established (recognized, well-known, 

established, famous, celebrated and notorious) before the Lord of Spirits And the light of 

uprightness (respectability, morality, decency, graciousness, decorum and civility) established 

for ever before the Lord of Spirits. 

Note:  Heaven is coming, the angels, and are converging with earth, and one day there will be a 

new heaven and new earth as well. 
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Sect. II LXII: 1 And thus the Lord commanded the kings and the mighty and the exalted, and 

those who dwell on the earth, and said: ‘Open your eyes and lift up your horns if ye are able to 

recognize (appreciate, identify, accept, discover, unearth and pinpoint) the Elect One.’ 

2. “And the Lord of Spirits seated him (the Elect One-choose by ballot, selected, nominated, 

chosen, vote for, i.e. DJT) on the throne of His glory, And the spirit of righteousness was poured 

out upon him, And the word of his mouth slays (Thesaurus: destroy, ruins, spoils, botches and, 

puts a wrench in the works) all the sinners (MSM, Soros, Obama, HRC, Bushes, Hollywood, 

Pedophiles, CIA/FBI illuminati insiders, wicked, corrupt Banks, Corporations, and Foundations 

etc)... 

“And the entire unrighteous are destroyed from before his face. 3. And there shall stand up in 

that day all the kings (7/8 and/or 10) and the mighty, And the exalted and those who hold the 

earth, And they shall see and recognize How he (DJT the Elect One, Chosen, ‘Anointed’ 

meaning  Christ/Messiah) sits on the throne of his glory (greatness, brilliance, triumph, success, 

and fame), And righteousness is judged before him, And no lying word is spoken before him. 

(The reason no lying word is spoken before him is that he sees and discerns right through the 

lies, but has a plan and timeframe to reveal those lies-he is now!)  

4. Then shall pain come upon them as a woman in travail (i.e. Rev 12-Sept 23, 2017 past tense) 

[And she America/Zion has pain in bringing forth]). When her child enters the mouth of the 

womb, And she has pain in bringing forth. 5. And one portion of them shall look on the other, 

And they shall be terrified, And they shall be downcast of countenance, And pain shall seize 

them, When they see that Son of Man Sitting on the throne of his glory. 

6. And the kings and the mighty and all who possess the earth shall bless and glorify and extol 

him who rules over all, who was hidden. 7. For from the beginning the Son of Man was hidden, 

And the Most High preserved (sealed, vessel, container, pitcher, embodied) him in the presence 

of His might, And revealed him to the elect. 9. And all the kings and the mighty and the exalted 

and those who rule the earth shall fall down before him on their faces, And worship (respect, 

reverence, be in awe, astonished, and amazed, they adore, regard, love, and have admiration for 

him) and set their hope upon that Son of Man (DJT), And petition him and supplicate for mercy 

at his hands. 

LXII: 15 And the righteous and elect shall have risen from the earth, And ceased to be of 

downcast countenance. 16 And they shall have been clothed with garments of glory (light-

spiritual garments), and these shall be the garments of life from the Lord of Spirits: And your 

garments shall not grow old, Nor your glory pass away before the Lord of Spirits.   

This is a Rapture or Resurrection of all the Dead upon the earth, but for sure the Rapture or 

catching up also means a container, to get and hold something, to become like Jesus in a spiritual 

body, take away, married-as in marriage supper of the Lamb, carry away, mingle, to stick 

together, to adhere, seize, “And he God/Son took me by the lock of my head” “And God took 
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Adam, and placed him in the Garden” “to take a wife”  “He took a wife for (gave one to)  his 

son” spoken of the father of the bridegroom (H3947). 

Based on the above information about Rapture it appears that Jesus comes for his bride and takes 

her off to the marriage supper of the lamb in heaven (or other?), we are carried away and are 

mingled together, adhere to the body of christ, to take possession of us, to occupy us, and this in 

concert with us taking on our spiritual garments of light, union into one big light expression of 

God in Jesus.  Scriptures teaches us that man and woman become one when married, yet in Jesus 

it takes on a spiritual nature beyond our understanding of a heavenly concept. 

This catching up and physical change takes place after the Great Tribulation, and during the very 

beginning of Jacobs Troubles and WRATH of God.  As you know we are not subject to the 

wrath of God, but during the great tribulation we were subject to the wrath of Satan who was 

after the church, or bride of the bridegroom just not realized yet. 

Enoch Continued Sect II. LXVIII in paragraph 2 in the original fall of the angels and the 

judgment for their sin they are identified by name, and by the things (sins) that they taught men, 

these angels are in holding for 70 generations (already let out), or partially at this time 2017-18), 

and I am going to summarize their name, and the sin that they taught man so you can be aware of 

where these sins or ideas came from. 

LXIX: 4 And behold the names of those angels first was Jeqon (inciter/deserter) a kin to 

Samjaza/Azazel-the one who led astray [all] the sons of God (1/3 of the Angels), and brought 

them down to earth, and led them astray through the daughters of men.  

Asbeel imparted evil counsel to defile their bodies with the daughters of men.  

Gadreel showed the children the blows of death, and led astray Eve, showing [the weapons of 

death to the sons of men] the shield, coat of mail, sword for battle, all the weapons of death to 

the children of men. (Probably blacksmithing, taking their innocence from peace to war) 

Penemue taught the children of men the bitter and the sweet, taught them all the secrets of their 

wisdom-he also instructed mankind in writing with ink and paper, and thereby many sinned from 

eternity to eternity and until this day. Saying that men were created exactly like the Angels, to 

the intent that they should continue pure and righteous, and death, which destroys everything, 

could not have taken hold of the, but through this their knowledge they are perishing (physically, 

spiritually, and eternally), and through this power it is consuming me (God/Enoch/etc). 

Kasdeja who showed the children of men all the wicked smiting of spirits and demons, and the 

smiting of the embryo in the womb (abortion, killing, smiting), that it may pass away, and [the 

smiting of the soul] the bites of the serpent, and the smiting (strike or hit hard with hand or 

weapon, inflict a death blow, a tool or hand, murder, killing) which befall through the noontide 

heat, the son of the serpent named Tabaet.  
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Note:  In Diablo game III all the angels named above are considered HEROES when God calls 

them wicked. Diablo III is a hack and slash action role-playing video game developed and 

published by Blizzard Entertainment; having to do with reaping of SOULS? Nothing is random 

in our world of TV, Game play, and Movies. These all depict the battle (twisted narrative) 

between God and Satan, good and evil. A battle for your soul played in a game for acceptance! 

Do not play these games they are used to indoctrinate or deceive. 

Kasbeel (Fallen Angel) was the chief of the oath (200 took an oath to rebel against God) which 

he showed to the holy ones (Fallen Angels currently) when he dwelt high above in glory and its 

name is Biqa. Biqa requested Michael (one of 7 Holy Archangels) to show him the hidden name 

that he might enunciate it in the oath, so that those might quake before that name and oath who 

revealed all that was in secret to the children of men.   

Others taught Astrology, others weapons of war, and even the smiting of the baby in the womb, 

i.e. abortion. As you can see all written, spoken opposition to the original account of creation and 

who God is has been corrupted by the fallen angels. This is just a tidbit above to reveal how we 

got evil and wicked conduct in this world, that with the pen man has written contrary accounts of 

creation like Evolution, the Big Bang, other Alien civilizations seeded us here, and so forth. We 

were not ready for these angelic corrupt wisdoms that came from Satan the serpent. 

The book of Enoch explains further along with other witness accounts in manuscript that has 

been discovered. That Hell was created for this fallen host, and for those who choose to believe 

in their lies and deceptions. We are given a choice to go home to our father, or be idolaters and 

worship false Gods, a false creator, and false doctrine (Doctrines of Devils) that will send us who 

would rather believe a false report than to choose not to go our own way, follow the path that 

leads to our destruction which is Hell, or choose our Father, who knit us together in our mother’s 

womb; the flesh with the spirit. 

These Doctrines (dogma, policy, and strategy, course of action, documents, procedures, 

guidelines, and canon) of Devils and of Satan are in opposition to God, and these try to hide the 

truth of our creator and father God. 

Eph 4:14 “That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with 

every wind of doctrine, by the sleight (i.e. craftiness, deceitful, scheme, and conspiracy) of men, 

angels, and their cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive” 

2Ti 4:3 for the time will come when they (men) will not endure sound doctrine; but after their 

own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; 

2Jo 1:9 whosoever transgresses, and abides not in the doctrine of Christ, has not God. He that 

abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son. 
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1Ti 4:1 Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times (now) some shall depart from 

the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; 2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; 

having their conscience seared with a hot iron; 3 Forbidding to marry (many partners), and 

commanding to abstain from meats (vegetarianism, environmentalism and paganism), which 

God hath created to be received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth. 

We are that generation of these last days who are giving heed to doctrines of devils; when we 

live together as married—who needs to be married? You can have all the benefits without the 

commitment or hassle of marriage. Eating meats is not right, poor little animals; eat only 

vegetables because this shows that you care about the earth, God’s creatures, and sustainability 

of the earth. Folks, this is false religion, Gaia earth worship, the bible says that you worship the 

creation rather than the creator; you believe these doctrines of devils, rather than Gods? 

Why? Because you have been deceived like multitudes and millions of those who have done so 

before you. What does the creator of all creation say?  That is who you want to follow, the one 

true and only God who is our Father, with his Son, and His Holy Spirit ‘ONE’ all spirit except 

for different manifestations in days gone by, and today. 

You do not go to hell because you eat meat, or do not get married per say, however, who is your 

God, what do you worship?  Do not be deceived by false doctrine, false teachers, false religions 

of man and angels/devils.  Do not watch Satanic owned mainstream media, TV, Hollywood that 

are the workers of iniquity behind the scenes.  Pray for them, but do not believe their false 

agenda, words promoting a false doctrine, policy, and agenda. 

The Bible and only the Bible is the authorized ‘Word’ (who is Jesus) of God, do not believe 

Pastors, or Religious structures of man, but the true gospel is Jesus, and him crucified. The bible 

is living and breathing, it transcends time and space, and is a prophetic roadmap of past, present, 

and future history, events, genealogies, science, the heavens, creation, laws of God that protect 

us from ourselves teaching us a holy Godly way of living.  

In America and around the world government laws were patterned after the ten commandments 

along with other Levitical laws of the bible for all people, to protect us, and to teach us what is 

true, good, just, and righteous. To teach us what is of God, and what is of a false doctrine of 

Devils and Satan. 

In Enoch 1 at the close of the third parable continued: There was great joy among the heavenly 

host of heaven because the name (Oat, Vow, Covenant, Promise, bow, halo) of that Son of Man 

had been revealed unto them. 27. And he sat on the throne of his glory, (Jesus sat at the right 

hand of God on his throne after conquering the enemy) And the sum of judgment was given unto 

that Son of Man (DJT), And he caused the sinners to pass away and be destroyed from off the 

face of the earth, And those who have led the world astray (Angels and Man).  
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28 With chains shall they shall be bound. And in their assemblage, throng, gathering...place of 

destruction shall they be imprisoned, And all their works vanish from the face of the earth. 29. 

And from henceforth there shall be nothing corruptible, For that Son of Man 

(Messiah/Savior/DJT) has appeared, And has seated himself on the throne of his glory, And all 

evil shall pass away before his face (presence), And the word of that Son of Man shall go forth 

And be strong before the Lord of Spirits.  

There is a difference between appearance and coming of the Lord.  He has appeared now in the 

form, dwelling with, and on DJT.  One day he will come back and we will see him as he is 

glorified!!! 

End of third parable. 

LXXI: 1 And it came to pass...that my (Enoch) spirit was translated (transformed, changed and 

exchanged flesh, caught up) And it ascended into the heavens: And I saw the holy sons of God. 

They were stepping on flames of fire: Their garments were white [and their raiment], And their 

faces shone like snow (white light).  

2. And I Enoch saw two streams of fire, And the light of that fire shone like hyacinth (fragrant 

flowering plant of the lily family, a precious stone, a sapphire typically blue or purple, i.e. King 

and Priest—Kat Kerr said Gods eyes can be of other colors such as pink, orange, red as well, 

but a definite witness of others heavenly experiences!)—And I Enoch fell on my face before the 

Lord of Spirits. 

3. And the angel Michael (archangels) seized me by my RIGHT hand, And lifted me Enoch up 

and led me forth into all the secrets, And he showed me all the secrets of righteousness (justice, 

decency, virtue, honesty, and morality) 4 And he (Michael) showed me all the secrets of the ends 

of the heaven, And all the chambers of all the stars, and all the luminaries (celestial body like the 

sun or moon), Whence they proceed before the face of the holy ones. 

5. And he Michael translated (caught up) my spirit into the heaven of heavens, And I saw there 

as it were a structure built of crystals, And between those crystals tongues (H1100 Holy Ghost 

language, of spirit form) of living fire.  

Act 2:3 And there appeared unto them (On 12 Disciples) cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat 

upon each of them. 

LXXI: 6 And my spirit saw the girdle which girt that house of fire (light/passion of God), And 

on its four sides were streams full of living fire, And they girt that house. (Unexplainable 

majesty, and glory in heaven) 7 And roundabout were Seraphin, Cherubin, and Ophannin: And 

these are they who sleep not And guard the throne of His glory. 8 And I Enoch saw angels who 

could not be counted, A thousand thousands, and ten thousand times ten thousand (A Hundred 

Billion Angels plus just around the house of God - Rev 5:11), Encircling that house.  And 
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Michael, and Raphael, and Gabriel, and Phanuel (four Archangels of the seven), And the holy 

angels who are above the heavens, Go in and out of that house.   

Note: If the heavens are Gods house, called a world, and the angels who are above the heavens, 

go in and out of that house/world where one Angel is larger than the Earth, then heaven is 

beyond grand, and beyond our understanding. 

9 And they came forth from that house, And Michael and Gabriel, Raphael and Phanuel, And 

many holy angels without number. (Cannot be counted, or calculated) 

10 And with them the Head of Days, His head white and pure as wool (Rev 1), And His raiment 

(garment, clothing, wardrobe) indescribable (incommunicable, inexpressible, beyond 

description). 

11 And I Enoch fell on my face, And my whole body became relaxed, And my spirit was 

transfigured (changed, garment of light - change of form, appearance, glorified, radiant, 

spiritual)— 

In closing the book of Enoch I could transcribe more, but you get the idea of the heavens, and a 

place for the wicked called hell, etc.  This is just another witness of a spiritual realm that is not 

visible to our human eye, but can be if the Lord opens that spiritual eye, or allows you to see, and 

experience an encounter heaven or hell for yourself. 

You have not experienced my encounter, and I am not familiar or have little understanding of 

what you intimately have partaken of, but I do not judge your experience, because God uses 

different people for different purposes.   

Some have the same encounters, dreams and similar visions, some only parts, but very real to 

those who have been inducted into the heavenly kingdom and its splendor, or experienced the 

horrors of what hell would be like if they were so unfortunate to make hell as their abode. 

In the book of Enoch we cannot experience the true holiness, grandeur, or beauty of heaven, and 

we cannot know the absolute horrors, worst nightmare, and terror of hell.  Both designed by God 

for his purposes, grand design and ultimate end for this current creation.  You see God is a just 

God; he has a judicial system, and just like real courts on earth if you do the crime you will do 

the time (eternity). 

In some testimonies we can get a slight sample and in the movies, etc. we can visualize what it 

potentially could feel like, and visualize it.  According to scripture it has not even entered into 

our minds what they will be like for the good, enjoyable, and delightful experience of Heaven, 

and the gruesomeness, misery, and intense dislike of Hell. 
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Enoch was one righteous man who was translated into heaven; he did not experience death to do 

so, God decided to keep Enoch, probably a mutual choice just as others have a choice to stay or 

go back into their flesh, or stay in heaven. 

You too have a choice to make, a life to live for God or yourself, who is your daddy? When you 

die someone comes for you, the one who is your father, and the other who is your jailer and 

torturer. Whom will you serve?  

I choose the one who loves me, my friend and husband, our bridegroom and God.  Not because I 

fear hell, but because I see his love for me, and I seek that above this world and all its trappings.  

Everything here will fade away, rot, and come to nothing, but eternity is forever the new heaven 

and earth will replace this cursed and dying place. The new heaven and earth once again will be 

enormous and unfathomable, and I want to be with the one who loves me, who died for me, and 

who never lies to me. 

END ENOCH CHAPTER 
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CHAPTER 10 

‘HELL’ BY THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN THERE 

 

Obama is prince “Gog” Satan’s Son, Anti-Christ ‘Beast’ – Magog is Michelle/Michael a 

Transvestite hence the WH lit up with the Rainbow—Obama is very aware of Hell and next will 

be heading to the Lake of Fire (final prison). 

Hell is real and many have been there, but I wanted to focus on the home of God which is 

heaven; because heaven should be our hope and eternal home.  Yes, there will be a new heaven 

and a new earth one day soon and the old heaven and earth will pass away.  However, we also 

need to be aware that we must repent, and do Gods laws because our alternative is a place called 

Hell, the Abyss, Tartarus, and others.  We should not care what the name Hell goes by; all we 

should care about is Hell not being our final place to live for all eternity. 

HELL & JESUS BRIAN MELVIN #1 an Atheist, Rough and Ready kind of guy who drank and 

partied allot. Working at a construction site in 1980 began drinking some water from water one 

of the guys brought from Mexico that was contaminated. In 72 hours he had contracted Cholera 

and was flat on his back in his home and that is when he passed away.  The first thing he noticed 

was that he was lifted above his body, and even though he wore glasses he did not have any on 

and could see clearly. He hovered over his body looking down over himself and around the 

room, next thing he knew he went through the ceiling. 

Next thing Brian realized is that he was transported into a very, very dark void. He then heard a 

voice through telepathy explaining to him the ‘Why’s’ of life. Why there was evil in the world, 

all the questions people want to understand. These answers came as he was being transported to 

this light simultaneously.  He said when he got to this light he knew that he had died, and that he 

was going to be judged. As Brian was being transported and this voice spoke he understood that 

everything that was happening to you/him was JUST and RIGHT. 
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As Brian was going through the dark void and approaching the light there was a big huge bolder 

right in the middle of this darkness and there was a person sitting on a throne and the person 

sitting on the rock/throne was emanating a very, very powerful bright light. There was a love and 

compassion, but also a firmness and fairness emanating from this person and he questioned 

“Who is this” When he understood Jesus to be speaking to him “Look what you have done with 

God’s gift” “If I let you into heaven with what you know now, that I’m just, right, perfect, you 

would keep misuse that and keep sin alive in heaven—You can’t come in! He told Brian that it 

was granted to Brian to see if a land unknown that was best forgotten, but will not be left 

unseen!” Then Jesus took all these keys of odd shapes out of his garment, and Brian he could see 

the holes in his wrists where the nails where, and the bones were pulled apart. 

Jesus walked over to this place took out the keys and put it into this gate, then a door opened, a 

veil came over him again, and he could only see the Lord, and as he was moved through that 

door into a tornado vortex it was a tunnel it was spinning, spinning, and roaring; it smelt horrible, 

he could hear screeches, and screams, and slurping noises. He could feel really hot heat, next 

thing he knew he was falling through the sky, Brian hit the ground and it hurt, and all these 

people that he knew were dead they began slapping him on the back welcoming him. 

Brian knew that something was not right the people he knew looked weird and when he looked 

over at them they had yellow slits like reptiles, and his best friend he thought he knew morphed 

into a creature. These people started turning into the creatures that they really were, they were 

god awful, distorted and twisted, filthy smelling creatures, coming at him like they were going to 

shred him into pieces, they wanted to tear Me into pieces.  Brian’s friend was walking up to him 

and he was like half dinosaur spitting at Brian, speaking in a broken language, and English 

motioning Brian to follow him.  

Then Brian came to the end of the horizon, he could not go any further but he could look out 

around and see all these vast hills and mountains, the creature stuck his hand into the horizon and 

ripped it open like a veil, the friend dinosaur stepped out of it (the horizon) to this road, and 

motioned Brian to come, motioning Brian to follow it, follow it (Brian thought), and he was on 

this wide dusty road, so Brian just walked out of cell 10 x 10, a CUBE, or 14 x 14, cell, there 

was a cell next to it, and above it going up six (cells/cubes), and in the walls and cells were 

imbedded people; Brian looked into another cube/cell, some were vacant awaiting people to 

arrive like Brian did. Each person in the CUBE were reliving parts of their life all over and over 

again, in a living nightmare way. 

Note: When you go to hell you reap what you have sown on earth, if you killed people you were 

killed over and over.  If you sexually assaulted others you were assaulted over and over except at 

the whim of the torturer.  Those who lied would be lied to and deceived, and tortured in every 

possible way, and ways you or I would not comprehend.   
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Brian realized that Hell was an enormous dark place with many parts to it, he did not see them, 

and Brian had only seen the pit. The dinosaur creature said: “It’s been granted to thee to follow 

me out to the middle of the road.” So they walked out to the middle of the road and all these 

demon creatures were running all around, and Brian saw all these people in various stages of 

torment. Suddenly, all these demon creatures were going in these cubes at will and were 

attacking the people in various ways, but to the people in the cells/cubes they looked like other 

people, or whatever their worst nightmare was the captive was living. 

Brian walked over to another cube and it reminded him of an old sailing ship, and this Captain of 

the ship was being flogged, and the things that he did on this sailing ship to the people because 

he was mean and did those things for pleasure to those people and crew, the same was being 

meted (this punishment, justice bestowed-reap what you sow) back to the Captain. 

This creature was looking at Brian came up to Brian, it was tall, and was a beautiful purple 

creature, and his faces were revolving around, and it was very seductive, very flattering and 

persuasive being.  This beautiful hideous purple colored being; would plant thoughts in his mind 

like “Why would such a good God allow people to suffer like this?”  Brian knew that he was 

trying to get Brian to curse God...Brian knew that the creature had great power and authority, but 

did not know who he was. He was either the 2nd in command or he could have been Satan 

himself. 

A vortex (portal/gateway) was spinning and a lady who just died in a car wreck came through 

and was deposited inside her cube, and inside her cube, the lady saw it s an illusion, and it was 

her grandmother’s farm that she loved so well as she was growing up, she got in the cube and 

thought she was in heaven.  Her grandmother was waiting there, but was actually a demon that 

gave the illusion of being the grandmother said to the lady: “Dear pudding, I am so glad you 

made it heaven, I am so glad you’re here!”  

And the lady really thought she had made it into paradise, but there was a darker side to the lady, 

she would make her children be what she wanted, her children wanted something else, the Lady 

wanted her children to be this, and if they did not do it her way it was the fist, it was verbal 

abuse, cutting down, and as she (the lady) sat down the tree limbs just grabbed her, and then she 

realized she was not in paradise.  

As they walked and passed some cubes there were people trapped in flames and it was like their 

skin was still intact but they were burning. There was a guy who was playing pool and this guy 

was a child serial killer but he lived in the 1940’s, but he was in a pool hall playing pool before 

the punishments would commence again. He thought he finally had a break (deception-no hope), 

and the people in there would torment him and would come grab him and tear him up, and out of 

the sky Brian could see a big green demon coming down, which reminded Brian of a snake that 

gobbled him and swallowed the guy, and all the other little demons came up and said: “That’s no 

fair we did not have our chance with him yet!”  
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The snake would spit him back up whole, and all the other little three to four foot tall demons 

would jump on him, and he was powerless, and these demons were beating him, clawing him 

and he had no rest from these demons, it was constant torment.  Everything he had ever done to 

others, to those children he killed was being done to him justly. 

In another Cube there was a temple prostitute and she had died in Corinth in about 69 AD, she 

was dressed in fine garb. For a price she would have a new born son and offer it to a statue 

(Baal), flames under the statue, and put the baby on the statue, and the baby was cooked.  The 

torment that never let up was all the little babies (demons in disguise) that she burned that were 

hers and others, were tormenting her, mocking her pouncing on her, crawling and tearing her up! 

She just screamed, and Brian had to turn away and walk. 

One individual practiced dark craft, she was a witch Brian just knew that she had died many, 

many hundreds of years ago, and in her cube she was trapped in a coffin scratching trying to get 

out.  She could not get out and was in that position for years, and years, hundreds of years, and 

then finally when she got it open all the demons would pounce on her. Brian had to walk off, and 

came to another cube. 

There was another lady that believed that mother earth could save her, she honored the trees and 

the rocks. She was into nature worship; part of her religious practice was getting out into the 

fields at night dancing around a fire with a bunch of other worshipers doing the same thing. The 

people that she thought that she was with came up to her and say: “You think that a stone will 

save you?”  

And they’d pick up the stone and smack her with it, so she was standing there and the demons 

reached down into her mouth and ripped out her tongue and part of her cheek; “So you talk 

back?” “No the stones are not going to save you, nobody can save you!” Then they actually took 

her shoulder skin and peeled it off really slow and agonizing into shreds until nothing was left 

but a skeleton and then they took the bones and broke the bones, and Brian ‘sighs’ “she felt 

everything!” Then her body would come back together the flesh, and it would start all over 

again. 

Some of the cruelest people on earth were in there, one particular individual was there and 

everyone knows who it is “It’s Adolf Hitler” (Brian also mentioned he did not want to say all the 

names of the ones he knew were there, but he did mention Hitler), he was sitting in a cube and it 

was open, and he was sitting there in burning flames, and as he burned, his flesh was rotting and 

there was a hideous face on him. He had vicious anger in his eyes. 

Brian thought he was going to be trapped in hell for all eternity. In one cube a demon was trying 

to get him into this cube, it was like a dentist chair, and this part was hard for Brian (Crying), he 

kept saying Jesus Christ so fast it was a blur, and the demons wanted him into this cube/thing. He 

felt something coming for him, loud heavy footsteps walking behind him, closer, he was so 
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scared to look, and all of a sudden and when the presence got right behind him, and the demons 

all scattered.  

The purple tall regal creature bowed who was powerful, and slimed/slithered away into the mist, 

darkness of hell (Brian begins sobbing), the Lord began to carry Brian up, (sobbing) Brian says 

“I knew who he was, it was Jesus” “And he picked me up into his arms; I could see where they 

crucified them (head bowed), trembling as Jesus was holding he could see his flesh torn apart at 

his wrists, and he carried me!” I kind of floated through the air through the center of the 

bottomless pit, and went straight up. When he woke up in the hospital room.—He grabbed the 

doctor, and asked “I’m not in a cube, am I?”  “I better not be in a cube” The Doctor said: “No 

you’re in a hospital!” 

Brian’s last comment was: “I’m no longer an ATHIEST, there is a God, and there is a Hell” 

END BRIANS HELL & JESUS  

PORTAL TO HELL OPENED IN MICHIGAN ARTWORK WAS HIT BY LIGHTENING  

The photo is the actual sculpture that became an active portal into Hell:  

https://theblacksheeponline.com/michigan/michigan-art-installation-portal-hell 

 

ATHIEST GIRL HELL & HEAVEN #2 –Mid-Twenties dark haired Atheist Lesbian Girl in her 

twenties dies at party in 2010—She had a near death experience, she begins by saying: “I used to 

party allot, I’m not joking, allot! And um...I was basically on a lot of drugs at this party, and I 

was really drunk. You know what I mean; I used to party, party all the time. She died, she was 

looking down the hallway, and she saw a yellow caution tape saying Caution, Caution, 

Caution...all these people were at the party, and she saw an ambulance run past her head, and he 

goes into the kitchen, and all these people were crying in the kitchen.   

https://theblacksheeponline.com/michigan/michigan-art-installation-portal-hell
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“The home owner was crying (suicide death), and she said what’s going on, and she looked 

down wondering what everyone was crying about, and it was her. They were focusing on her 

dead body. She looked at the guy beside her, and he doesn’t even see her. Ok, nobody can see “ 

I’m kinda like Whoa I just died, you hear about dying, but when you actually die, it’s like Holly 

it just happened. 

“So anyhow I look up there is like a huge light in the sky, a huge light starting in the kitchen 

shooting up into the sky... she goes up into this light right, and it felt so good, and I am shooting 

through outer space (smiling joyfully), Ok by the way, I am shooting through the galaxy and the 

light, and it feels so good, like so amazing! And Uh, Oh Wow! 

“I’m looking black going down behind me, like all the black in the galaxy, and I like seriously 

looked behind me and she was like completely covered in light, and I looked behind me and the 

whole galaxy and universe is like a speck, it’s like the size of an ant (pinching her fingers 

together showing size smiling) and I’m out of the whole galaxy, pwush!..Gone, and I am up in 

heaven which is all light, and all of a sudden she is submerged in light and cannot even see the 

galaxy anymore! 

“So at that point I turn around and looked forward, and I am literally in heaven with this light, 

and Boom! There is my life flashing in front of me like all these photos just popping out at me, 

all these images, like all these things I had done. When I was born till that moment, where 

coming at me. Also, God showed me because of my choices my life got shortened. Whew 

“I was greedy, selfish, I cared about myself, my cloths, my makeup, my friends, my look, what 

kind of car I drove, all these things, I cared about money, I wanted Me, It was highly 

embarrassing, it was like what imprint did you do, what did you do on earth for people, for the 

world, for humanity, what print did you leave? Nothing! Nothing! 

“I’m not talking about holding a door open for someone, or buying lunch one day...I’m talking 

about making a print in the earth. I’m talking about doing something! I did nothing! Except for 

myself. Exhale/sigh...So anyhow, that was kind of like a shameful moment, and um after I got 

judged.  Oh, there were two things that popped out this girl and my dog. She said she was not" 

“So, I said OK, the minute I said OK (snapping her fingers) it was like Je.....uh! Going back 

down this light portal and all this going back through outer space, and all the black kept passing 

her as she came back to earth, and you guys gotta know that HEAVEN doesn’t have black all 

over the place, right! Like here we have night every night.  (She looks up smiling sweeping her 

hands across) saying heaven is light, right?! So anyhow that’s like sure super cool right like 

when you are up in heaven. So earth is just like (shaking head), Oh by the way another thing 

about heaven there is no BAD there.  
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“So on earth I can have an itchy neck or something, kink in my neck, but I’m stimulated and 

happy because I’m sitting on a couch, and I’m doing a video, you get it? So there is good and 

there is bad at all times on earth. And that is what happened from the sin of Adam and Eve, so in 

heaven there is all good (hand up), obviously when you get judged it is not the best moment 

(laughing), but even at the time you are feeling good, you are like Yeah...like this is...I could sit 

in that light for all eternity, just like just sit in it, that’s how good it was.  

“It’s like I don’t want to talk crude, but it’s like anything you could imagine happening good to 

you all at once, and it all being great, that’s how good heaven felt, you could do nothing in 

heaven and feel better than doing everything on earth at the same time. I can’t explain it! But it’s 

so out of this world you can’t even image it, when people say like HEAVEN...it’s like REAL 

(laugh-uh). 

“So know we know two things; one God is real, two Heaven is real. Know I am going to let you 

know the most important part. Three (holding her hand up with three fingers) That God has a 

name, and his name is Jesus Christ (i.e. Messiah, Anointed, and Called). God Bless and she 

turned off video. 

2ND TESTIMONY OF THE ATHIEST GIRL – “HELL So after giving her life to Jesus she had 

two more experiences, and these are they she used to be bi-sexual, a lesbian, she had a sinful life, 

party girl a walking sin, she was doing good, and then this girl came into her life (not 

explaining), after she had been delivered of her homosexual demons, that were in her causing her 

to be gay. So, she/I started to find men attractive, but the thing is when you sin in an area and 

you are kind of weak ‘Satan knows’ OK!  

 “That is how he got you in the first place. Ok so if you are sinning in some area, that’s like a 

whole in your WALL OK, So he knows that hole, that’s how he got in before, for me there is 

always going to be that hole in my wall, not always, but he will always try that angle, and it is 

my responsibility whether or not I let him defeat me in that area. 

“Some areas like ‘I’ve gotten stronger, and some areas I have to grow in” We all have to 

strengthen, and Jesus will help us, that Holy Spirit! (Gulp)  Sooo...Holy Spirit.  That individual 

(girl) who came into her life, the demons of lust, homosexuality started to come and attack me. 

Temptation whatever you want to call it, OK, and this is kind of playing around in my mind, and 

I’m like Oh Man it’s really, really attacking me! 

“At the same time this was going on I was praying to Jesus, right! “Please let me go to hell you 

let me see heaven OK”, you hear all these people say I don’t want to go to hell, I want to see it! 

So I asked him “Let me go to hell” 

“Maybe, I could sin again, it’s going in my head, and I go to bed one night before I sinned. I go 

to sleep that night, I literally in my sleep fall into the pit of HELL (Stunned) OK? I fall down into 
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hell (Gulp), I couldn’t believe it! Like I know the bible, I know Jesus OK! I know heaven and 

hell is real, the angels are real, I know Satan’s real, I know devils are real, or demons whatever! 

“I know this, I’m not stupid, and I know the Bible! When I was in Hell, she was like “Why am I 

in Hell?” It’s not OK for her to be in hell, with the amount of stuff I know!” And I already came 

so far, so anyhow. And literally the worst part about being in hell was there was NO way OUT.   

“I was in there and I was looking around (she looks around-eyes up) and I knew, it was dark, it 

was red, it was kind of like these cave like walls (in disgust – lips snarled), and I was just 

standing in there and I knew I wasn’t getting out. Like I literally knew I was stuck! And that was 

pretty much the worst part, so when I called on the name of Jesus, like what?  

“This is what he said OK, you never obeyed your mother and father, your parents could not 

handle you, no man could every handle you, and if I can’t even handle you “What good are 

you?” (Complete silence...) I literally had nothing to say. She then said I did not listen to her 

parents, teachers, cops, elders or man. What do I care!  You know! I wanted to do whatever I 

wanted.  

“My last hope, last string that I was hanging on that he took me out of all this sin, and he said 

“You know what; you won’t even listen to me” True, Ya know!  Next thing she knows she is out 

of hell, she is like Yeah Dude!  

“Then she was in a hallway, and it was all light, and all bright.  Go into the room right over 

there, and pick up what is on the ground, and there was a bag of dog food on the ground, and 

then he said follow me.  The Dog food was for her dog, because when she prayed she always 

asked Jesus to take care of her dog.  He said “I will take care of you, obey me, and follow my 

commands” then we walked right up into heaven.   

“And I follow him; Jesus loves you, (sad, troubled and moving tears) it is not a game, and if you 

are struggling with anything in your life, drops everything you can for Jesus. I don’t care if your 

friends that are bringing you down don’t hang out with sinners. If they do not follow the bible 

100% don’t hand out with them. This is a real battle for your soul, preach the gospel to those 

who do not know the gospel, but do not hang out with them. Do not be unequally yoked to them, 

lay it all down, give everything you got for Jesus. (Pleading, earnest, sober tears) Don’t let 

people pull you into sin, it is not the people it is Satan in them.”  END ATHIEST GAL HELL #1 

AND 2 

MATHEW BOTSWARD HELL & HEAVEN #3 – He pursued everything in life with gusto, and 

played hard…except when it came to God…“He knew God existed, but that’s it!” but everything 

changed on March 1992, he and two sales associates were in Atlanta on business, they had just 

left a restaurant, and had gone outside to catch a taxi when suddenly shots were fired from nine 

millimeter Uzis…he and his friends never saw it coming…one friend took a bullet to the head 
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and died instantly, the other one was unharmed, Matthew was also shot in the head and he too 

died. 

He said he was in utter blackness, um-incredible fear, I went to a place that I believe was hell, 

uh, it was void of anything good, icy cold beyond any words that could describe, and this hand 

came down toward him from above, and as it did it brought warmth, just flooding this room, this 

area that I was in, with this brilliant white light and then I felt this motion, I was being pulled 

upward from the darkness, I heard this voice, and it said “It’s not your time!” 

Matthew was resuscitated on the scene, and taken to the Piedmont hospital in Atlanta…The 

doctor told his Nancy his wife that if he makes it through the night there is a 30 % chance to get 

through the night, after that he’ll probably be in a wheelchair, and they did not know with the 

brain injury if he’d be a vegetable or not, and he might have to be institutionalized. She took a 

walk down the corridor and in front of her she saw this blackness kept getting bigger, and she 

started falling into this blackness, she had no control and was losing it! And that’s when she felt 

this heavy hand on her right shoulder, and there was nobody there, and right then she knew it 

was JESUS, she went straight back to Matt’s room, he was all wrapped up, and bandaged…And 

she said “Lord”, and I’m not saved, nothing! She said: “Lord bring back my husband even if he’s 

in a wheelchair, it doesn’t matter but bring back that his heart is, who he is, and I will stay with 

him. 

Nancy lived hour to hour, but with each crisis came a glimmer of hope! He awoke 27 days from 

his coma, the left side was paralyzed, and his brain damage was a long rehab. 2.5 years Nancy 

stayed by his side. Mental recovery was a slow process, and Nancy stayed with him.  They 

moved to Florida, and met a person that Matt asked where a good church was, and they went 

there was peace, stability, and it took them over recognizing Gods hand in their journey. When 

Matt was dead he did not cry out to God, but God pulled him out of hell, and said that God is a 

loving God, and took him out of Hell, and changed his heart. God gave Matt his heart and 

exchanged it for Matthews!  END HELL M. BOTSWARD 

HELL KEVIN ZADAI ON SID ROTH #4- Kevin was a flight attendant, and In 1992 he died, 

but he was given permission around 2016 to share his story/testimony in a public venue: “He was 

having a surgical procedure, when he found himself outside of his body, and there was someone 

there with him, so when he first realized he was out of his body and standing by the doctors.   

Kevin at first was alarmed, and he looked around, and tells the doctor, the doctor would not 

listen to Kevin, so he poked the doctor and nurses, but no response so he put his hands up in the 

air and said “this is it!” And all of a sudden his body started to glow on the table, and he 

transformed into his resurrection body, and um, he said to himself “I look beautiful” he then 

heard behind him “You look like that to me all the time” (It was Jesus speaking), Kevin turned 

around and walked toward Jesus and Jesus met him right in the center of the operating room. 
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Jesus walked up to him, in Matthew 12:36 you will be held accountable for every idle word 

(gossip, etc) that comes out of your mouth, and Jesus whispered in his ear, and said you know 

that I meant that.  Jesus eyes were really deep, inside I could see my destiny, in fact, I could see 

inside his eyes, the moment that he thought of me, and breathed me out and I went into my 

mother’s womb.   

The next step in teaching that Jesus did, he looked at his beautiful glowing body, and there was a 

black vest, Jesus told him to look close, and it was all the words spoken against Kevin that were 

not true, Jesus said that these words that people spoke over, or to Kevin were not true, and not 

your destiny, and Jesus said we need to take care of them. 

Jesus told him that beyond anything else you could do on this earth is to yield to the spirit of 

God, it would bring forth an utterance, release the speaking in tongues, and he would begin to 

operate in the spiritual realm.  The council room in heaven, and He was surprised how intricate 

and organized heaven is, and I was really intrigued of Gods order, and he has a Government 

called the Kingdom of God, He has books that are written about every individual person, they are 

available to angels that are assigned to each person, the angels look at those books, they are 

briefed, decisions are made who will influence a group of people, and those angels go to work  in 

bringing the truth to those people and help get other people involved to bring the spirit of God. 

Kevin found the most serious asset or liability is our own will, God loves us, but do not have the 

revelation of God’s love, or plans for us, and in the pages of the book some pages will never be 

opened because those don’t yield to the spirit, or give there will over, and carry their own cross, 

and the power is available, but you have to lose your will, and he gains you! 

Jesus reached out his hand and a yellow beautiful Gold substance came out of his hand to an 

individual, and Jesus prayed over the person, but it (the gold) bounced back off of the individual, 

and returned back to Jesus and us, and Jesus had tears in his eyes, and he said see “they won’t let 

me bless them” you have to teach people to receive from me!  Jesus created the universe, he is 

not weak, and he is not concerned about what is going on. 

Kevin was shown how powerful our prayers are, as they were standing there, Jesus told Kevin to 

pray in the spirit, and then Kevin did, and then an atomic explosion cloud went off, but the 

supernatural is the shockwave went across the ground, and it was moving mountains out of the 

way.  Kevin was told that we shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit and Fire, and Satan cannot 

come near us!  

He came back from heaven but wanted to stay, saying: “He looked at his creator in his eyes, 

Jesus believed in him more than anyone on this earth did, and he felt so safe with him, and he 

completely engulfed himself in Kevin…Jesus smiled at Kevin and sent him back to earth, and 

Jesus showed him the people that Kevin will tell them, and talk to the people.  Jesus said I will 

talk in your right ear, and you will tell the people, the people will be changed, and they will be 

perfect like they are supposed to be.” 
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HOLY FIRE-Kevin says Jesus is full of fire, not weak, and very loving and kind, but when Jesus 

speaks the words go inside of you, and you can feel his fire. The whole throne room is full of 

fire, God is a consuming fire.  He said we need to get lit up, and lit up people all around us.  

Jesus said that Holiness is ownership, I own you, I have set you apart, and now you are mine! 

Kevin says that the Father God (who is spirit) relinquished his son to the earth to bring about a 

powerful salvation. He went through the things on the cross that we do not have to go through, 

that he did this for us! He did this for everyone on earth! 

On one day he witnessed to 41 people on a flight, and when he walked by the people were 

weeping, and they said every time you walk by there is a presence on you, and he shared with 

these people. After his experiences in heaven he supernaturally was able to play 9 instruments!  

END HELL EPISODE KEVIN  

PASTOR DANIEL EKECHUKW HELL #5 - U Dead for three (3) days in Morgue, sentenced to 

Hell, but also saw heaven. Nigerian pastor Daniel died in a car accident on November 1, 2001.  

He was pronounced dead and moved to a morgue.  While there, Daniel visited heaven and hell, 

and an angel told him if the books were closed today on his life, hell would be his destiny!  

Daniels Testimony:  The day of the accident Daniel was boiling with anger and unforgiveness 

towards his wife because they had fought and he was annoyed and angry at her, so he would not 

talk to her, or even answer her.  He was driving his car trying to get home and was driving a little 

fast, going down a dirt road he put on the breaks with no response...he could not stop and began 

honking the horn warning pedestrians to get out of his way. 

He was pulled from the car by the locals while his wife cooked dinner at home, his brother or 

friend came crying telling the wife that he was dead. Nneka arrived at accident and Daniels was 

still alive, but in serious condition. 

Bystanders took him to a local hospital intensive care unit; Barunial hospital, Daniel refused to 

be treated, and wanted to go to his family doctor. The surgeon said that he should not travel and 

the surgeon was afraid he would die 

Daniel told his wife in the ambulance on the way to the family Doctor to take care of the 

children, in transit he saw two angels and wanted to tell his wife, but the angels took away his 

voice, the angels lifted Daniel out of the ambulance. 

Suddenly he found himself in another place with one of the Angels...He saw a place where a 

multitude of people gathered who glowed with radiance like the angels.  Daniel thought he was 

seeing a gathering of angels because of their appearance. 

Jose’ Daniels doctor examined him while his wife waited—the Doctor said “I’m sorry there is 

nothing I can do for you” “Here is the death certificate”  
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The one angel that was with Daniel explained: “This is not the gathering of the Angels Daniel, 

this is the gathering of the saints.”  The difference between the angels and the saints was that 

their color was a brilliant white from their hair down to their feet, but the difference was that the 

angels had wings and the saints do not!  The saints were worshipping God with one voice, and 

raised their hands as they were singing. 

Daniel heard the sounds of many instruments, but the sounds were like nothing he had heard 

before...He longed to join these people, and moved over towards them, but the angel stopped 

him. 

The angel said: “Daniel don’t go I have allot to show you” the angel gave Daniel a file and told 

him “Record everything you see” The multitude that Daniel saw were all looking at a bright light 

that shone like the sun, it was the source of all the light there. 

Daniels body was taken to the mortuary, where the local mortician arranged the burial; they were 

preparing him to be embalmed with standard procedures.  On Nov 30 2001 his wife Nnuke 

remembers well, His wife read Hebrews 11:35 about raising the dead to life again, so when she 

read that scripture, and decided to take her husband’s dead body to a crusade to bring back to life 

The angel spoke to Daniel and said: “Lets visit the MANSIONS Jesus prepared for his people” 

immediately Daniel was in a new place with radiant mansions as far as the eye could see, it was 

incomparable to anything he knew on earth—though the structures appeared as buildings, the 

structure was unusual, they were not made of any earthy materials-they seemed to be alive, 

moving. 

 

MANSION SUBMERGED IN WATER, UNDER THE OCEAN AND FLOATING 

The angel spoke to Daniel: “Daniel, Jesus has finished his work the mansions are ready, but the 

saints are not ready (refereeing to those still on earth)...Daniel heard a sound of beautiful singing 

and worship, and it seemed to come from all around (as he gazed all over). 
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Daniel wondered where the singing was coming from because he could see no people where he 

was at, when the angel spoke to Daniel: “Daniel the worship song you’re hearing is being sung 

by the flowers” as Daniel looked he saw the flowers swaying in response to the music, it actually 

seemed to Daniel that they were clapping their hands/the flower petals, shouting and praising 

God...the angle spoke to Daniel saying: “They (flowers) are waiting for the saints” 

The angel then spoke to Daniel and said: “We are now going to visit hell” Daniel was now in 

hell and the angel said: “Can you see the gates of hell?” The angel raised his hand and as he 

brought it down the gates ripped open...with a great noise. Daniel could hear the crying and 

wailing of many people—but he could not see any of them...a light shone from the angel’s body 

so Daniel could see more clearly into hell. 

There were many people there, but the appearance of these people were like they were on earth, 

they were from every race, culture and nationality, every person seemed each trapped in their 

own personal torment, that would go on into eternity, and they could not communicate with each 

other, the sounds were almost deafening. Screaming, howling, suddenly they were all aware of 

Daniel, and called to Daniel for help, and not the angel.  

One cried out: “Please! Help I am a pastor I stole money from the church, and I lied, Help Me 

please I am ready to return, help!” Immediately after the pastor spoke these words, the force that 

was tormenting him seemed to increase. The people had flesh, but no blood, and they almost 

seemed to be on fire although no flames could be seen.  There were a group of people in hell 

eating their own flesh, they would vomit what they ate, and their flesh grew back this went on in 

an endless cycle of torment. 

The angel spoke to Daniel and said:  “Those people you see eating themselves practiced 

witchcraft while on earth, they specialized eating human flesh, and now they will eat themselves 

forever—they are reaping what they sowed” Daniel says of the place: “God did not make that 

place for human being” that “He made that place for the Devil and his agents” “But stubborn 

humans that disobey God like the devil will go there” 

The Angel said: “Daniel if the book of your life would be closed today, this would be your 

portion” Daniel pleaded saying I am a pastor, I’m a child of God, I’m born again, I preach all 

over this country, etc. The Angel said to Daniel—“on the way before to the 1st hospital you were 

asking God to forgive you, but you would not forgive your wife, and your sins have not been 

forgiven, you cannot sow unforgiveness to your wife, and reap forgiveness from God.” 

Daniel remembered that he held unforgiveness, treated her with silence, and he was offended and 

annoyed with his wife.  He recognized that the judgment was true. He wanted revenge and was 

scheming as to how he was going to get it towards his wife. 

While he was discussing this with the angel he saw thousands of people being sent to hell like 

balls of fire or lightening screaming as they fell. 
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His wife decided to take Daniels body to church, and believed it. She wanted to remove it from 

the mortuary. The Local mortician wanted Daniels body to be removed from the mortuary, and 

when asked why said something strange is happening in there, he heard the sound of music and 

singing from his room. So the wife took him from the mortuary. 

Took him to the Church of God mission (Bonke’ Crusade); his wife was outside and was trying 

to get inside so that Bonke could pray for him, and she believed that Daniel would come back to 

life! Security guards refused them entry into the premises thinking they might have a bomb in the 

casket. So they were sent to a facility in the back of the church where Daniel was taken out of the 

casket, and laid on a table. 

People started praying for him, and the angel spoke to Daniel telling him “He was sending him 

back to the world, and this will be the last generation” Life began to come back into him, he 

began to breath, but his body was still stiff. (https://youtu.be/nzx4nyZKc2U) 2/12/2001 

He opened his eyes and jumped up asked his wife “What is happening?” She said: “Daniel did 

you know you were in mortuary for three days?” END HELL C DANIEL 

https://youtu.be/nzx4nyZKc2U
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CHAPTER 11 

PEACE WITH GOD 

Trust in the LORD with all your heart; and lean (slant, hold up) not to your own understanding. 

In all your ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct your paths, ways and life. Proverbs 3:5, 6 

Know that the LORD he is God: it is he that has made us, and not we ourselves; we are his 

people, and the sheep of his pasture. Psalm 100:3 

All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned everyone to his own way; and the LORD has 

laid on Jesus Christ the iniquity of us all Isaiah 53:6 

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten, born Son, that whoever believes  in 

him should not perish (die eternally), but have everlasting life. John 3:16 

For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him it 

might be saved. John 3:17 

He that believes on the Son has everlasting life: and he that believes  not the Son shall not see 

life; but the wrath/judgment/anger of God abides on him. John 3:36 

For God has not appointed us unto wrath, but to obtain salvation by our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 

Thess. 5:9 

For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God. Romans 3:23 

Repent ye therefore, and be converted (changed, improved, rehabilitated, and renewed), that 

your sins may be blotted out....Acts 3:19 ....But, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish. 

Luke 13:5 

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins...1 John 1:9 

For the wages of sin is death; but the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. 

Romans 6:23 

For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of 

works, in case any man should boast (brag, take pride in yourself, or be proud of self). Ephesians 

2:8, 9 

...What must I do to be saved? Acts 16:30...Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you shall be 

saved, and your house. Acts 16:31  

For whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved. Romans 10:13 

Prayers....God be merciful to me a sinner. Luke 18:13...Lord, save me. Matthew 14:30 
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And this is the record that God has given to us eternal life, and this life is in his Son. 1 John 5:11 

Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ. 

Romans 5:1 

For you are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus. Galatians 3:26 

Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, and the life: he that believes in me, though he was 

dead, yet shall he live: And whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die....John 11:25, 

26 

These things have I written unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God; that ye may 

know that you have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of God. 1 John 

5:13 

Come unto me, all you that labour and are heavy laden and I will give you rest. Matthew 11:28 

...My peace I give unto you: Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid. John 14:27 

Yea, though I/you walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for you are 

with me; your rod and your staff they comfort me. Psalm 23:4 

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house 

of the LORD forever. Psalm 23:6  

‘Peace With God!’ 

Take confidence in the Bible which is the only book in the world that has 66 books, penned by 

over 40 authors, over a span of thousands of years; which is and has been prophetically, 

geographically, scientifically, genealogically, and historically without error (other than in minor 

spellings and personal interpretations.) 

It is an integrated message system that is not restricted to the boundaries of time. It is unique and 

stands alone...God breathed...protected by God through the years by His scribes. It is the only 

book that forecasts the future hundreds and even thousands of years into the future with 100% 

accuracy in spite of claims to the contrary! 

The heavens and earth were created by His WORD/JESUS as found in John chapter 1. God’s 

Word is our lifeline and compass. We need to read it like it is the only thing we have to do, and 

like it is the only book in our library. There is no other book that can change our destiny; that can 

teach us about our beginning, and tell us about our future. Why there is sin and suffering in this 

world, and what can be done and will be done about it. 

The WORD teaches us of Jesus coming to this earth to save mankind. It testifies of Him—that 

He is the WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE. No one can come to the Father except through Jesus. 
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Concerning SALVATION: once you truly belong to Jesus Christ, the Living Lord and "I AM,” 

you can never be lost by Him…nothing can take you from His hands. His love is that sure! 

JESUS is the name of God, and He is our God in the flesh-- Immanuel--with us, is God! All the 

earth is named after the Lord Jesus Christ, the name for God and the title of the Messiah (the 

Anointed One). 

Ephesians (NKJV) 3: 14-15 “For this reason I bow my knees to the Father of our Lord Jesus 

Christ…15) from whom (Jesus Christ) the whole family in heaven and earth is named.” Jesus is 

the name of God, but Jesus was concealed until the revelation and unveiling of the new covenant 

was brought in. 

God previously called Himself the “I AM” or Lord in Scriptures. From studying the ancient 

languages we know now that “I AM” and “Lord” as well as “Jesus” all come from the same root 

word which was concealed until technology permitted its revelation. God says we will do all 

things in His name and that His name is JESUS the 'I AM' our Lord God. 

IMMANUEL means that God is with us literally, and that Jesus is among us and with us here on 

earth, through His Spirit who lives in us who believe. God is Spirit, so, we in Him, and He in us. 

LORD is the name “Yehoshuah” in the O.T., which means “the Existing One” or the Supreme 

God among the Hebrews (Blue Letter Bible) which is the only God over all, the Creator. The 

root of Yehoshuah is from (H1961) “Hayah”, and from which we get the names Yahweh, 

Jehovah. Yeshuah/Jesus the actual name for God Himself the “I AM,” is derived from (H3467) 

where we get “Yasha” which means “Savior” in the O.T. 

All the Hebrew letters that are found in “Yasha” are also found in the name “Jehovah” or LORD, 

and also the 'I AM' “Hayah.” We can see a picture of the Trinity, which I prefer to call the Tri-

unity.  I AM/ Yasha shows us the Son Jesus who saves.   

There is no other name under heaven, given among men, whereby we must be saved. Salvation is 

found in no other but Jesus. 

Isa. 49:26 reads “…and all flesh shall know that I the LORD (I AM, Jesus, God, 

Yĕhoshua/Hayah) am thy Saviour (Yasha) and thy Redeemer (LORD of Hosts), the mighty One 

of Jacob.” From Isa. 63:16 we read, “...Thou, O Lord (Yehoshuah) art our Father (Ab), our 

Redeemer; Thy name (Jesus) is from everlasting.” 

Isa. 43:11 says, “I, even I am the LORD and besides Me, there is no Savior (Yasha/Jesus/God)” 

If Jesus’ name, and the I Am, and Lord are all tied up together in the same root for existence, and 

salvation is the very name for God; then we should not have any other gods before us. 

Peter said after the crucifixion of Jesus, and as God's voice He said to those who crucified Jesus 

that this name “Jesus” (YHWH-I AM-Lord-Yeshuah, etc) was the name in which salvation can 
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happen. No other names of pagan gods are other paths to God as some say. Many people say 

whoever God is that’s who I worship. 

God is very specific as to who he is. He is not Allah, Zeus, Apollo, Ishtar, or Buddha (i.e. 

Satan’s fallen angels, or their hybrid children) to name a few; God says this is My name: 

‘Jesus’, and it is the only way, truth and life. Jesus God thru Peter says: “Neither is there 

salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among men, whereby we 

must be saved.” (Act 4:12) 

We worship one God who is Spirit and who has revealed Himself in the flesh, who comes to live 

in our temple bodies as the Holy Spirit and Comforter. He teaches us all things. We bring honor 

to the first commandment by worshiping, praying, and adoring the Son Jesus. 

“Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you 

have from God, and that you are not your own?” (I Cor. 6:19) We, you and I are the church, 

where our bodies go is where we go and that is where the church is. The buildings of churches 

are staying here with the people who are hypocrites and not truly saved. God sees the heart not 

the religion. 

“For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the Lord: 

I will put My laws in their mind and write them on their hearts; and I will be their God, and they 

shall be My people.” (Heb. 8:10) 

“Howbeit, the Most High dwells not in temples made with hands…” (Acts 7:48) 

“For we know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved; we have a building of 

God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.” (2 Cor. 5:1) 

Lastly the Lord’s Prayer reveals our future:  Your/Gods Kingdom come, your will be done on 

EARTH, as it is in heaven.  Through DJT Gods will is overthrowing the kingdoms of darkness 

and replacing it with his will, way and light.  I pray that you come to know your Father, and 

choose him. Today is the day! 

CLOSING THOUGHTS 

Time is up! This is the final harvest of souls before all scripture, prophecy, Gods will be done, 

the end of sin, and closing of the books.  It is not the time to run to the hills, because what I was 

told by ‘Aaron’ the angel of the Lord said that no one is prepared, and whatever that means you 

cannot be ready for what is coming good or bad. 

The period of time we have entered into is the Kingdom Age where God is showing his Power 

and Glory to the physical and spiritual world.  God through his right arm and Christ/Messiah is 

taking back the world from Satan who has many names and idols associated with him, and the 

Fallen Host.  
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We are in the first stage of the Messiah kingdom on earth called the appearing (Christ in Trump 

‘Anointed’ by Gods spirit), and the second stage is the coming which will happen in the near 

future is God as Messiah returning in glory as King of Kings and Lord of Lords.  Right now is 

the overturning of this world from Satan back to God, from darkness to Gods light, we will be 

lights and are. 

Since today is 7/13/2018 as I type this update I am still in the unveiling and revelation part of 

being showed what is happening and soon to happen. All prophecy and scriptures are to be 

fulfilled according to Dan 9 called the consummation, our time God will make an end of sin, 

finish the transgressions, etc.  We are in the midst of this right now.   

WW3 has already begun mostly spiritual, but the world is in major conflicts, famine, and 

collapse as I type this.  WW3 officially started on Sept 11, 2015 according to Natan and Stephan 

the angel of the Lord.  America will be the site of the Gog and Magog war (Gog is a Prince/King 

and is Obama, and Magog is Michelle, aka ‘Michael’ a transvestite).  It is a worldwide war, but 

since America is Ephraim and Jerusalem, Zion, and so many names they will attack America 

from the East coast, and west coast moving in.  Sounds like EMPs are the main choice of the 

initial attack, unless they let civil war within begin first? 

Right now Obama is planning his attack and destruction of the land and people of America, and 

it is because his father is Satan, Apollyon the god of destruction (i.e. CERN).  According to the 

bible when that happens the EMP and power goes out head to the hills, caves and rocks to 

protect you.   

Multitudes will die because I am told that 90% of people will probably die.  Mostly attacking 

each other, but black triangular ships with lasers suppose to kill men (Demon/Witchcraft ships, 

with alien/fallen angel/robots, etc within). They are not from other planets, but are the fallen 

angels working with the deep state in the USA and other nations, the illuminati, and Satan’s 

hybrid created creatures with AI.  Remember the part about “As the days of Noah, so shall the 

coming of the Lord be” this may be after WW3, but it may coincide I just won’t know for sure 

until it happens or I am given a heads up beforehand. 

Time us up people; it is time to clean out closets, repent, and choose the light, and not darkness. 

The darkness will grow darker and so will the people, while those of the light will shine brighter 

and brighter, purer and more holy.  This WW3 has already begun on Sept 11, 2015, and will 

explode onto the world stage against America (specifically), and possibly within about 1.5 – 2 

years, but also I was given another timeline and it may be at the end of Trumps 2 terms.   

If the power goes out, an EMP know we are being invaded (West and East Coast, and from 

within by immigrants, etc) by the countries that hate America, the God of the Bible, and 

Christians.  If the power goes out do what the bible says and go to the hills and hide out for about 

2 – 3 weeks and let the people fight for survival, and hopefully if you survived the first wave you 
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will be around as a remnant for Gods purposes, but if not be ready to enter into eternity with God 

through his gift and key in which is the Christ Jesus sacrifice on the cross. Amen! 

Very soon we will enter into the Millennium, and there are many good timelines out there, but 

let’s just say I was given one by the Angelic Host; Woody and Aaron was their earthly name, 

and we have about a total of 21-24 years if not shortened, and this includes 99-100 percent of old 

testament prophecy going to be fulfilled, and then we enter into the Millennium we will know 

that Gods redemption is almost finished. 

God said in his word “Let God be true and every man a liar” (Romans 3:1-12) why?  God can 

change the way our future unfolds, he can reveal parts of his plan to us, and/or manipulate time 

either way it is his to perform.  We are given insight, dreams, visions, we might be caught up in 

the spirit and shown amazing things that include our future, but God has all control how it 

unfolds and when.  As I am being instructed piece at a time about what is coming we are now in 

the unfolding of the very last day (s), so do not wait to make peace with Jesus and God because 

you do not know what tomorrow brings; you may cease to have a choice if your life is cut short.   

If we are here in the near future, let’s say the next 21years through everything that potentially is 

coming, as I was told by ‘Aaron’, and written in the scriptures we will have to hold on tightly to 

the Father Gods hand when it is the Darkest, and you will be one of the surviving remnant, not a 

survivalist. 

So, I would say that we need to be ready spiritually, have supplies, but do not go crazy!  We 

need to realize that God is our only real provision, help, and hope for our future life.  This is 

where you need to be ready!  He says if you seek me with all your heart, soul, and mind you will 

find me, and be found of Him. 

Remember the scripture that says ‘though he slay/kill me I will trust/love him still.’ Will you? I 

know I will praise him in and through all storms that I am in. 

 “And you shall seek me, and find me, when you shall search for me with all your heart.”(Jer 

29:13) 

I was commissioned to write this book by God as part of the revealing heaven, and those who 

find it will be blessed.  However, you must do your part, seek the Father, and also realize as 

Jesus the Son, God the Father and the Holy Spirit are ‘One’ also realize that we are also one with 

them as well.   

I have given you many examples of those going to heaven especially because I wanted to stay in 

the light, and not share the darkness.  Only to reveal that it too is there, and we need to stop 

playing with our eternity and souls; by hoping or believing that there is some other option out of 

here, or some other life after death because that is ‘Fake News’, and a ‘False report’. 
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Kat Kerr once again as one of the chosen ones, and pioneers in God revealing Heaven says right 

now is like no other time on earth, we are awakening to the reality that all of heaven and the 

word of God are real, God the Father, Jesus and the Holy Spirit are real.  Whether we want to 

believe or not, we are going to realize that heaven is real and regretfully hell is also; you have 

been ‘Red Pilled’.  Satan is real, evil is real, and we want to get him out of our lives.  The link 

above is one to help you to be free; remove junk from your soul, and awake to who you are in 

Christ Jesus. 

We all need to be ready to go home to the father, and most of us never see the heavenly realms 

‘yet’ we need to cleanse our soul of all things that are holding us back, causing fear, and 

anything that is not healthy in our soul. Prayer connects us to God like the word (the Bible) who 

is Jesus is God and his ‘Word’ is Jesus indwelt by Gods Holy Spirit, and He lives, breathes and 

penetrates the soul and mind to change it. Pray and seek Christ Jesus your savior.  

Watch:  https://youtu.be/pxvZuC63MOE or https://youtu.be/xQET69RN4CI 
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